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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This document provides descriptions of components and tasks that are involved in the 

computer system for the data acquisition and control of the mitigation tests conducted on waste 
tank SY-101 at the Hanford Nuclear Reservation. The system was designed and implemented 
by Los Alamos National Laboratory and supplied to Westinghouse Hanford Company. The 
computers (both personal computers and specialized data-taking computers) and the software 
programs of the system will hereafter collectively be referred to as the DACS (Data 
Acquisition and Control System). 

1.1 Purpose 
This document is for individuals who need a detailed understanding of the 

components that comprise the system and the functions they perform. 

1.2 Scope 
DACS for the Westinghouse waste storage tank SY-101 is designed for hydrogen 

mitigation testing. The mitigation testing uses a pump immersed in the waste tank and is 
directed at certain angles and operated at different speeds and time durations. 

The positioning of the pump and operation of the pump is controlled by the DACS, 
with the test operators commanding the system. There are many instruments used to monitor 
process variables within the tank at all times. The DACS collects data from these instruments, 
displays real-time data for operators (and test engineers and analysis teams), and archives the 
data for later analysis; it also interfaces with control elements and safeguards the operation of 
the test equipment. 

The DACS is composed of several components working in parallel to perform the 
tasks needed for test operation and monitoring. 

There is a variable frequency drive that controls a motor that will move the position 
of the pump to different angles. A second variable frequency drive controls a motor which 
drives the pump that circulates the waste. 

A PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) interfaces with instrumentation in the waste 
tank and controls elements for safe operation. This PLC has embedded logic to assure safe 
operation of the pump and to process data for interface to a supervisory networked computer 
system. 

A networked computer system, using a multitasking software shell called Genesis, 
brings together all data gathered from operator input, the PLC, and the variable frequency 
drives. The Genesis system is used to collect data from the PLC and from the variable 
frequency drives controlling the motors. Genesis displays this data in real time and in a 
graphic format to the test engineers and data analysis teams. The system also stores data to 
files mat can be analyzed at any time and these files are archived for later analysis. 

l 
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The Genesis system also is used to control the variable frequency drives' operation 
from operator requests. There is embedded logic in the system to warn test engineers of 
critical conditions and ensure safe operation of the pump motors. 

The Genesis system supports peer-to-peer network communications to enable data to 
be shared between terminals. The Genesis network also supports host communications to 
multiple supervisory stations, allowing several consoles to access common data. 

1.3 Overview 
This document provides a description of the system in ever-increasing detail. First 

the general organization of system components is shown in Section 2, System Layout. Then, 
in Section 3, System Functions, the DACS tasks are broken down and an overview of each 
component's purpose is given. Finally, in Section 4, Design Details, the intricacies of how 
each task is accomplished are supplied. 

1.4 Conventions and Definitions 
This document contains some formalisms to aid in its descriptions. These, as well as 

acronyms that are used, are given in the sections that follow. 

1.4.1 Formatting Conventions. The Genesis multitasking software application is 
embodied in a database referred to as a strategy. Strategies are organized by algorithm blocks, 
which have a type and a tag name. The block types are denoted by an italic font. The block 
tag names will be encapsulated in angle brackets; for example, <TAGNAME>. 

1.4.2 Acronyms. The following acronyms are used: 

DACS Data Acquisition and Control System 
FTIR Fourier Transform InfraRed 
HLAN Hanford Local Area Network 
MIT Multi-function Instrument Tree 
PLC Programmable Logic Controller 
R&R Report and Recipe 
RSS Remote Supervisory Station 
SDD System Design Description 
VFD Variable Frequency Drive 
WHC Westinghouse Hanford Company 
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2.0 SYSTEM LAYOUT 
The DACS contains several components that function in parallel to perform data 

collection and analysis, data display, alarm indication, monitoring, pump control, and 
archiving functions. Each component is carefully chosen, based on its capabilities, to perform 
a specific task. Their close choreography is required to meet the performance requirements of 
the system. 

The system is designed to collect data from the field, display the data to test 
engineers, and log the data for later analysis. The system has the ability to warn the test 
engineers of critical conditions. There are control functions embedded in the system to control 
the position and operation of the pump. During pump control there are several checks on the 
critical signals to abort operation when a problem is detected. The system is designed to have 
enhanced effectiveness by being user friendly, and has built-in protections to make the test 
operation safe. 

Information must be exchanged between components to integrate all of the data and 
control signals into a workable whole. Communication routines are implemented to read 
signals and data from the PLC and AF5000 devices and to send control commands to the pump 
equipment. The display terminals share data over a real-time data network. This network 
allows multiple users to share information and allows strategies to share critical signals and 
control commands. 

2.1 Component Layout 
The DACS is composed of Modicon PLCs, two Eaton AF5000+ frequency drives, a 

Genesis data collection runtime station, a Genesis pump control runtime station, a backup 
station to each Genesis runtime station, multiple local consoles for the Genesis data collection 
station, multiple remote consoles for the Genesis data collection station, and a file server 
interface to the local area network. 

The Eaton AF5000+ frequency drives are used to control electrical motors. The 
units have microprocessors that have logic functions specifically designed to control the motor 
and provide for its safe operation. The reading of parameters and sending of control 
commands for the frequency drives can be done from the front panel of the unit or from serial 
communication commands. The operating status of the drive can be viewed from the front 
panel of the unit or it can be requested by a device that supports serial communications. 

A driver has been written to communicate with the Eaton AF5000+ frequency drives 
to request data and send control commands. This driver has been specifically designed to 
function within a personal computer running the Genesis multitasking software. 

The Genesis multitasking software is used to display real-time data from the field, 
perform logic functions, and send commands to the control devices. Each Genesis application 
is embodied in a database which is referred to as a strategy. This strategy contains algorithms 
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that are executed at specific rates. The algorithms in the strategy are graphically selected by 
placing blocks in the strategy configuration environment. There are different kinds of 
algorithm blocks that can be used in the strategy to read data from hardware devices and write 
data to hardware devices. Genesis provides control-based algorithm blocks to build control 
logic. 

Personal computers that use Genesis to update a strategy from hardware devices are 
considered runtime stations. Real-time displays are dynamically updated from the current 
values of the parameters in the algorithm blocks in the Genesis strategy. These displays are 
interactive and are designed to show current signal readings and allow the test engineers to 
change operating parameters. The Genesis software is used to bring data from the field 
together, perform calculations on that data, and then display the results to the test engineers. 

Each Genesis runtime application can share its data to other Genesis stations over a 
real-time data network called Gen-Net. The Gen-Net is used to transfer selected real-time data 
and files between personal computers running the Genesis software. The physical layer of the 
Gen-Net uses ArcNet hardware in a star configuration. All Gen-Net stations are connected to 
an active hub with coaxial cable. 

One of the Genesis runtime stations is used to pass data to and from the Modicon 
PLC. Information is retrieved and sent to the PLC with a serial communication driver that 
executes in parallel with the other Genesis runtime functions. This runtime station is called 
STATION5 on the Genesis Gen-Net. The Genesis strategy that is executed in this station is 
called TEST. 

Another Genesis runtime station is used for pump control and communicates to the 
two frequency drives used to position and control the pump. This runtime station is called 
STATION8 on the Gen-Net. It passes data to STATION5 and receives data from STATION5. 
This is how data are transferred from the frequency drives to the PLC. The Genesis strategy 
that is executed in this station is called MOTOR. 

One of the personal computers on the Gen-Net is used as a backup to either 
STATION5 running the TEST strategy or STATION8 running the MOTOR strategy. This 
station is called STATION7 on the Gen-Net. 

STATION7 can also become a second console to the TEST strategy running in 
STATION5. As a Remote Supervisory Station (RSS) the console can bring up dynamic 
displays that update directly from the TEST strategy. STATION6 will serve as a RSS to the 
TEST strategy at all times. 

Three RSS consoles are located outside of the DACS trailer. STATION1 and 
STATION3 are located at the 2750 building and transfer their network data packets over phone 
lines at 9600 baud using special ArcNet/RS-232 conversion units called Arc-Links. 
STATION11 is simply connected with coaxial cable as the other local stations are, but it is 
located in the evaporator room next to the DACS trailer. 
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A personal computer is dedicated to transferring files from the Gen-Net to a file 
server on the Hanford local area network (HLAN). STATION9 on the Gen-Net is logged into 
the Westinghouse file server and is operated in a Gen-Net file server mode. This allows files 
from STATION5 to be transferred to the Westinghouse file server without broadcasting real
time data packets over the HLAN. 

Figure 1 is a diagram of the physical connections between components. 

Modicon 
PLC 

(secondary) 

Modicon 
PLC 

(secondary) 

Modem gfltctank y: m ̂cfi^JBWb;^; isArcLaiik Modem 
Jv,„- . : ,^- : : - , : ;KW ,,. .- .="---:• 

Modem 
h ~ - ~ - • > . - - . - - - - - - •:••• 

g^jgLank : 

— Modem 

Staftml | i Station 11 Station 3 

Fig. 1. Diagram of the physical connections between components. 
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2.2 Logical Flow of Data 
Data are retrieved from the PLC registers and status points by the station running the 

TEST strategy. This updates the TEST strategy algorithm blocks that are used to read data 
from the PLC. Data are sent back to the PLC from algorithm blocks that are used to write 
data to the PLC. For backup support STATION7 can run the TEST strategy; for normal 
operation STATION5 will run the TEST strategy. All discussion related to data flow of the 
TEST strategy will assume normal operation. For backup operation simply substitute 
STATION7 for STATION5. The MOTOR strategy is used to communicate bidirectionally 
with both variable frequency drives. For normal operation STATION8 will run the MOTOR 
strategy; for backup operation STATTON7 can also run the MOTOR strategy. Data which are 
passed between STATION5 and STATION8 allow the TEST and MOTOR strategies to share 
critical data. 

The local RSSs linked to the TEST strategy can receive and send values to the TEST 
strategy. The RSSs outside of the DACS trailer will only be able to receive information from 
the TEST strategy. 

Figure 2 shows the data and control paths between components. 
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Fig. 2. Data and control paths between components. 
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2.3 Task Allocation to Components 
Each component performs at least one main task needed for the system. The 

following section is a breakdown of the tasks that are performed by each component. 

2.3.1 Modicon PLC. The functions of the Modicon PLC are to input data from the 
field, to abort the pump when critical channels are beyond their abort limits, to provide control 
and alarm signals and the logic to generate them, to provide timers and enable logic for pump 
testing, and to provide data and status information to Genesis. 

2.3.2 Eaton AF-5000+ Variable Frequency Drives. The variable frequency drives 
control the motors used to position and operate the pump. Each drive controls its respective 
motor's critical parameters such as speed, acceleration, deceleration, and maximum speed as 
well as the starting and stopping of the motor. The drive also monitors current, line voltage, 
actual speed, and current state of the motor. 

The frequency drives communicate with the Genesis MOTOR strategy via RS-232 
serial communications. Each frequency drive has a unique address for these communications. 
The drive that controls the pump motor is addressed as 1, and the drive that controls the 
directional motor is addressed as 2. Genesis only acts in a supervisory role in controlling the 
motors; the drives can run the motors independent of Genesis communication. 

A special signal from each drive that indicates when the motor is running is wired 
directly to a discrete input module. This signal is then used by the PLC for accurate timing of 
the duration of a test run. 

2.3.3 TEST Strategy Terminal, STATION5. STATION5 is the primary data 
acquisition computer and is connected to the Modicon 984 PLC through the first serial port, 
COM1. The strategy functions that STATION5 has to perform are: send and retrieve field 
values from the Modicon 984 I/O drops, write those engineering values to disk as Genesis 
history files, participate in the watchdog timer with the 984 ladder logic, provide a printed test 
report as a key macro, download abort limits to the PLC and generate operator alarms. 

2.3.4 MOTOR Strategy Terminal, STATION8. This personal computer is 
dedicated to running the Genesis Runtime MOTOR strategy. The Gen-Net node name 
STATION8 is used to reference this component. 

The main task STATION8 performs is to communicate with the AF5000+ variable 
frequency drives to monitor data from the drives and send commands to them. This is 
performed with the Eaton AF5000+ Genesis communications driver. 

The MOTOR strategy contains logic to control the positioning of the pump. This 
logic uses operator input, the current status of the pump and directional motors, and the 
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current feedback signal levels of the critical variables in the waste tank to determine what the 
directional motor should do. This task will command the directional motor's frequency drive 
to move the pump to the operator's desired position when all conditions are correct. 

The mixing pump motor is controlled through its variable frequency drive by the 
logic associated with the pump operation in the MOTOR strategy. The logic uses the current 
values of the critical variables in the tank to decide if commands from the operators to start or 
stop the pump motors should be honored. If allowable, commands are sent to change the 
pump's operating status. 

There is logic embedded in the MOTOR strategy to abort the directional or pump 
motor operation. This task will immediately shut down operation of either motor if any of the 
abort criteria becomes active. STATION8 will display alarm conditions in the alarm summary 
and warn the operator with an audible alarm when a signal goes into alarm state. 

The tests that are performed on the waste in the tank involve operating the pump at 
different speeds and at different angles. A test is selected using a display of the MOTOR 
strategy on the STATION8 console. This selection determines a predetermined set of time 
durations, speeds, and angles so that the test parameters can be downloaded easily to the active 
parameters of the position and mixing pump control logic. 

The pump is often operated for only a short period of time. This process is referred 
to as a pump bump. There is independent logic in the MOTOR strategy for a pump bump 
operation. 

Gen-Net communications functions are enabled in this strategy to pass variables to 
and from the TEST strategy runtime station. 

2.3.5 Backup Station, STATION7. This station can act as the TEST strategy 
runtime station or the MOTOR strategy runtime station. The tasks that are embedded in each 
strategy would be performed by this station if it becomes a runtime station. To make this 
station a runtime station, the position of some manual switches must be changed and the 
appropriate strategy initiated in the computer. 

2.3.6 Local RSS Terminals, STATION6, and STATION7. Remote supervisory 
stations (RSS) allow access to a runtime station strategy through graphic displays that were 
developed for the strategy. These network stations allow the operator to display and change 
values in the runtime strategy. All RSS terminals on the Gen-Net will be linked to the station 
runtime TEST strategy. There are two RSS terminals in the DACS trailer: STATION6 and 
STATION7 (when it is not operating as a runtime station). 

2.3.7 Remote RSS Terminals, STATION1, STATION3, and STATION11. 
These terminals are at a site remote to the DACS trailer. They function just as a RSS terminal 
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in the DACS trailer except that the values in the TEST strategy can not be changed from these 
terminals. This is done by using a different set of key macros which disable functions that 
would ordinarily allow access to TEST strategy values. 

2.3.8 File Server Support, STATION9. The data files that are logged on 
STATION5 must be archived. Every two hours the data files are started over and a file 
transfer program is executed to transfer data files from STATION5 to STATION9. The data 
files are copied to a Bernoulli drive on STATION9 and are transferred to a file server on the 
HLAN. STATION9 has both an ethernet card to access the HLAN and an ArcNet card to 
receive files via Gen-Net. 
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3.0 SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 
The tasks that are performed by the DACS are allocated to the PLC, the Eaton 

AF5000+ variable frequency drives, or the Genesis supervisory control software. The 
following sections give an overview of those tasks for each of the components. 

3.1 Instrument Monitoring and Data Collection Function (TEST Strategy) 
The main functions of the TEST strategy are to monitor the status and values read 

from the tank instruments, log data, generate alarms, and control the PLC. Essential to these 
functions is communication with the Modicon PLC, with the MOTOR strategy, and with other 
stations on the network. In addition to these main functions, the strategy also provides the 
ability to generate hard copy reports of the data. Given below is an overview of these TEST 
strategy functions and the communication paths needed to accomplish them. The details are 
reserved for Chapter 4. 

3.1.1 TEST Strategy Communications. The TEST strategy communicates with the 
Modicon PLC via an RS-232 serial communications link. It communicates via the ArcNet 
with the STATION8 MOTOR strategy, with the RSS stations for operator displays, and with 
the STATION9 data archiving computer. The type of data communicated via each of these 
pathways is discussed briefly below. 

3.1.1.1 Communications with the Modicon PLC. All of the tank instrumentation 
data enter the TEST strategy from the PLC via the RS-232 serial link. These include data 
such as tank temperature readings, gas measurements, flow measurements, and much more. 
These data enter the TEST strategy through one of two device blocks called DEVI and DEV4. 
(Device blocks 2 and 3 were used in earlier versions of the strategy but are no longer present.) 
The device blocks accomplish the mapping between the PLC registers and the Genesis TEST 
strategy I/O blocks. The device blocks together with the I/O blocks scale the data to 
engineering units. The data are then available to be logged to the hard disk, displayed on any 
of a number of user display screens, or sent to the STATION8 MOTOR strategy. 

In addition to the tank instrumentation data, the PLC will provide status information 
about the PLC hardware and abort status information about any measurements that have aborts 
associated with them. It will provide instrument failure status information for selected critical 
measurements. 

The communication with the PLC is a two-way communication, and information is 
sent from the TEST strategy to the PLC. The TEST strategy sends abort limit values to the 
PLC for use in the abort comparison logic. It will send an operator-initiated abort reset signal 
to the PLC, which resets the PLC abort logic. The TEST strategy will also relay test control 
signals from the STATION8 MOTOR strategy to the PLC. 
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3.1.1.2 Communications with the Motor Strategy. Communication between the 
TEST and MOTOR strategies is accomplished via ArcNet using a node block located in the 
MOTOR strategy. This node block allows the MOTOR strategy access to TEST strategy 
blocks for reading and writing. Data relating to the variable speed drives for pump motor 
control and directional motor control are sent from the MOTOR strategy to the TEST strategy. 
The TEST strategy relays the abort status from the PLC to the MOTOR strategy so that it can 
initiate an independent pump shutdown. 

Pump tests are initiated from the MOTOR strategy. By using the TEST strategy as a 
middleman, information for the control of the tests needs to be sent from the MOTOR strategy 
to the PLC. This information includes test enable signals, timer durations so that the PLC can 
time the length of a test independently, and abort limit values that vary based upon the pump 
speed used for a particular test. 

Data from the position encoder are needed in the MOTOR strategy. Since these data 
originate in the PLC, the TEST strategy becomes the middleman for this as well. 

A watchdog timer is implemented as well, so that the TEST strategy can detect when 
the MOTOR strategy is not communicating. This function is accomplished in the MOTOR 
strategy by examining the NODEFAIL bit of the node block. Since the TEST strategy lacks a 
node block, the watchdog timer becomes necessary. 

3.1.1.3 Communications from the TEST Strategy to the RSS Stations. 
Communication with the RSS stations is via ArcNet. These stations can display any of the 
TEST strategy screens for data monitoring. 

3.1.1.4 Communications from the TEST Strategy to the Data Archiving 
Computer. Data are first logged locally on STATION5 by the TEST strategy. The data are 
then transferred to the data archiving computer, STATION9. After a successful transfer, the 
data are then deleted from STATION5. The computers are linked with ArcNet, and the 
transfer is accomplished by using a GENFXR block located in the TEST strategy. The data 
archiving computer is networked to both ArcNet and to the HLAN. The data are transferred 
from STATION5 directly to the Westinghouse network server as well as to the Bernoulli drive 
on STATION9. 

3.1.2 Data Monitoring. Data monitoring is one of the primary functions of the 
TEST strategy. Tank instrumentation data and system states information are presented on a 
number of operator display screens. The operator displays fall into four basic categories plus a 
MAP screen. 

The MAP screen shows the organization of all of the other screens in the system. 
Three of the screen categories are used for monitoring and are discussed below. The fourth 
screen category is used for report generation and will be mentioned in Section 3.1.6 . 
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3.1.2.1 Abort Status Monitoring. This group of screens include the screen 
CSMAIN and those below it on the MAP organization screen. These screens allow the 
operator to monitor critical safety-related measurements. These are measurements that need to 
be within predetermined limits before the pump can be operated safely. These measurements 
generally have automatic abort functions located in the PLC that automatically shut off the 
pump motor when the abort limit is exceeded. They generally have alarms associated with 
them that alert the operator if their value is approaching the abort limit. The current 
measurement value, the alarm and abort limits, and the alarm and abort status of these 
measurements are displayed on the abort monitoring screens. 

3.1.2.2 Tank Measurement Monitoring. These screens include the MSMAIN and 
ASMAIN screens and the screens below these two on the MAP screen. They allow the 
operator to view any of the tank instrumentation measurements. Those below MSMAIN allow 
monitoring of the data in tabular form, on diagrams based on location within the tank, or using 
graphical representations such as bar graphs. Those below ASMAIN are trend screens. They 
allow the data to be viewed graphically as it changes through time. 

3.1.2.3 System Status Monitoring. These are the screens DACS and IOSTATUS. 
DACS allows the operator to monitor the status of the trailer power systems and the trailer 
rack temperatures as well as the outside weather. IOSTATUS allows the operator to monitor 
the status of the Modicon I/O modules and racks. 

3.1.3 PLC Control. The TEST strategy provides limited operator control of the 
PLC. Specifically, from any of the abort monitoring screens (see Section 3.1.2.1) the 
operator can reset the PLC abort coil. The PLC performs comparisons of certain critical 
instruments with their abort limits. If one of these measurements exceeds its abort limit then 
the PLC abort coil is set. The pump cannot run when this coil is set. This abort coil is 
latched, which means that if a measurement exceeds its abort limit only momentarily the abort 
coil will remain set even after the measurement has returned to a normal value. The only way 
to reset the abort coil is via the button on the abort monitoring screens mentioned above. 

The TEST strategy is responsible for downloading the abort limits for these 
measurements to the PLC. This is done once upon startup of the strategy. The only 
exceptions to these are those limits that change based upon the pump speed. These limits are 
calculated in the MOTOR strategy and relayed to the TEST strategy to be downloaded to the 
PLC. This occurs when a particular pump test has been enabled by the operator using the 
MOTOR strategy. 

3.1.4 Data Logging. The TEST strategy is responsible for logging data to the hard 
drive and transmitting the data to the archiving computer, STATION9. The data are used for 
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long-term tank monitoring and to evaluate the results of the pump tests. Currently 155 data 
channels are logged. These are stored in 10 history files at intervals ranging from 6 seconds to 
5 minutes. 

The TEST strategy creates these history files and assigns file names derived from the 
time and date the file is created. Data are logged until an even-numbered 2-hour boundary is 
reached (that is, 2:00, 4:00, 6:00, etc.). At this time the current set of history files is closed 
and a new set is opened. The old set of history files is then transferred to the STATION9 
archiving computer and placed on the HLAN. Upon successful transfer the files are deleted 
from the STATION5 computer disk. If the file transfer is not successful the files remain on 
the STATION5 disk and another attempt is made 2 hours later. The files accumulate on the 
STATION5 disk until the network problem is resolved and they can successfully be transferred 
to STATION9. 

3.1.5 Alarming Functions. An important function of the TEST strategy is to notify 
the operator of significant events. This is accomplished by using the alarm features of the 
Genesis software. The strategy can be set up such that measurements which exceed alarm 
limits encoded in the strategy blocks cause an audible alarm to sound. Information about the 
alarm is posted to a special Genesis-provided screen called the Alarm/Event Summary Screen. 

The system has been designed to produce alarms when critical tank measurements 
approach safety limits, when critical instruments fail, when communications have been lost 
between the TEST strategy and the PLC or the TEST strategy and the MOTOR strategy, and 
when the PLC has detected an abort condition. 

3.1.6 Report Generation. The final function of the TEST strategy is to provide 
printed reports of measurement sets. These are initiated by the operator from the REPORT 
display screen. 

3.2 Pump Control Function (MOTOR Strategy) 
The pump is controlled by two variable frequency drives, one for position and one 

for operation. These variable frequency drives are commanded by the Genesis MOTOR 
strategy using RS-232 asynchronous communications. This strategy has logic functions that 
control pump position, pump operation, error checking, operation aborting, test selection, 
network communications, and alarming. 

The following section is a description of each task performed by the MOTOR 
strategy. Details on how the task is implemented can be found in Section 4.2 of this 
document. 

3.2.1 Position Control. The position control portion of the Genesis strategy 
involves several tasks operating in parallel. The desired pump position is selected by the 
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operator or by the current phase of an automated test. The pump position is controlled by an 
Eaton AF5000+ frequency drive. Parameters are read and set via the Genesis AF5000 driver. 
The logic portion of the Genesis strategy tells the directional motor to start or stop; the 
direction of movement is based on the actual position feedback from the PLC. 

The starting of the directional motor is controlled by automated logic and enabled by 
the operator. The automated logic will seek to move the pump within a desired range. When 
enabled, the logic will set up the direction the pump needs to move, wait for a period of 
6 seconds, then start the directional motor if the pump is not within the desired range. 

The directional motor cannot be started if the pump motor is running. This is a 
safeguard to ensure equipment is not damaged. At no time are both the directional motor and 
the pump motor to operate at the same time. 

The actual position of the pump must be outside of the desired range for the 
directional motor to start. If all safeguard conditions are met and the pump is directed to move 
by the operator, a command is sent to the Eaton AF5000+ frequency drive to start movement 
of the pump. 

The directional motor will stop if the actual position of the pump is within the desired 
range; it will also stop if the actual position exceeds the limits of movement or overshoots the 
desired range. An abort condition will also cause the directional motor to stop. The operator 
can manually stop the directional motor from the console or from the emergency stop button 
on the control panel. If any logic conditions are met that specify halting of the directional 
motor, a command is sent to the Eaton AF5000+ frequency drive to stop the movement of the 
pump. 

Communications to the Eaton AF5000+ frequency drive are enabled at all times. 
Parameters can only be read from and sent to the drive when the drive is powered up and 
receiving asynchronous communication requests. The communication task is responsible for 
sending control commands and desired operating conditions to the frequency drive. Feedback 
status from the directional motor is displayed to the operator and is also passed to the PLC 
abort logic via the TEST Genesis strategy operating in the Genesis terminal STATION5. 

The current position of the pump is requested from the PLC via STATION5 and 
displayed for the operator. When the operator requests a position change, the actual position 
is compared with the desired position to determine if the directional motor should be started. 
After being started, it is stopped automatically when it is within range or when it overshoots 
the desired range. Within range is defined by a dead-band of 2 degrees above and below the 
desired position. When the pump is within this range the directional motor is not started. If 
the pump is out of the desired range and a request to change the position is made, the direction 
to move is automatically determined by the position control logic. The direction signal is then 
passed to the frequency drive. 
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When the directional motor is running, limit-checking on the position of the pump 
assures that the pump will not be moved to a position beyond the maximum bounds set for the 
pump position. 

The pump can be moved by operator request before or during test operation. There 
are safeguards in place to disable pump movement during critical phases to protect equipment 
and test results. There is automated logic that will disable movement after the pump is within 
the desired range. Any time the directional motor is stopped the movement of the pump is 
disabled. The logic is set up so the operator must enable position control every time the pump 
is to be moved. 

3.2.2 Pump Control. Several tasks that execute in parallel comprise the pump 
control. The pump that circulates the waste in the tank is driven by a motor-controlled Eaton 
AF5000+ variable frequency drive. Commands to start, stop, and change speeds are 
processed by a Genesis AF5000 communication driver. 

Abort logic is provided to ensure safe operation of the pump. Pump operating status 
is displayed to the operator and passed on to STATION5 for data logging and PLC logic 
control. 

An operator request will start the pump provided preventative conditions allow it. An 
operator can start the pump from the STATION8 console if the directional motor is not 
operating all permissives are satisfied and the enable pump control bit has been set by the 
operator. If the start logic is satisfied, a command is sent to the Eaton AF5000+ frequency 
drive that controls the pump motor. 

The pump can be halted automatically from the elapsed test timer, an abort condition, 
or a manual request by an operator. The operator can halt the operation manually by selecting 
the stop pump or stop test operations from the STATION8 console. If the logical conditions to 
halt the pump motor are met, a command is sent to the Eaton AF5000+ frequency drive to 
stop the pump. 

Communications from Genesis to the Eaton AF5000+ frequency drive which control 
the pump motor are enabled at all times, parameters can only be read and sent to the drive 
when the drive is powered up and receiving asynchronous communication requests. The 
MOTOR strategy is responsible for sending control commands and desired operating 
conditions to the pump motor and retrieving feedback status from the pump motor. 

The current operating values in the frequency drive are compared with the desired 
operating values set by the test selection or operator. If the current operating parameters 
deviate from the desired operating parameters the operator is warned. For instance, the 
desired pump motor speed is compared with the actual pump speed and a warning is displayed 
to the operator if difference is more than 5 % of the desired speed. Also, the predicted motor 
current draw is calculated based on the desired speed of the motor and an alarm limit is set on 
the motor current 20% above this limit. The operator will be warned if the motor current 
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exceeds this limit. An abort limit is set 40% above the predicted current draw. The PLC 
logic will send an abort command if the motor current exceeds this limit. Similarly, the 
predicted discharge pressure from the nozzle is calculated based on the desired speed of the 
motor. An alarm limit is set 20% above this pressure, and the operator is warned if this limit 
is exceeded. An abort limit is set 40% above the predicted discharge pressure. The PLC logic 
will send an abort command if the discharge pressure exceeds this limit. 

3.2.3 Abort. The abort command can be from the abort coil in the PLC, a failure in 
AF5000+ communications, or a failure in network communications to STATION5. 

There is limit-checking built into the logic used to safeguard the operation of the 
pump and directional motors. Feedback signals from the PLC are compared with abort limits 
and desired operating conditions set by the operator (directly or by test selection). Several 
instrument signals are also monitored by the PLC to ensure safe operating conditions. The 
PLC can command the mixing pump control and directional control motors to stop if any of 
these signals exceed their operating range. 

The status of the network communication with STATION5 is monitored at all times, 
and any time the network communications fail both motors will be halted. A failure in 
communications with either of the AF5000+ frequency drives will also cause an abort 
condition which will stop both motors." 

3.2.4 Test Operation. There are different tests that can be executed by the test 
engineers. Each test specifies the position of the pump, the speed of the pump, the duration of 
pump operation, and the time delay between pump operations, all of which have an effect on the 
critical feedback signals. The MOTOR strategy is responsible for controlling the pump under 
stringent guidelines set up by the design engineers. 

Each test has a specific number associated with the parameter settings for the test. The 
test engineer cannot override the test parameters that control the pump unless the mixing pump 
motor display is used, which is a manual control screen for pump operation. The operator can 
select the test to be executed from the console and must set the values of the test to the active 
parameters, by selecting the SET VALUES button from the console. The test operation must 
then be enabled before starting the test. 

When a test is active an elapsed timer keeps track of the overall duration of the test. 
Another timer keeps track of how long the pump is in operation. An early warning is activated 
before the elapsed time of pump operation reaches the desired operation time. If either of these 
elapsed timers reach the desired time during pump operation the test will be aborted and the pump 
will be stopped. The PLC times pump operation and the overall test time. The desired test time 

"This is not true with version 3.50 of driver in use. If communication is lost, Genesis will not be able to send commands to 
stop the motor, but the PLC is notified of the loss in communications and will stop pump operation itself. 
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values are passed to the PLC from the test selection with network communications to 
STATION5. 

The pump may become active several times during a test at different positions. The 
operator will be prompted to move the pump when the desired time of pump operation has been 
achieved at the current position. After pump operation has been completed at all desired 
positions the bitter end of the test is delayed until all critical data are monitored for an appropriate 
period of time after pump operation is suspended. 

During test selection and operation there are several procedures the test engineer must 
follow to begin the test. The system sets control points on the STATION8 console to different 
colors to show the test engineers which procedures have been performed and what functions have 
been enabled. 

3.2.5 Pump Bump Operation. The pump is operated for short periods of time to keep 
waste from hardening in the pump. This procedure is referred to as a "pump bump." There is 
logic embedded in the MOTOR strategy that is used to command the pump operation for a 
specific period of time. 

The test engineers set up the desired bump time and desired pump speed from a 
specialized display for pump bump operation. When the pump is in operation an elapsed timer is 
used to keep track of pump operation time. This elapsed time is compared with the desired 
operation time to determine if the pump should be stopped. 

3.2.6 Network Communications. Data are received from the TEST strategy 
application running on STATION5 by network communications. These data are polled from 
STATION5 just as data are polled from the AF5000+ frequency drives. A network node block in 
the MOTOR strategy with the tag name <STATION5> represents the TEST strategy. The data 
points in this block have names that mimic the tag names of blocks in the TEST strategy. When 
these data points are selected they will receive or send information to the algorithm block in the 
TEST strategy with the same tag name. An example of receiving data from the TEST strategy is 
the MOTOR strategy variable <STATION5.TIR12A01 .OUT.inp>. This data point will have the 
same value as the OUT parameter in the algorithm block <TIR12A01> in the TEST strategy. 
This data point can then be displayed in the STATION8 console or can be connected to other 
algorithm blocks in the MOTOR strategy. 

Data will be sent back to the TEST strategy by enabling communications to variables in 
algorithm blocks in the TEST strategy that can be changed. If the value of the variable can be 
changed by an operator at the STATION5 console the value of the variable can be changed with 
network communications from STATION8. For the value to be controlled automatically a 
connection is required. An example is <STATION5.HPSPDLIM.EVAL>, which is changed to 
the value of <PMPSPDAB.OUT> in the MOTOR strategy. 
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3.2.7 Alarming. The test engineers are warned of signals that exceed limits and the 
status of events with the alarming function of Genesis. When an alarm condition arises the 
computer drives an amplified audible alarm and the tag name of the signal that caused it is 
displayed in the lower right corner of the display. A history of alarm conditions can be viewed 
from the alarm summary. 

The alarms set in the motor strategy pertain mostly to the pump motor and the 
directional motor. There are some additional alarms that are passed from STATION5 via 
network communications. 

Operator activity is also tracked in the alarm summary. If a value is changed by the 
operator, a record of the change is logged into the alarm summary. 

3.2.8 System Parameters. There are special algorithm functions in the MOTOR 
strategy that are used to execute Report & Recipe code, for alarming control, and for version 
tracking. Please refer to Section 4.2.8 of this document for details on these functions. 

3.3 Modicon PLC Functions 

The functions of the Modicon PLC are to input data from the field, to abort the pump 
when critical channels are beyond their abort limits, to provide control and alarm signals and the 
logic to generate them, to provide timers and enable logic for pump testing, and to provide data 
and status information to Genesis. Each of these are discussed functionally in the following 
sections. The details are in Section 4.3. 

3.3.1 Data Collection from the Field. Data enter the PLC via any of a number of 
Modicon input modules. Different types of modules can accept analog voltage or current inputs, 
thermocouple inputs, digital inputs of varying levels or ASCII serial inputs. There are 
corresponding types of modules for data output. 

In order to access data from a module, it must be entered into the PLC configuration 
table known as the Traffic Cop. This involves specifying the module's type, physical location, and 
the PLC registers which will be used for communication with the module. The physical location 
is specified in terms of the Modicon I/O drop, the I/O rack within the drop, and the slot within the 
rack which contains the module. 

For most types of modules, this is all that needs to be done in order to have access to the 
data. The PLC I/O hardware places the data into the specified registers. From there, the contents 
of the registers can be sent to Genesis (see Section 3.1.1.1) and can be used within the PLC if 
further logic operations on the data are required. 

The exceptions to this are the thermocouple input modules and the ASCII/Basic input 
modules. Both of these require that PLC logic be provided to program module parameters, 
control the operation of the modules, and handle the interface between the modules and the PLC. 
In addition, the ASCII/Basic module contains a built-in Basic interpreter. A Basic program must 
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be loaded into this module to control the input of data into the module as well as the interface 
between the module and the PLC. The logic and programs which operate these modules will be 
discussed in Section 4.3.1.5. 

3.3.2 Abort Functions. The PLC is responsible for providing an automatic pump 
shutoff signal (known as the abort signal) whenever certain safety-related or other critical 
measurements exceed predetermined limits. This function is provided in the PLC rather than in 
Genesis since the response time of the PLC is much faster (on the order of 50 ms). 

The abort limits are sent to the PLC from Genesis (see Section 3.1.5). The PLC then 
continually compares the incoming critical measurements to their abort limits and sends the abort 
signal if any of the limits are exceeded. 

3.3.3 Control Points and Alarm Outputs. The PLC abort output discussed above is 
one example of the control and alarm functions of the PLC that is important enough to deserve its 
own section. The other control outputs provided by the PLC are: a signal which triggers the 
Nicolet data collection system whenever there are indications of a tank rollover, a signal which 
shuts off the Ames sludge monitoring equipment whenever an abort is detected (see above), and a 
signal which shuts off the VDTT flow meters when a high strain is detected on certain risers. 

The PLC also contains a watchdog timer which expects to receive regular updates from 
Genesis. If communications from Genesis to the PLC fail, a signal is sent which sounds an audible 
alarm. 

3.3.4 Test Timers and Enable Logic. The PLC contains timers which time the pump 
tests, one for pump bumps and one for Phase B tests. The time allowed for the test is sent from 
Genesis. The PLC timers then run whenever the pump is running and shut down the pump 
whenever the allowed time is exceeded. This provides a backup means for shutting off the pump 
when the allowed time for the test has elapsed. In most cases, the operator or the MOTOR 
strategy will have already shut off the pump before the allowed time has elapsed. 

The PLC also contains test enable logic. This is a logic mechanism which ensures that 
all of the timers are set and abort parameter changes are accomplished before the pump is run. 

3.3.5 Special Data and Status Information. In most cases, data can be made 
available to Genesis without any further PLC logic other than the module configuration setup (see 
Section 3.3.1). However, some PLC logic is needed to extract data or status information to be 
sent to Genesis. The status information provides information about the primary and hot standby 
PLCs and the I/O drop and module status. By extracting only the information needed in the PLC 
the amount of I/O between the PLC and Genesis can be reduced. 

Also, there is PLC logic which monitors the high-frequency strain alarms for momentary 
triggers which may otherwise occur too fast to cause an alarm in Genesis. 
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3.4 Instrumentation 

DACS instrumentation provides measurements which can be organized in the following 
categories: measurements for mixer pump operation, waste tank conditions, riser strain, and 
DACS trailer status and area monitors. Each of these is discussed in the following sections. 

Data enter the DACS via one of four general methods. Knowledge of the method used 
is necessary in order to determine the resolution of the data. 

Most of the analog measurements enter the DACS through Modicon I/O modules which 
are set up to receive signals ranging from 4-20 mA, 1-5 volts, or 0-5 volts. These modules 
digitize the signals to a resolution of 12 bits. The range column of the I/O list gives the 
corresponding range in engineering units. This represents the full range of the input signal. The 
engineering unit range is used to scale the digitized input, and this scaled value is recorded to 
disk. The useful range does not always correspond to the full range. In some cases, there is an 
entry in the subrange column of the channel list which specifies the useful range. If the digitized 
input signal falls outside of the subrange, the recorded value of the measurement will be pegged at 
one or the other boundaries of the subrange. 

The MIT 17C and tank bottom and side thermocouple measurements enter DACS via 
Modicon thermocouple modules (note that the MIT 17B thermocouple measurements enter via 
regular I/O modules described above). These modules are set to produce a four-digit integer as 
their output which is recorded without any further scaling. 

Data from several analytical instruments enter the DACS via Modicon ASCII/Basic 
modules. These modules have built-in Basic interpreters. Basic programs are written through 
which the modules communicate with the instruments via RS-232. The data are then placed in 
Modicon PLC registers in whatever format is agreed upon with the experimenters. This method 
allows considerable flexibility concerning the ultimate resolution of the data. The mass 
spectrometer, GC2, GC3, FTER, and sludge monitoring data all enter the DACS via ASCII/Basic 
modules. 

Data from the variable speed drives (speed, current, and voltage) enter the DACS via 
the AF5000 device driver. This is the only category of data which does not enter via the PLC. 

3.4.1 Mixer Pump Operation Measurements. DACS provides measurements which 
monitor the mixer pump operation. There are measurements for the operating characteristics of 
the pump motors and for detecting the characteristics and motion of the waste at the pump 
discharge nozzles and within the pump column. 

3.4.1.1 Mixer Pump Motor Operation. These measurements provide information 
about the operating state of the mixer pump motor and the pump directional motor. Most of 
these measurements originate with the variable speed drive and first enter the MOTOR strategy 
over the RS-232 link. There are 12 measurements giving the motor speed (RPM), the motor 
voltage, current, percent of load voltage frequency and set-point speed for each motor. 
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In addition there are measurements for mixer pump motor oil temperature and 
directional motor position which enter via the Modicon PLC. There are also digital signals which 
detect moisture in the pump motor oil and when the pump rotational position is at one of its 
limits. 

3.4.1.2 Discharge Nozzle and Pump Column. DACS provides a set of measurements 
for detecting the motion and characteristics of the waste as it moves through the mixer pump. 
These include measurements for discharge nozzle waste temperature, flow and pressure, nozzle 
tap pressures, and pump column pressure. There are a total of 16 measurements sampled once 
every 6 seconds. 

3.4.2 Tank and Waste Measurements. The bulk of DACS measurements provide 
information about the characteristics of the tank waste and the conditions inside the tank. 

3.4.2.1 Tank and Waste Temperatures. There are two multifunction instrument 
"trees" (MIT) within the tank called M3T17B and MIT17C. Each of these instrument trees 
contain 22 thermocouples spaced along the length of the tree for measuring the temperature of the 
waste at various levels within the tank. MIT17B uses type J thermocouples, and MIT17C uses 
type K thermocouples. These are sampled by Genesis every 12 seconds. 

In addition there are 26 type J thermocouples which measure temperatures around the 
bottom and side of the inner waste tank. These are sampled every 30 seconds. 

3.4.2.2 Tank Waste Level. There is one radar gauge measurement of tank level and a 
digital measurement which provides a signal if the tank level exceeds a manual setpoint. 

3.4.2.3 Tank Pressures. There are two instruments which measure dome space 
pressure. 

3.4.2.4 Vent Header. There are measurements for vent header flow rate, temperature 
and relative humidity, and hydrogen concentration. 

3.4.2.5 Gas Concentrations. There are two gas chromatographs, called GC2 and 
GC3, which provide hydrogen concentration measurements to DACS. These enter the PLC as 
serial ASCII data through the Modicon ASCII/Basic module. The data from GC2 and GC3 are 
compiled with the infrared spectrometer data and sent as a single ASCII stream (see 
Section 4.3.1.2). Information sent with the hydrogen concentrations gives the time of the sample, 
file ID numbers which index the sample, and hydrogen retention time. 

An infrared spectrometer provides measurements of NH3 and N20 concentrations. This 
is sent along with the gas chromatograph data and includes the file ID and sample time numbers. 
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A separate set of measurements monitor the gas chromatograph equipment and the IR 
spectrometer. This information enters DACS via standard Modicon input modules. 

There is also a mass spectrometer which provides independent gas concentration 
measurements for hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, oxygen, argon, carbon dioxide, and nitrous oxide. 
These data are sent as an ASCII stream from the mass spectrometer to a Modicon ASCII/Basic 
module where the gas concentration data are extracted (see Section 4.3.1.3). 

Four hydrogen monitors which measure hydrogen concentration in various parts of the 
dome space and the vent header complete the set of gas-measurement equipment. 

3.4.2.6 Miscellaneous Tank Measurements. There are measurements for the in-tank 
camera enclosure pressure and nitrogen supply. There are four fluid velocity measurements for 
measuring waste movement within the tank. 

3.4.2.7 Sludge Monitoring. These measurements are for an experiment by Ames 
Laboratory. They use ultrasonic pulses to detect density changes in the waste tank and report the 
distance from the mixer pump column of the density change. These measurements enter the PLC 
via an ASCII/Basic module, (see Section 4.3.1.4) 

3.4.3 Strain Measurements. There are measurements which provide strain readings 
for the instrument trees and the pump column. These measure the strain on these trees which can 
be produced by movement of the tank waste. There are measurements for low- and high-
frequency strains. There are a total of 11 low-frequency strain measurements; 4 for the pump 
column, 3 for riser IB, and 2 each for risers 17C and 17B. There are also two pump column 
vibration measurements. 

The high-frequency strain measurements (using the same transducers as the low-
frequency strain measurements) are recorded during tank rollover and during pump operation 
using the Nicolet storage oscilloscope. If these measurements exceed alarm and abort limits, are 
sent to the PLC to cause an alarm or abort condition. 

3.4.4 Trailer and Area Monitors. Environmental measurements provide information 
about the DACS trailer status. Sensors inside the trailer measure rack temperatures and the 
power system status. Other devices outside the trailer indicate weather conditions outside the 
trailer such as air temperature, wind speed and direction, barometric pressure and relative 
humidity. 

There is also an area radiation monitor which provides tank farm radiation readings and 
alarms. 
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4.0 DESIGN DETAILS 
This section presents the details of the DACS design. It includes a discussion of the 

TEST strategy, the MOTOR strategy, and the PLC, focusing upon how each of these 
accomplishes their various tasks. 

4.1 Instrument Monitoring and Data Collection Function (TEST Strategy) 
In Section 3.1, the functions of the TEST strategy were discussed, including 

communications with the Modicon PLC and with the MOTOR strategy, data and status 
monitoring, alarm generation, data logging, PLC control, and report generation. In this section, 
the details of how these functions are accomplished will be presented. 

Some of these functions are accomplished by the TEST strategy blocks, some by the 
display screens, and some via built-in features of the Genesis system. For those functions that are 
accomplished via strategy blocks, sample portions of the strategy are shown and explained in the 
following sections. Figure 3 is a general overview of the TEST strategy that delineates functional 
regions. This is provided as an aid in placing the sample strategy portions into the context of the 
strategy as a whole. 
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Fig. 3. General overview of TEST strategy Junctional regions. 

Some of these regions correspond directly to the TEST strategy functions; others are 
strategy regions that perform supporting roles to these functions. Some brief comments about the 
regions follow: 

• PLC I/O Regions (Device 1 and Device 4): The blocks in these are involved in 
communications with the Modicon PLC. This will be discussed in detail in Section 
4.1.1.1. 

The PLC I/O Device 1 regions contains most of the standard instrumentation I/O. It 
contains the abort limit blocks as well. These blocks are set to the appropriate abort 
limit values via a report on startup of the strategy (see Section 4.1.5). The values 
are then sent to the PLC where the actual abort comparison takes place. 
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The PLC I/O Device 4 region contains I/O for the ASCII/BASIC modules. The 
ASCII/BASIC modules can be used to interface a variety of serial scientific devices 
(see Section 4.3.1). This region contains blocks that implement the Genesis portion 
of the Genesis-to-PLC communications watchdog timer (see Section 4.1.3). Input 
via Device 4 is PLC status information used to monitor the status of the PLC and all 
of the PLC I/O modules (see Section 4.1.2). 

• MOTOR Strategy Communications Region: These blocks receive values from 
the MOTOR strategy (to be discussed in Section 4.1.1.2). 

• Startup Logic Region: This region contains blocks that initiate data logging and 
the downloading of abort limits to the PLC upon startup (see Sections 4.1.4 and 
4.1.5). 

• Report Generation Region: These blocks initiate report generation (see 
Section 4.1.6). 

• Calculations Region: These blocks perform calculations related to providing 
operator alarms (see Section 4.1.3). 

• Version Number: This in an enlarged dummy logic block whose tag name is set to 
the current strategy version number. 

• Abort Logic Region: This region produces operator alarms when any of a number 
of PLC or pump problems occur (see Section 4.1.3). 

• Test Enable Logic Region: This region relays PLC test control signals from the 
MOTOR strategy to the PLC and from the PLC to the MOTOR strategy (see 
Section 4.1.1.2). 

• Screen Display Logic Region: This contains logic pertaining to operator displays 
(see Section 4.1.2). 

• Instrument Fail Alarms Region: These blocks provide instrument failure alarms; 
they will be discussed in Section 4.1.3. 

• Data Logging Region: These blocks implement the Data Logging function, to be 
discussed in Section 4.1.4. 
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4.1.1 Communications. The TEST strategy communicates with the Modicon PLC, 
with the MOTOR strategy, and with the other stations on the ArcNet. The following is a 
discussion of the details of each of these. 

4.1.1.1 Communications between TEST Strategy and the Modicon PLC. The 
TEST strategy communicates with the Modicon PLC via an RS-232 serial communications link 
running at 19.2 K baud. The communication enters the Station 5 computer on COM Port 1. 

Communications between Genesis and the PLC is accomplished via two device blocks, 
called DEV 1 and DEV 4 (Device blocks 2 and 3 were used in earlier versions of the strategy but 
are no longer needed). DEV 1 is set to scale 12-bit raw data (0-4095) and DEV 4 is set to scale 
16-bit raw data (0-65535). The Modicon PLC uses 16-bit registers, but most of the data from the 
output modules are 12-bit data. In general, DEV 1 is used for most data, and DEV 4 is used 
when a full 16-bit PLC register is to be transferred. 

Each device block has 16 groups that can be set up to accomplish a mapping between 
PLC registers and Genesis I/O blocks. For each group to be used, one must specify the type of 
Genesis I/O block to be connected, the type of PLC register, the starting PLC register address, 
and the number of connection points with in the group. The Genesis I/O block types available are 
AIN, AOUT, DIN, DOUT, PAIN, PAOT, PAIO, PDIN, PDIN, PDOT, and PDIO. In the above 
terminology "A" stands for analog, "D" for digital, "P" for packed, "IN" for input, "OUT" for 
"OT" for output, and "10" for bidirectional input output. The PLC registers available are: CS 
(Coil/Status bits - Oxxx), IS (Input/Status Bits - Ixxxx), IR (Input Registers - 3xxxx), and HR 
(Holding Registers - 4xxxx). The starting address specifies the xxxx part of the above registers. 

The Genesis I/O block and the PLC register type must be compatible. Coil/Status and 
Input/Status registers must be paired with digital input or output blocks. Input registers must be 
paired with analog input blocks, and holding registers can be paired with either analog or digital 
input or output blocks. 

The amount of data that can be transferred within one group depends upon the type of 
I/O block and PLC register that is used. Each group can have up to 16 connections (numbered 0-
15). Nonpacked blocks transfer one register or one bit per connection depending on whether the 
block is analog or digital. Packed blocks can transfer 128 (16*8) analog registers or 256 (16*16) 
digital bits. These bits could be 256 coil/status (Oxxxx) bits or 16 holding registers (4xxxx) 
interpreted digitally. Packed communication is much more efficient and should be used whenever 
possible. 

Following are the device setup parameters and the group assignments for DEV 1 and 
DEV 4: 
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Table I. Device Block Configuration for the TEST Strategy 

DEVI 
AIN Raw Count-Zero 0 AOUT Raw Count - Zero 
AIN Raw Range 4095 AOUT Raw Range 

NO Holding Register Digital Byte swap 

0 
4095 

Group 
I/O 
Type 

PLC 
Type 

Register 
Range 

Connections 
Group 

I/O 
Type 

PLC 
Type 

Register 
Range 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 n 12 13 14 15 

1 PAIN IR 30001-30128 y y y y y y y y y y y y ~ y 
2 PAIN IR 30129-30256 y y y y y y y ~ y 
3 AIN IR 30173 y 
4 PAOT HR 40200-40327 y y y y y y y 
5 PAIN HR 40200-40237 y y y y y y y y 
6 PDIN IS 10001-10256 y y y y y y y ~ 
7 PDIO CS 00476-00731 y y y y 
8 _ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~ _ _ _ 

9 PDIO CS 00220-00475 y y y y y y y y 
10 DIN CS 00021-00036 y 
11 DOUT CS 00241-00256 y y y y y 
12 PAIN IR 30289-30416 y y 
13 
14 
15 PDIN CS 00001-00256 V V V _ 
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Table L Device Block Configuration for the TEST Strategy (cont.) 

DEV4 
AIN Raw Count-Zero 0 AOUT Raw Count-Zero 0 
AIN Raw Range 65535 AOUT Raw Range 65535 
Holding Register Digital Bytes swapped 

Group 
I/O 

Type 
PLC 
Type 

Register 
Range 

Connections 
Group 

I/O 
Type 

PLC 
Type 

Register 
Range 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 n 12 13 14 15 

1 ~ _ ~ ~ ~ ~ _ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
2 PAIN HR 40588-40715 y y ~ y y y y y y y y y y y 
3 
4 ~ ~ 
5 AIN IR 30281 y 
6 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
7 
8 DOUT CS 00213 y 
9 ~ _ ~ ~ _ 

10 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _ ~ ~ 
11 PDIN HR 40108-40123 y y y y y y y y y y y y y y 
12 _ 

13 
14 _ 

15 ~ _ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
16 

Figure 4 shows a portion of the PLC I/O section of the STATION5 strategy. For 
efficient communications, most I/O is done via packed blocks. The packed blocks are connected 
to the device block. To allow each channel to have its own tag name and description, regular AIN 
blocks are connected to the packed blocks as shown in the figure. The I/O blocks are (with few 
exceptions) organized by device block group such that each horizontal row in the PLC I/O area 
contains the I/O for one device block group starting with Group 1 at the top. 
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Fig. 4. PLC I/O strategy detail. 

The packed blocks are named to reflect their device block group and connection number 
within the group. Thus, the PAIN block GICO is connected to Group 1, connection 0 of device 
block 1. The packed blocks connected to device 1 are named beginning with the letter "G." 
Those connected to device 4 begin with the letter "J." Thus, a block called "J6C3" would be 
connected to Group 6, connection 3 of device block 4. 

The regular AIN blocks connected to the packed blocks are arranged by connection 
number of the packed block starting at the upper left and reading down. Thus, in the figure 
above, TIPNO101 is connection 1, FIPNO101 is connection 2, PIPNO101 is connection 3, 
connections 4 and 5 are empty, TIR12A01 is connection 6, PIPNO201 is connection 7, and 
FIPNO201 is connection 8. This convention has been followed throughout. 

The PAIN blocks include range information for the incoming raw values that allow them 
to be scaled to engineering units. This scaling information is duplicated in the AIN blocks. In 
addition, the AIN blocks are configured to include the engineering units, the measurement 
description, alarm values (if any), and scan period. 

The scan period specifies the time between measurement updates. Genesis only allows 
scan periods of 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1,2, 6, 12, and 30 seconds. However, the scan period 
actually achievable depends upon the number of blocks in the system and the communication rate 
with the PLC. In addition, the overall communication scan period for each communication link 
must be specified. The scan rates of individual blocks cannot exceed the overall communication 
scan rate. The communication link with the PLC is currently set to a 1 second scan period. Most 
of the measurements are set for 6-, 12-, or 30-second scan periods. 

There are two cases where additional manipulation is needed to present the data in 
engineering format. The measurements are ARMGAMMA and GC3-H2. The signal sent to 
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Genesis for ARMGAMMA is actually an exponent, so a calculation is a Genesis F(X) block is 
done to create the actual measurement value from the exponent. The signal GC3-H2 is sent 
originally as two halves, a most significant and least significant portion. These are combined into 
one measurement value in the TEST strategy using a F{X) block. 

4.1.1.2 Communications with the MOTOR Strategy. Communications between the 
MOTOR strategy and the TEST strategy is accomplished via the ArcNet. Details of the network 
configuration can be found in Section 4.4. The MOTOR strategy contains a node block that, 
together with an interface file (TEST. GIF) generated from the TEST strategy, allows it to have 
read and write access to TEST strategy blocks over the network. No node block is needed in the 
TEST strategy. If the TEST strategy needs to receive a value from the MOTOR strategy, it need 
only provide an input block (that is, AIN or DIN block) with its tracking set to Y. This allows the 
MOTOR strategy to provide the entered value for that block through its node block. Examples of 
this occurrence are in the ATJV and DIN blocks shown in Fig. 5. 

DIN 
ST8A5ABT 

DIN 
STT8BENAB 

DIN 
ST8LFENB 

DIN 
ST8LFENB 

-> 
+ • 

TON 
ST8WDT1 

AIN 
VR232020 DIN 

ST8WD 
-> 
+ • 

TON 
ST8WDT1 

AIN 
VR232020 DIN 

ST8WD 
-> 
+ • TON 

CT8WDT2 

-> 
+ • TON 

CT8WDT2 

Fig. 5. MOTOR strategy communication and watchdog timer detail. 

Two timer-on-delay blocks (TON) that are used to implement the MOTOR strategy 
watchdog timers are shown in Fig. 5. The MOTOR strategy sends an oscillating digital signal 
into the DIN block ST8WD. This signal under normal operation continually resets the TON 
timers before they time out. If communications from the MOTOR strategy cease, ST8WD will 
retain its latest value and one of the two timers will time out. This triggers an alarm that notifies 
the operator of the communication failure. 

A complete list of the tags transferred between the TEST and MOTOR strategies can be 
found in Section 4.2.6. 

4.1.1.3 Other Network Communications. The TEST strategy communicates over the 
ArcNet to RSS stations for remote screen display information and to the STATION9 computer 
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for data archiving. As mentioned above, the details of the ArcNet configuration can be found in 
Section 4.4. The data archiving function will be discussed in Section 4.1.4. 

4.1.2 Data Monitoring. The data and status monitoring functions of the TEST 
strategy are accomplished by displaying information to the operators on any of a number of 
displays including a Genesis-provided system runtime trend and history display. In addition to 
providing the monitoring function, some displays allow the operator to input control signals that 
can initiate processes in Genesis or ultimately in the PLC. In addition, all displays have a button 
which, when clicked on with the mouse, allow other displays to be brought up on that particular 
monitor. 

Displays can be brought up independently on the STATION5, STATION6, and 
STATION7 computers in the DACS trailer, as well as the two computers in Building 2750. All 
data that travel to and from the remote displays (in RSS stations) go through the master computer 
(STATION5) via ArcNet. 

The displays are organized in a hierarchy based on their function; other displays can be 
accessed from the current one. At the top of the hierarchy is the WELCOME display. This 
display appears when the system is first brought up. It has buttons that allow access to the MAP, 
CSMAIN, MSMAIN, and ASMATN displays. 

• The MAP display shows a representation of the hierarchy and allows access to any 
other display in the system. 

• CSMAIN is the overall abort status monitoring display. It allows access to the other 
displays listed in the "Abort Status Monitoring Screens" table below, which provide 
more detailed information about the abort status of various instruments. All the 
members of this group include a button that allows the user to reset the PLC abort 
coil. This function is discussed in Section 4.1.5. 

• MSMAIN has a schematic representation of the tank showing the locations of the 
various instrument trees. It allows the user to bring up displays that show data from 
the instruments on these trees. Its buttons allow the user to call up other tank 
measurement monitoring displays which present the data in a variety of formats. 
These displays are listed in the "Tank Measurement Monitoring Screens" at the end 
of this section excluding those indicated as runtime trend screens. 

• ASMAIN allows the operator to acess runtime trend displays. These are displays 
listed in the "Tank Measurement Monitoring Screens" table below. Runtime trends 
plot various tank measurements as a function of time, beginning with the point when 
the screen is first brought up. The graph grows from this point until the time allotted 
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for the graph has passed. After that, the older values are scrolled off the edge of the 
graph as new values become available. If another screen is brought up on the same 
display, then the process must start over again. This differs from the system runtime 
screen discussed below. 

Accessible from the MAP display are those displays listed in the "System Status 
Monitoring and Miscellaneous Screens" table at the end of this section. IOSTATUS and DACS 
allow monitoring of the PLC racks and modules and the trailer status respectively. The "other" 
displays are nonmonitoring screens, MAP and WELCOME, discussed above, and REPORT, 
which will be discussed in Section 4.1.6. 

All of the displays have a similar header bar. The header bar has the title, the current 
time and date, the application name and version number, and buttons that allow the user to bring 
up the MAP, CSMATN, MSMAIN, or ASMATN displays as well as the display one level above in 
the hierarchy (by pressing the Page Back button). The displays have been designed so that 
anything in blue can be clicked on with the mouse. These are either buttons that bring up another 
display or measurement values that bring up a tag details sub-window. The tag details sub-
window appears at the bottom of the display and gives further information about the 
measurement. 

Genesis provides two other facilities useful for data monitoring. One is the system 
runtime trend. This allows the display of runtime graphs for up to 20 predefined measurements. 
These differ from the runtime trend screens discussed above in that the prior data are not lost 
when the display is exited momentarily. 

Additionally, Genesis provides the ability to examine, graphically or in tabular format 
any data that are being logged to a history file on the current computer. STATION5 is the only 
computer that has history files available, so this feature only works on STATION5. Data logging 
will be discussed further in Section 4.1.4. 

TEST Strategy Screens 
Tank Measurement Monitoring Screen 

SCREEN SCREEN TITLE COMMENTS 

ASMAIN Runtime Trend Selection Screen Selection screen for runtime trend 
displays 

DOMEPRES Dome Pressure Risers 1 IB & 17B Runtime trend - Tank Pressure 

FLUTDVEL VDTT Fluid Velocities Risers IB & 14A Runtime trend - Fluid Velocities 
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GASSUM Gas Summary Collected gas concentrations and 
related items 

MIT17B Instrument Tree (1) Riser 17B (MIT) Tank Temperatures 

MIT17BT1 MIT Riser 17B Runtime trend - tank temperatures T/C 
1-4 

MIT17BT2 MIT Riser 17B Runtime trend - tank temperatures T/C 
5-8 

MIT17BT3 MIT Riser 17B Runtime trend - tank temperatures T/C 
9/12 

MIT17BT4 MIT Riser 17B Runtime trend - tank temperatures T/C 
13-16 

MIT17BT5 MIT Riser 17B Runtime trend - tank temperatures T/C 
17-20 

MIT17BT6 MIT Riser 17B Runtime trend - tank temperatures T/C 
21-22 

MIT17C Instrument Tree Riser 17C (MIT) Tank Temperatures 

MSMAIN Main Riser Profile Selection screen for monitoring displays 

MSPECPRS Mass Spec Partial Pressures (Sample 5) Runtime trend - mass spectrometer gas 
measurements 

PMPBMP12 Pump Bump (12 Minute Trends) Runtime trend - measurements of 
interest for bumps 

PMPBMP3 Pump Bump (3 Minute Trends) Runtime trend - measurements of 
interest for bumps 

PUMP Mixer Pump Riser 12A Mixer pump instrument readings 

PUMPOPS Pump Operations Runtime trend - pump operation 
measurements 

PUMPRES Mixer Pump Pressure Nozzle 1 and 2 Runtime trend - pump pressures 

PUMPSPD Mixer Pump Speed Riser 12A Runtime trend - pump motor speed 

PUMPSTRN Strain Gauge Riser 12A Mixer Pump Runtime trend - pump riser strain 
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PUMPVIB Vibration Monitor Riser 12A Mixer 
Pump 

Runtime trend - pump vibration 

ROLLOVER Imminent Rollover Runtime trends and temperature 
profiles to monitor for possible rollover 

SLUDGE1 Mixer Pump Sludge Monitor Riser 12A Sludge monitor readings 

SLUDGE2 Sludge Monitors Riser 12A Mixer Pump Runtime trend - sludge monitor 

SUMMARY Summary Information Vent Header, In-tank parameters, MIT 
temperatures 

TBSTC Tank Bottom and Side Thermocouples Temperature readings 

TEMPRFL MIT Temperature Profiles Risers 17B and 17C temperature bar 
graphs 

VENTFLOW Flow Vent Header Runtime trend - ventilation flow 

WHITH2 Whittaker Hydrogen in Percent Runtime trend - Whittaker Hydrogen 
measurements 

Abort Status Monitoring Screens 
SCREEN SCREEN TITLE COMMENTS 
CSMATN Automatic Alarms and Aborts Overall alarm and abort summary display 
HVTALARM Hydrogen-Vent Header Tank Alarm and abort details 
MANABRT Manual Aborts H2 two-hour sliding average and NH3 

concentration 
PUMPALRM Pump Parameters Alarm and abort details 
STERNALM Strain Gauges Alarm and abort details 
TEMPALM Temperature Alarm and abort details 
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System Status Monitoring and Miscellaneous Screens 
SCREEN SCREEN TITLE COMMENTS 

DACS DACS Facilities Management DACS trailer power, trailer 
temperature and weather station. 

IOSTATUS I/O Health Status Modicon rack and module status. 

MAP Map Shows organization of all screens 
and allows operator to call up any 
screen. 

REPORT Test Reports Allows operator to produce hard-
copy reports of current tank 
measurement values. 

WELCOME DST 241-SY-101 Data Acquisition and 
Control System (DACS) 

Screen that appears upon system 
startup. 

4.1.3 PLC Control. The TEST strategy provides limited control of the PLC. 
Primarily, it allows the operator to reset the PLC's abort coil. This function was discussed in 
Section 4.1.2 and the strategy logic to accomplish it will be shown and discussed in Section 4.1.5. 

The TEST strategy is also responsible for downloading the abort limits to the PLC. 
These are the values that the PLC will compare the incoming measurement value with to 
determine if an abort condition exists. The abort limits are sent via AIN blocks located in the PLC 
I/O section of the strategy. These AIN blocks get their values from a report SETLIMS.RPS, 
which contains the actual abort limit values. This report is run at startup to load the AIN blocks 
with the abort limit values. 

Figure 6 show the startup logic. It shows the mechanism for generating a pulse 
immediately upon startup as well as a delayed startup pulse. This is implemented by connecting 
output of the ON DINblock to the PULON pul block and the DELAYON TON block. The ON 
block is wired to always be 1. Since at startup, the inputs of all blocks are initialized to 0, the 
only time the PULON and DELAYON blocks will see a 0 to I transition on their inputs is at 
startup. This will trigger Xh&pul block PULON and cause the JCWblock DELAYON to produce 
its output after the its programmed 45-second delay elapses. 
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DIN 
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pul 
PULON 

REPORT 
DOWNLIMS 
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i TON 

DELAYON 
1 TON 

DELAYON 

Fig. 6. Startup logic. 

The PULON block initiates the history file naming the phasing process that was 
discussed in Section 4.1.4. The TON block DELAYON is the block that runs the DOWNLIMS 
report via the DOWNLIMS REPORTblock. The 45-second delay is necessary to allow time for 
Genesis to PLC communication to be established before the abort limits are downloaded. 

4.1.4 Data Logging. The TEST strategy is responsible for logging data to the hard 
disk and sending the data files over the network to the archiving computer. 

The data logging portion is accomplished in Genesis by the use of HIST blocks. The 
files are known in Genesis terminology as history files. Figure 7 shows an overall view of the 
TEST strategy history/data logging section. More detailed views of portion of this strategy 
section are shown later. 

The top eight blocks of the rightmost column in the diagram above are the HIST blocks. 
The remainder of the blocks are involved with timing the creation of the history files, phasing the 
creation of the files and logging of the data to avoid system overload, naming the files, and 
copying the files automatically over the network and to different directories on the system. 

The functionality of this section of the strategy is by column, and the general flow of the 
logic is left to right. The leftmost column consists of TIMER blocks controlling the timing of the 
opening and closing of the history files. These feed into two OR blocks that feed into a REPORT 
block. The REPORT block runs a report (HISTFNAM) that creates file names for the about-to-
be-opened history files based upon the date and time. 

When this process is complete the report sets the pul block, the next block to the right 
above. This block generates a pulse that causes the SHOT block (the next one over) to generate a 
one-shot pulse. This pulse starts the TON blocks (the long column of 19 blocks). It is 
detrimental to start all the history blocks at the same time, so for this reason, the TON (timer-on-
delay) blocks lie in-line with every history block. Each TON block has a different delay, spreading 
the load on the hard disk drive over the total time interval. These delay timer blocks are set to 
produce their outputs at varying times from the start of the one-shot pulse. They implement the 
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phased stopping and starting of the history files by feeding into the start and stop inputs of the 
HISTblocks, the rightmost column of blocks. 

i 
i 

- p * 

- - P * 

:l3 
i 
i 

'i—£-; 

Fig. 7. History data logging overall view. 

These blocks control the timing of the running of another report (HISTCOPY), which 
copies history files to two directories on the disk \fflST and \fflST2. The GENFXR block at the 
bottom of the rightmost column is controlled by the TON blocks. The GENFXR block copies 
history files over the network. More details concerning this process follow. 

Figure 8 shows a portion of the history strategy section that initiates a history file 
changeover. The system is designed to produce history files that contain 2 hours worth of data 
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each. Every 2 hours throughout the day, the current set of history files is closed a new set is 
opened. The timer blocks are set to create a pulse at a specific time of day. In this case, the timer 
blocks are set to create their pulses on the hour spaced 2 hours apart. When one of the timers 
goes off, the signal feeds through the OR block and causes the report HISTFNAM to be run. 
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Fig. 8. Timer, report, and pulse portion of history strategy section. 

This report implements the history file-naming convention. The files are named 
"ymdhFFFF.PRN," where 

y is the year, with 2=1992, 3=1993, etc. 
m is the month, numbered 1-9 and A-C 
d is the day, numbered 1-9 and A-V 
h is the hour, numbered 0-9 and A-N, and 
FFFF is the file code that can be any one to four alphanumeric characters. 

HISTFNAM reads the system time/date and creates these file names. It loads the file 
name field of the HISTblocks with the new file name. It then sets the PUL block GO which in 
turn initiates the one-shot pulse from the SHOT block XFERPULS. The HISTFNAM report is 
run at system startup. 
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Table II. History File Names and Contents 

File Name 
Sample 
Period 
(sec) 

Contents 

ymdhPUMP.PRN 6 or 300 TIPNO101-2 
PIPNO201-2 
VR232020 

TIPNO201-2 
PCR12A01 
VR232040 

FIPNO101-2 
PDPBASE 
VR232050 

PIPNO101-2 
PITNOllO-1 
ZMPE112 

ymdhMIT2.PRN 12 TIR17B09-15 TIR17C09-15 

ymdhTBSI.PRN 300 TBSTC01-13 

ymdhMASS-PRN 150 GC2-TME 
MS-H2 
GC3-H2 
AFT-N20 

GC2-FILE 
MS-N2 
FT-FILE 
CFT-NH3 

GC2-RT 
GC3-TIME 
FT-TIME 
AFT-NH3C 

GC2-H2 
GC3-FILE 
FT-N20 

ymdhAMESPRN 120 XIR12A01-4 
XPNO401 
FITMSY17 
PITMSY16 

XIPNOlOl 
FIROBOl-2 
TICMSY18 
PDTMSY12 

XIPN0201 
FIR14A01-2 
PITMSY 13 

XBPNO301 
PITMSY04 
TITMSY 15 

ymdhMIT3-PRN 12 TIR17B16-22 TIR17CA6-22 

ymdhTBS2.PR 300 TBSTC14-26 

ymdhSTRN.PR 150 WIR12A01-4 WIR17B01-2 WR17C01-2 WIR1BA01-3 

ymdhVOLPRN 12 LIR13A01 
PIR17B04NI 
TJSY06 
WSTl 

FTE50001-2 
NIR17B01 
NLR17B01 
WSWDIR 

TT10001 
NIRO5A01 
WSP1 
WSWSPD 

PIRllBOl 
NITSY06 
WSHl 
TIR12A01-2 

ymdhPUMP.PRN 6 or 300 TIPNO101-2 
PIPNO201-2 
VR232020 

TIPNO201-2 
PCR12A01 
VR232040 

FIPNO101-2 
PDPBASE 
VR232050 

PEPNO101-2 
PITNO110-1 
ZIMPE112 

ymdhMIT2.PRN 12 TIR17B09-15 TIR17C09-15 

ymdhTBSLPRN 300 TBSCT01-13 

ymdhMITLPRN 12 TIR17B01-8 T1R17C01-8 

ymdhMASS.PRN 150 GC2-TIME 
MS-H2 
GC3-H2 
AFT-N20 

GC2-F1LE 
MS-N2 
FT-FILE 
CFT-NH3 

GC2-RT 
GC3-TIME 
FT-TLME 
AFT-NH3C 

GC2-H2 
GC3-FILE 
FT-N20 

ymdhAMES.PRN 120 XR12A01-4 
XIPNO401 
FITMSY17 
PITMSY16 

XIPNOlOl 
FIROBOl-2 
TICMSY18 
PDTMSY12 

XIPN0201 
FIR14A01-2 
PITMSY13 

XIPNO301 
PITMSY04 
TITMSY15 
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ymdhMIT3.PRN 12 TLR17B16-22 TIR17CA6-22 

ymdhTBS2.PRN 300 TBSTC14-26 
ymdhSTRN.PRN 150 WIR12A01-4 WIR17B01-2 WIR17C01-2 WIRBA01-3 

ymdhVOL.PRN 12 LIR13A01 
PIR17B04 
NITJSY06 
WSTl 

FTE50001-2 
NIR17B01 
NIR17B01 
WSWDIR 

TTlOOOl 
NIRO5A01 
WSPl 
WSWSPD 

PIRllBOl 
NITSY06 
WSHl 
TIR12A01-2 

Figure 9 shows some of the TON blocks that implement the phased starting and stopping 
of the HIST blocks. This phasing is necessary in order to spread out the load on the system 
imposed by the data logging operations. The system has limited processing time available for data 
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Fig. 9. Phasing and HIST blocks. 
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logging as well as limited buffer space for file operations. If the strategy attempts to write too 
much data at once, this buffer overflows and a system message appears indicating a loss of data. 

Besides the buffer overflow problem, the system resources are strained when files are 
opened and closed. The phasing scheme is designed to spread out the load on the system as much 
as possible. The scheme provides that during file changeover, no two files are started or stopped 
simultaneously. In addition, between changeovers, the sampling of data should be spread out as 
much as possible. In the current system, no more than two HIST blocks sample their data in any 
one scan period. The scheme is dependent upon the sample period in the HIST blocks. If the 
sample period of any of the blocks is changed, the phasing scheme must be adjusted accordingly. 
Currently, the changeover occurs as follows: 

Second Action 
0 PUMP Stop 
1 PUMP Start 
5 MIT2 Stop 
7 TBS1 Stop, PUMP Sampled 
9 MIT2 Start 
11 MIT1 Stop 
13 PUMP Sampled 
14 TBS1 Start 
16 MASS Stop 
18 MIT1 Start 
19 PUMP Sampled 
20 AMES Stop 
21 MIT2 Sampled 
22 MASS Start 
24 MIT3 Stop 
25 PUMP Sampled 
27 AMES Start 
29 MIT3 Start 
30 MIT1 Sampled 
31 TBS2 Stop, PUMP Sampled 
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33 STKN Stop, MIT2 Sampled 
35 TBS2 Start 
37 PUMP Sampled 
38 VOL Stop 
40 STRN Start 
41 MIT3 Sampled 
43 VOL Start, PUMP Sampled 

Given the start times above for each one of the files and the data sampling periods, one 
can determine when each of the samples are taken. In this case, for a 12-second period, the 
samples are 

Second Files Sampled 
1 PUMP 
2 TBSl (every 25th pass beginning with pass 2) 
3 AMES (every 10th pass beginning with pass 3) 
4 MASS (every 25th pass beginning with pass 15) 

STRN (every 25th pass beginning with pass 4) 
5 MIT3 
6 MIT1 
7 PUMP, VOL 
9 MIT2 
10 MASS (every 25th pass beginning with pass 2) 

STRN (every 25th pass beginning with pass 17) 
11 TBS2 (every 25th pass beginning with pass 3) 

12 

1 (pattern repeats at this point) 
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Fig. 10 shows the GENFXR block and an OR block. It also shows a few of the TON 
blocks. The 2TOVblock D1MIN initiates the report, HISTCOPY, 1 minute after the file 
changeover begins. This report copies the recently closed files to both the \HIST and \HIST2 
directories then deletes them from the \TEST directory. This is done to avoid having history files 
build up in the directory. The HISTCOPY report renames (using the history file naming 
convention) copies, then deletes the alarm and event summary files. 

- > TON 
D38SEC 

TON 
D42SEC 

TON 
D1MIN 
TON 

D3MIN 
> 

r - ~> 
GENXFR 

TOST9 

or 
GENXOR 

• — i 
i 
i 
i 

j 

Fig. 10. GENFXR detail. 

The GENFXR block is set up to copy the history files over the network. This block is 
initiated 3 minutes after a file changeover begins. The first pass attempts to copy files from the 
\HIST directory to the \F£IST directory on drive C: of STATION9. If this file transfer is 
successful, the files are deleted from the \FflST directory on STATION5. 

The OR block detects one of two status outputs: either successful transfer or failure. In 
either case, it means that the first operation is complete. This signal is used to initiate the second 
file transfer operation in the GENFXR block. This time, files are copied from the \HIST2 
directory over the network to the Bernoulli (Drive D:) of STATION9. Once again, the files are 
deleted from the STATION5 directory if the transfer is successful. 

4.1.5 Alarming Functions. Operators are notified of significant events by using the 
alarm capabilities of the Genesis software. Genesis provides a special screen called the 
alarm/event summary screen. Alarms, operator actions, and other system events are posted to this 
screen as they occur. In addition, the PC speaker sounds when an alarm arrives. These speakers 
have been amplified in the trailer producing an effective audible alarm. The operator must hit a 
keyboard key to silence the alarm. Information about the alarm can be found on the alarm/event 
summary screen. From there the alarms can be acknowledged by the operator. 
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Most of the alarms are generated by measurement I/O blocks. The alarm value(s) are 
programmed into the block and the alarm priority is set. When the measurement value exceeds 
one of the alarm limits the alarm occurs. Other alarms require additional strategy logic. Portions 
of the TEST strategy related to the alarming function are shown in Fig. 11 and discussed below: 

DIN 
ABRTCOIL t DOUT 

A5ABRT 
pul 

PULCOEL 

DIN 
PLCCOMFA i DOUT 

COMABRT 
DOUT 

RSTCOIL 

DIN 
PLCOK 

OR 
ASABORT 

OR 
CT8COMFA 

Fig. 11. Abort logic detail. 

This strategy section is responsible for causing Genesis alarms if any of a number of 
conditions occur. It contains logic for resetting the PLC abort coil. 

The ABRTCOIL block comes from the PLC Abort Coil. When set due to an abort 
detected in the PLC, an alarm is generated in Genesis, which notifies the operator. Alarms are 
generated in Genesis for each individual abort in the PLC. Since any of a number of signals could 
have caused the PLC abort, this allows the operator to determine which signal specifically was the 
cause of the abort. 

Since the PLC abort coil remains latched following an abort, the operator needs some 
means of resetting the coil after the problem has been resolved. This is provided by the 
PULCOIL and RSTCOIL blocks shown above. When the Reset Abort Coil buttons on the abort 
coil status screens (see Section 4.1.2) are clicked upon, they cause the PULCOIL to produce a 
pulse. This is sent via the RSTCOIL digital output block to the PLC where it causes a reset of 
the PLC abort coil, as well as all of the individual aborts in the PLC. 

The PLCCOMFA block is set when Genesis detects a communication failure from the 
PLC to Genesis. This can be detected by the Modicon driver and accessed by a connection to the 
FAIL bit of an I/O block. The PLCCOMFA block causes a Genesis alarm whenever this 
condition occurs. It also attempts to send this information to the PLC so that the abort coil can 
be set. This is accomplished via the COMABRT block shown above. This is useful in the 
unlikely event that the communication failure has been only one way and the PLC has not 
detected a corresponding Genesis to PLC failure. 
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The A5ABORT block is set when the MOTOR strategy detects a problem with the 
AF5000 motor controller. This also causes a Genesis alarm and is sent to the PLC (via the 
A5ABRT block) so it can set its abort coil. 

ST8COMFA receives the output from the timer delay blocks ST8WDT1 and 
ST8WDT2, which were discussed following Fig. 5. These are the MOTOR strategy watchdog 
timer blocks. If there is a communication failure from the MOTOR strategy, ST8COMFA will be 
set high and a Genesis alarm will occur. 

The PLCOK block receives a 1 from the PLC if both PLCs are operational (the primary 
and hot standby PLCs). If either of these goes down, the PLCOK block is set to 0 and an alarm 
occurs. 

Figure 12 shows a portion of the strategy that generates instrument failure alarms. 
These blocks generate alarms when a critical instrument reads at or near zero indicating a possible 
instrument failure. They are also wired to the instrument failure detection mechanisms in the PLC 
(see Section 4.3.2) and cause an alarm when the PLC detects an instrument failure as well. 
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Fig. 12. Instrument fail detail. 

Each of the OR blocks shown above implements an instrument fail alarm for the 
measurements whose names correspond most closely to the names of the OR blocks. In most 
cases, the measurement name has an I in place of the Z in the above names. 

Two of these instrument failure alarm blocks have to be handled differently. These are 
the ones shown as GC3-INST and FT-INST in the figure above. These originate from the GC3 
and FTIR gas measurement equipment and arrive at the PLC after having travelled through 
several other computers and devices. An instrument failure in this case could mean either a failure 
of the instrument itself or of the communication pathways involved in getting the measurement to 
the PLC. 
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The first case is handled by detecting when the measurements involved (GC3-H2 and 
FT-NH3) read zero. This is slightly complicated by the fact that GC3-H2 already has a low alarm 
value associated with it, so a separate block (GC3-ZVAL) has been provided to detect the zero 
case. 

The second case is handled by the logic shown in Fig. 13. It is used to detect a failure in 
the communications path between the instrument and the PLC. The gas measuring equipment 
sends a value to the PLC known as the File ID. This value is incremented (independently for 
FTIR and GC3 data) whenever a new measurement has been taken. The F(X) block, FILEUPDT, 
receives this file ID from both the GC3 and FTIR measurements. As long as the current value is 
equal to the previous value, the TON blocks are allowed to run. When a new File ID arrives, the 
TON blocks are reset. If the TON blocks ever reach their predefined timeout values, the 
instrument failure alarm occurs. 

¥(-£\ TON 
GC3WDT FTLEUPDT 

TON 
GC3WDT 

TON 
FTWDT 
TON 

FTWDT 

Fig. 13. Communiction pathway failure detection. 

Figure 14 shows logic for another alarm associated with the GC3-H2 measurement. 
This produces an alarm when a 2-hour sliding average of the measurement falls below a 
predetermined value. The STAT block is set to provide an average of the last 240 samples of 
GC3-H2. At a scan period of 30 seconds, this is equivalent to 2 hours worth of readings. The 
ALRM block GC3SAMP inhibits the ALRM block GC3-2HRM until the sample number from the 
STATblock reaches 240 (that is, the two first 2-hours have passed). After this time, the GC3-
2HRM can provide an operator alarm based upon the value of the 2-hour average. 

LT 
ALRM 

GC3-2HRM 

STAT 
GC3-2HR 

LT STAT 
GC3-2HR 

1, ALRM 
GC3SAMP 

ALRM 
GC3SAMP 

Fig. 14. Hydrogen concentration strategy detail. 
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4.1.6 Report Generation 
The TEST strategy allows the operator to produce hard copy reports of certain sets of 

measurement values. This is accomplished by clicking on the desired report button on the 
REPORT display screen. 

The reports available are as follows: 

1. Minimum Instrument Report, showing the values of the instruments that must be 
working before the pump can be run, 

2. Waste Temperatures, showing waste temperature readings, 
3. Pump Flow, etc., showing pump-related values, 
4. Column strains, showing instrument tree strain measurements, and 
5. Hydrogen and Ventilation, showing hydrogen and ventilation flow readings. 

Figure 15 shows the strategy logic that generates the hard copy reports. The operator 
clicks-on one of the buttons on the REPORT screen. These buttons are tied to the pul blocks 
shown in the figure. The pul blocks are triggered by the button click and cause the appropriate 
report to be run from the REPORT block. 
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Fig. 15. Report generation detail. 

4.2 PUMP CONTROL FUNCTION 

The signals that actually control the pump are assigned by the Eaton AF5000+ variable 
frequency drives. There is one drive to control the motor that positions the pump and one drive 
to control the motor that operates the pump. These variable frequency drives receive commands 
in the form of ASCII strings from a communication driver. This ASCII driver is imbedded in the 
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Genesis MOTOR strategy and is represented by two AF5000+ hardware communication device 
blocks, one for each VFD. 

There are several different tasks that are performed in parallel to control the position and 
operation of the pump. The results of these tasks are sent as commands to the variable frequency 
drives or as indications to the operators. The following subsections of Section 4.2 supply the 
details of how the separate tasks of position control, pump control, aborting, test operation, and 
pump bump operation are implemented in the MOTOR strategy. These will be followed by 
discussions of network communications, alarms, system parameters, the demo mode, and vestigial 
functions. 

4.2.1 Position Control. The following are the details related to controlling the 
position (that is, direction) of the pump. 

4.2.1.1 Start. The directional motor can move the pump only if the actual position is 
outside the desired range, the actual position is within the safe boundary, the pump is not running, 
and the operator enables the pump to move. 

When the output of the one shot block <STRTSHT> goes high, the directional motor 
will be commanded to start by setting <DMOTOR.start> high. <STRTSHT> is set high when the 
output of the small logic and block <STRTAND> goes high. <STRTAND> is used as the 
safeguard to disable a start of movement under improper conditions. All of the following 
conditions must be true before the directional motor can be started. 

• <START.DOUT> is high indicating a start request is active from the direction 
control logic. 

• <HILIMAND.QNOT> is high indicating the position of the pump is not beyond the 
maximum boundary. 

• <LOLIMAND.QNOT> is high indicating the position of the pump is not beyond the 
minimum boundary. 

• <DISMOVE.QNOT> is high indicating position control is not disabled. 

• <PSTOP.DOUT> is high indicating that pump motor is stopped. 

• <PRUN.QNOT> is high indicating the pump motor is not running. 
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The start logic will be activated by the operator setting <PBPOSPMP> high to position 
the pump. <PBPOSPMP> executes the R&R code PBPOSPMP which will enable movement of 
the pump if all safety checks are passed within the code. 

4.2.1.2 Stop. The directional motor will be stopped automatically if the position of 
the pump is within the desired range, the position of the pump exceeds the safe boundary, or an 
abort condition arises. The directional motor also can be stopped by an operator request from the 
STATION8 console. 

The output of the small logic or block <STOP> controls <DMOTOR.stop>, which 
commands the directional motor to halt if the signal transitions from 0 to 1. 

<STOP.DOUT> will go high if any one of the following conditions become true. 

• <GOSTOP.DOUT> goes high, which is automatically set when the pump position 
comes within the desired range while the directional motor is moving. 

• <FOVRSTOP.DOUT> goes high, which indicates an overshoot condition while the 
pump is moving forward. 

• <ROVRSTOP.DOUT> goes high, which indicates an overshoot condition while the 
pump is moving in reverse. 

• <HnJMIT.DOUT> goes high, which indicates the actual pump position has 
exceeded the maximum boundary. 

• <LOLIMIT.DOUT> goes high, which indicates the actual pump position has 
exceeded the minimum boundary. 

• <BUTSHOT.DOUT> goes high, which indicates the operator requested the motor 
to stop or an abort condition occurred. 

4.2.1.3 AF5000+ Communications. The AF5000 device driver is a communication 
task that runs in parallel with all other Genesis tasks. The device driver is responsible for sending 
information to and collecting information from the variable frequency drive. The device block 
with the tag name <DMOTOR> processes all communications for the frequency drive controlling 
the directional motor. 

The following tags are used to issue commands to the frequency drive to change 
operating value and operating condition. 
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TAG VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 

GOFORWRD forwrd.doO Changes direction of motor to forward 

GOREVERS revers.doO Changes direction of motor to reverse 

STARTSHT start.doO Causes motor to start 

STOP stop.doO Causes motor to halt 

The following tags are used as directional motor feedback signals from the AF5000+ 
device block. These blocks are used for clarity and allow access from R&R code to AF5000+ 
signals. Some of these signals are passed to STATION5 with the network communication task 
and some are used in the parameter verification task. 

TAG 
AF5000+ 
Variable Description 

COMMOR.INP1 ACCEL.fail Indicates a failure in communications 

DACCEL ACCEL.inp Desired acceleration rate 

VR232090 FREQ.inp Stator frequency high range 

DLINEV LINEV.hrng Line voltage 

VR232070 LOAD.inp Motor load 

DMAXSPD MAXSPD.inp Maximum speed 

VR232100 MOTORA.inp Motor current 

VR232080 MOTORV.inp Motor voltage 

VR232120 SPDSET.inp Desired speed of motor 

DSETSPD SPDSET.inp Desired speed of motor 

VR232110 SPEED.inp Actual speed of motor 

DSPEED SPEED.inp Actual speed of motor 
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DATSPEED inatspd.diO Actual speed is within ±5% of desired speed 

DFAULT infault.diO Frequency drive is faulted 

F0R0VER.INP1 inforward.diO Direction of motor movement is forward 

HILIM1T.INP3 inforward.diO Direction of motor movement is forward 

HTLMAND.INP2 inforward.diO Direction of motor movement is forward 

DFORWARD inforward.diO Direction of motor movement is forward 

DREADY inready.diO Drive is ready to run 

REVOVER.INP1 inrun.diO Direction of motor movement is reverse 

LOLIMIT.INP3 inrevers.diO Direction of motor movement is reverse 

LOLIMAND.INP2 inrevers.diO Direction of motor movement is reverse 

DREVERSE inrevers.diO Direction of motor movement is reverse 

HILIMIT.INP2 inrun.diO Drive is running 

NOTRUN.INP inrun.diO Drive is running 

LOLIMIT.INP2 inrun.diO Drive is running 

FOROVER.INP3 inrun.diO Drive is running 

REVOVER.INP3 inrun.diO Drive is running 

DRUN inrun.diO Drive is running 

DSTOP instoppd.diO Drive is stopped 

DREVENAB reven.diO Reverse enable 

The following is a list of variables in the AF5000+ device block <DMOTOR>. 

Variable Description 

ACCEL Desired acceleration rate 

DECEL Desired deceleration rate 
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FREQ Stator frequency 

LINEV Line voltage 

LOAD Motor load 

MAXSPD Maximum speed 

MOTORA Motor current 

MOTORV Motor voltage 

SPDSET Desired speed of motor 

SPEED Actual speed of motor 

forwrd Changes direction of motor to forward 

inatspd Actual speed is within ±5% of desired speed 

infault Frequency drive is faulted 

inforward Direction of motor movement is forward 

inready Drive is ready to run 

inrevers Direction of motor movement is reverse 

inrun Drive is running 

instoppd Drive is stopped 

reven Reverse enable 

revers Changes direction of motor to reverse 

start Causes motor to start 

stop Causes motor to halt 

4.2.1.4 Position Feedback. There are maximum limits set on the actual position of 
the pump. The actual position signal comes from the block <POSITION>. The high-alarm value 
of <POSITION> is set to 190 degrees, and the low-alarm value is set to 15 degrees. (These 
limits can be changed via the manual positioning display, DDISPLAY.) 
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The high-alarm bit from <POSITION> will go high when the actual position exceeds the 
high alarm value. This high-alarm bit is passed on to a small logic and block <HTLIMAND>, 
which is used to disable the start of the directional motor to start. 

The output of <HILIMAND> must be low for the directional motor to be enabled to 
start. If the output is high the small logic or block <INHIBOR> will go high, which will cause 
<INHIBREG> to go high, causing a warning to be issued to the operator that the directional 
motor cannot be started. The output of <HILIMAND> will go high when both of the following 
conditions are true. 

• <POSITION.HALM> is high indicating the pump has exceeded the maximum 
boundary. 

• <DMOTOR.inforwrd> is high indicating the frequency drive is enabled to move the 
directional motor forward. 

The high-alarm bit from <POSITION> is currently passed to a small logic and block 
<HILIIvnT>, which is used to stop the directional motor and disable movement of the pump if it 
is running and the actual position exceeds the high limit. The output of <HTLIMIT> is passed to 
the block <STOP>, which will cause the directional motor to stop; the output is also passed to the 
block <DISMOVOR>, which executes the disable movement task. The output of <HILIMIT> 
will go high when the following three conditions are true. 

• <POSITION.HALM> is high, indicating the pump has exceeded the maximum 
boundary. 

• <DMOTOR.inrun> is high, indicating the directional motor is running. 
• <DMOTOR.inforwrd> is high, indicating the directional motor will move forward 

when it is started. 

The low-alarm bit from <POSITION> will go high when the actual position is less than 
the low-alarm value. This low-alarm bit is passed on to a small logic and block <LOLIMAND>, 
the output of which must be low for the directional motor to be enabled to start. If the output is 
high, the small logic or block <INHEBOR> will go high, which will cause <INHEBREG> to go 
high. As noted above, this causes a warning to be issued to the operator that the directional 
motor can not be started. The output of <LOLIMAND> will go high when both of the following 
conditions are true. 

• <POSrnON.LALM> is high, indicating the pump has exceeded the minimum 
boundary. 

• <DMOTOR.inrevers> is high, indicating the frequency drive is enabled to move the 
directional motor in reverse. 
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The low-alarm bit from <POSITION> is also passed to a small logic and block 
<LOLIMIT>, which is used to stop the directional motor and disable movement of the pump, if it 
is running and the actual position falls below the low limit. The output of <LOLIMIT> is passed 
to the block <STOP>, which will cause the directional motor to stop. The output of 
<LOLIMIT> is also passed to the block <DISMOVOR>, which will execute the disable 
movement task. The output of <LOLIMIT> will go high when the following three conditions are 
true. 

• <POSITION.LALM> is high, indicating the pump has fallen below the minimum 
boundary. 

• <DMOTOR.inrun> is high, indicating the directional motor is running. 
• <DMOTOR.inrevers> is high, indicating the directional motor will move in reverse 

when it is started. 

4.2.1.5 Direction Control. The actual pump position is monitored from the PLC by 
STATION5 and is passed to the block called <POSITION> in STATION8. The output of the 
block <POSITION> is passed to the DGAP control block <POSCNTRL> as the measured 
process variable. 

The DGAB block <POSCNTRL> is used to control forward movement or reverse 
movement of the directional motor based on the comparison of desired position with actual 
position. The DGAP block is an on-off control block that sets two digital outputs to various 
states depending on where the measured position is in relationship to the deadband. Figure 16 is a 
diagram of these two outputs. 

The high gap and low gap of the DGAP block <POSCNTRL> is set to a 2-degree dead 
band around the desired position. 

The first output of the DGAP block <POSCNTRL.DOUT> goes high when the 
measured position is less than the desired position minus the low-gap offset. The output goes on 
to a one-shot block <GOFORWRD> used to start forward movement of the pump. 

The output of <GOFORWRD> will stay high for 15 seconds unless the block is reset. 
The reset of the block <GOFORWRD> is controlled by the inverse of the small logic and block 
<FORWARD>. When the output of <FORWARD> is low, the output of <GOFORWRD> will 
always be low and will not start forward movement. 
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Fig. 16. DGAP block output. 

The block <FORWARD> has two inputs that must go high for the output to go high to 
allow the pump to move forward. 

• The output of <DISMOVE> must be low. This is the bit used to disable movement 
mentioned in the disable movement task. 

• The output of <NOTRUN> must be high, which is the inverse of the feedback signal 
from the directional motor frequency drive that goes high when the motor is running. 

When the output of <GOFORWRD> is allowed to go high it sets <DMOTOR.forwrd> 
high, which commands the frequency drive to move the motor forward when it is running. The 
output of <GOFORWRD> also starts a 6-second time-on delay block <FSTRTDEL>. 

The 6-second delay of <FSTRTDEL> is to ensure that the forward command is sent to 
the frequency drive before the motor is commanded to start. The output of <FSTRTDEL> sets a 
small logic or block <START> high, which is the beginning of the start task of position control. 

The second output of the DGAP block <POSCNTRL.D02> goes high when the 
measured position is greater than the desired position plus the high-gap offset. The output goes 
on to a one-shot block <GOREVERS> used to start reverse movement of the pump. 
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The output of <GOREVERS> will stay high for 15 seconds unless the block is reset. 
The reset of the block <GOREVERS> is controUed by the inverse of the small logic and block 
<BACKWARD>. When the output of <BACKWARD> is low the output of <GOREVERS> will 
always be low and will not start reverse movement. 

The block <BACKWARD> has two inputs that must go high for the output to go high 
and allow the pump to move backward: 

• The output of <DISMOVE> must be low. This is the bit used to disable movement 
mentioned in the disable move task. 

• The output of <NOTRUN> must be high. This is the inverse of the feedback signal 
from the directional motor frequency drive that goes high when the motor is running. 

When the output of <GOREVERS> is allowed to go high it sets <DMOTOR.revers> 
high, which tells the frequency drive to move the motor in reverse when it is running. The output 
of <GOREVERS> also starts a 6-second time-on delay block <RSTRTDEL>. 

This delay ensures that the reverse command is sent to the frequency drive before the 
motor is commanded to start. The output of <RSTRTDEL> sets a small logic or block 
<START> high, which, as noted above, imitates the position control task. 

An overshoot condition causes the directional motor to stop operation. This condition 
is recognized when <POSCNTRL.D02> goes high and the pump is moving forward or 
<POSCNTRL.DOUT> goes high and the pump is moving in reverse. 

The small logic and block <FOROVER> goes high to drive the one-shot block 
<FOVRSTOP> that stops the directional motor when all three of the following conditions are 
true: 

• <DMOTOR.inforwrd> is high, indicating the motor is moving in the forward 
direction. 

• <POSCNTRL.D02> is high when the actual position is beyond the desired range 
and the motor should be moved in reverse to achieve the desired position. 

• <DMOTOR.inrun> is high, indicating the directional motor is running. 

The small logic and <REVOVER> goes high to drive the one-shot block 
<ROVRSTOP> that stops the directional motor when all three of the following conditions are 
true: 

• <DMOTOR.inrevers> is high, indicating the motor is moving in the reverse 
direction. 

• <POSCNTRL.DOUT> is high when the actual position is beyond the desired 
range and the motor should be moved forward to achieve the desired position. 
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• <DMOTOR.inrun> is high, indicating the directional motor is running. 

4.2.1.6 Disable Movement. The pump is disabled from moving unless the operator 
enables movement from the console. Each time the pump stops or goes beyond the desired range 
the pump is disabled from moving automatically. 

The DIN block <DISMOVE> must have a 0 value in order to start the directional 
motor; This is the value set when the operator enables pump movement from the STATION8 
console. The value of <DISMOVE> is set to 1 any time the directional motor is stopped or when 
the MOTOR strategy is first started. This is accomplished with Report and Recipe (R&R) code 
DISMOVE.RPS. This R&R code is executed any time the small logic or block <STPDISOR> 
goes high or when the MOTOR strategy is first started (with the block <INITDISM>). 

<INrrDISM> goes high within the first half second of runtime of the MOTOR strategy. 
<STPDISOR> goes high when one of the following three stop commands are executed: 

• The one-shot block <BUTSHOT> will go high under an abort condition or a manual 
stop from the Directional Motor display. 

• The small logic or block <DISMOVOR> will go high when the pump is issued to 
stop while in range, overshoots the desired position, or exceeds the maximum limits 
of the safe boundary. 

• The one-shot block <SETDISM> will go high when the pump is within range. 

The Junction block <DISMOV> is used to stop the directional motor and disable 
movement when the position of the pump is within the desired range. This block also checks the 
disable movement bit from <DISMOVE.DOUT>, the forward movement bit from 
<POSCONTRL.DOUT>, and the reverse movement bit from <POSCNTRL.D02>. When all 
three conditions are not true an internal control bit <DRI> starts an internal counter <AR2>. This 
counter is used to delay the stop of the pump by 2 seconds after the position is within the dead 
band. This allows the pump to move closer to the desired position before shutting down 
movement. When the internal counter reaches 2 seconds the directional motor is commanded to 
stop and movement is disabled by control bit <DISMOV.DOUT>. 

The function block <DISMOVE> also has a logic equation to determine if the pump is 
within the desired range. <DISMOV.D02> is passed to <INBAND>, which is used to indicate 
the pump is within the dead band range of 2 degrees. 

4.2.2 Pump Control. The following are the details related to controlling the 
operation of the mixing pump to actually mix the contents of the tank. 
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4.2.2.1 Start. The AF5000+ device block variable <PMOTOR.start> requires a 
transition from 0 to 1 to start operation of the pump motor. The <PMOTOR.start> variable is 
driven by the output of a small logic or block with the tag name <PSTRTAND>. 

The block <PSTRTAND> has four input signals that must be high before the output 
goes high to start the motor. The four inputs are <PMSTART.DOUT>, <DISSTRST.DOUT>, 
<DSTOP.DOUT> and <DRUN.QNOT>. 

• <PMSTART.DOUT> is set high for 6 seconds if a request to start the pump is 
made. 

• <DISTRST.DOUT> is used to enable the start or stop of the pump and is also held 
high for 6-seconds after the operator manually enable the start of the pump, starts a 
Phase B test, or elects to bump the pump. 

• <DSTOP.DOUT> is a feedback signal from the AF5000+ variable 
<DMOTOR.instoppd>, which is high if the directional motor is stopped. 

• <DRUN.QNOT> is the inverse of the feedback signal from the AF5000+ variable 
<DMOTOR.inrun>, which is high if the directional motor is running. 

4.2.2.2 Stop. The AF5000+ device block variable <PMOTOR.stop> requires a 
transition from 0 to 1 to stop operation of the pump motor. The <PMOTOR.stop> variable is 
driven by the output of a small logic or block with the tag name <STOPOR>. 

The <STOPOR> block has two input connections, one from the output of a small logic 
and block <PSTOPAND.DOUT>, and the other from a one-shot block <PUMSHOT.DOUT>, 
which is driven by a small logic pulse <STOPPUL.DOUT>. 

• <PSTOPAND.DOUT> will execute when <DISTRST.DOUT> is set high and 
<PMSTOP.DOUT> is set high. 
• <DISTRST.DOUT> is used to enable the start or stop of the pump and is held 

high for 6 seconds after the operator selects to manually enable the start of the 
pump, selects to start a Phase B test, or selects to bump the pump. 

• <PMSTOP.DOUT> is set from the operator console when the pump is to be 
stopped or is set high in an abort condition. 

• <PUMSHOT.DOUT> is high for 9 seconds after <STOPPUL.DOUT> is set high by 
the operator or an abort command. 

The variable <STOPOR.DOUT> executes a piece of R&R code, which waits 
20 seconds and then sets the desired pump bump time to 0. This code called PSTOP.RPS is 
executed at any time the pump operation is halted. 
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A.l.lJi AF5000+ Communications. The AF5000+ device driver is a communication 
task that runs in parallel with all other Genesis tasks. The device driver is responsible for sending 
information to, and collecting information from, the variable frequency drive. The device block 
with the tag name <PMOTOR> processes all communications for the frequency drive controlling 
the pump motor. 

The following tags are used to issue commands to the frequency drive to change 
operating values and operating conditions. 

TAG 
AF5000+ 
Variable Description 

PFORWRD forwrd.doO Changes direction of motor to forward 

PSTRTAND start. doO Causes motor to start 

STOPOR stop.doO Causes motor to halt 

The following tags are used as pump feedback signals from the AF5000+ device block. 
These blocks are used for clarity and allow access from R&R code to AF5000+ signals. Some of 
these signals are passed to STATION5 with the network communication task, and some are used 
in the parameter verification task. 

TAG 
AF5000+ 
Variable Description 

COMMOR.INP2 ACCEL.fail Indicates a failure in communications 

PACCEL ACCEL.inp Desired acceleration rate 

PDECEL DECEL.inp Desired deceleration rate 

VR232030 FREQ.hrng Stator frequency high range 

PLESTEV LINEV.inp Line voltage 

VSDRS232 LOAD.inp Motor load 

PMAXSPD MAXSPD.inp Maximum speed 
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VR232040 MOTORA.inp Motor current 

VR232020 MOTORV.inp Motor voltage 

VR232060 SPDSET.inp Desired speed of motor 

PSETSPD SPDSET.inp Desired speed of motor 

VR232050 SPEED.inp Actual speed of motor 

RSPEED SPEED.inp Actual speed of motor 

PATSPEED inatspd.diO Actual speed is within ±5% of desired speed 

PFAULT infault.diO Frequency drive is faulted 

PFORWARD inforward.diO Direction of motor movement is forward 

PREADY inready.diO Drive is ready to run 

PREVERSE inrevers.diO Direction of motor movement is reverse 

PRUN inrun.diO Drive is running 

PSTOP instoppd.diO Drive is stopped 

PREVENAB reven.diO Reverse enable 

The following is a list of variables in the AF5000+ device block <PMOTOR>. 

Variable Description 

ACCEL Desired acceleration rate 

DECEL Desired deceleration rate 

FREQ Stator frequency 

LINEV Line voltage 

LOAD Motor load 

MAXSPD Maximum speed 

MOTORA Motor current 
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MOTORV Motor voltage 

SPDSET Desired speed of motor 

SPEED Actual speed of motor 

forwrd Changes direction of motor to forward 

inatspd Actual speed is within ±5% of desired speed 

infault Frequency drive is faulted 

inforward Direction of motor movement is forward 

inready Drive is ready to run 

inrevers Direction of motor movement is reverse 

inrun Drive is running 

instoppd Drive is stopped 

reven Reverse enable 

revers Changes direction of motor to reverse 

start Causes motor to start 

stop Causes motor to halt 

. 4.2.2.4 Parameter Verification. The Junction block <EQUPSPD> contains an 
equation to compare the desired speed set in the frequency drive (block <PSETSPD>) with the 
actual speed <PSPEED>. The variable <EQUPSPD.DR1> will be high if the actual speed is 
within 5% of the desired speed. This will be displayed to the operator as a light green indication 
on the pump speed bar graphs. 

The desired speed value is passed to <CURPRSPD.OUT> when the test values are set 
active. The function block <CALCURR> uses <CURPRSPD> as the desired speed and 
automatically calculates the predicted motor current, which is passed to <CURPRED>. 

The predicted motor current plus 20% is passed to <CURALRM> as the alarm limit. 
The output of <CURALRM> sets the high alarm value of <VR232040> and is passed to 
STATION5 for the high motor alarm. 
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The predicted motor current plus 40% is passed to <CURABRT> as the abort limit. 
The output of <CURABRT> is passed to the PLC via STATION5 as the abort limit for motor 
current. 

The function block <CALDISPR> uses <CURPRSPD> as the desired speed and 
automatically calculates the predicted discharge pressure, which is passed to <DISPRPRE> for 
operator display. 

The predicted discharge pressure plus 20% is passed to <DISPRALM> as the alarm 
limit, and the output of <DISPRALM> is passed to STATION5 to set the high alarm value of the 
discharge pressure signal. 

The predicted discharge pressure plus 40% is passed to <DISPRABT> as the abort 
limit, and the output of <DISPRABT> is passed to the PLC via STATION5 as the abort limit for 
the discharge pressure. 

The operator will set <SETUM.DOUT> high to set the manual control pump alarm and 
abort limits for the speed of the pump. This is R&R code SETUM.RPS. 

4.2.3 Abort. An abort signal from the PLC, a communication failure with either 
frequency drive, or a failure in network communications to STATION5 will cause both the pump 
motor and directional motor to stop. 

The R&R code ABORT.RPS is the key to stopping the pump motor and directional 
motor. 

The block <ABORT> is the current status of the abort coil in the PLC. This status bit is 
passed via STATION5. When <ABORT.DOUT> goes high it executes the code ABORT.RPS. 

If <NODEFATL.DOUT> is high, a failure in network communications to STATION5 
has occurred. This bit will execute R&R code AF5ABRT.RPS, which sets <APULSE.DOUT> 
high which, in turn, executes the R&R code ABORT.RPS. 

<COMMOR> is a small logic or block with two inputs from each hardware device 
block. If communications to either frequency drive goes bad, indicated by a fail bit of the first 
parameter selected from each hardware device block, <COMMOR.DOUT> will go high. This 
signal is passed to <AF5COMFA> and <AF5COMFA.DOUT> executes the R&R code 
AF5ABRT.RPS which again, results in running ABORT.RPS. <AF5COMFA.DOUT> also 
starts a one shot block <AF5ABRT>, which is used to transfer a status bit to STATION5 to 
indicate an AF5000+ communications failure. 

4.2.4 Test Operation. This section provides the details of the actual test operation, 
including their selection, how the elapsed time is calculated, and the information provided to the 
operator. 

4.2.4.1 Test Selection. The test number is selected by changing the value of 
<PBTMP>. The value of <PBTMP> is controlled to specific integer numbers via a state field. 
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Refer to Appendix E for details on the state field Set Phase B Test. There is a code system set up 
in the state field for test numbers and the current number of different positions for a test. 

The value of <PBTMP> is passed to a function block <CALPBTN>, which calculates 
the desired test number and the current number of pump operations for tests that have several 
positions of pump operation during a test. The desired test number comes from 
<CALPBTN.OUT> and the number of pump operations during the test comes from 
<CALPBTN.OUT2>. The Junction block uses an equation to calculate these two numbers from 
the whole number from <PBTMP>. 

The desired test number is passed from <CALPBTN.OUT> to <PBTESTNO>. 
<PBTESTNO> is used to display the current test number to the operator and is referenced by 
code that sets the active parameters to desired values for the selected test. 

The current number of positions during a test is passed from <CALPBTN.OUT2> to 
<PBANGIND>. <PBANGIND> is referenced by code that sets the active parameters for the 
desired angle of operation. 

After the desired test number is selected, the values for the test will be sent to the active 
parameters by selecting the button SET VALUES on the PHASE B TESTS display. This sets the 
variable <SETTEST.DOUT> high, which executes the R&R code PBSETVAL.RPS. 
PBSETVAL.RPS is used to set the desired position (angle) of the pump, the desired speed of the 
pump, the desired duration of pump operation, and the desired wait time between pump 
operations during a test. The values that are sent to these operating parameters varies based on 
the test number selected, indicated by <PBTESTNO> and the current position number of the test 
from <PBANDGIND>. 

Test operation is started by setting <PBSTTEST> high in the PHASE B TEST display if 
the test is enabled. The output of <PBSTTEST> is passed to the small logic and block <#148>. 
<#148> has a second input from the small logic and block <#151> which goes high when the 
PLC test enable is high and the local test enable is high. <#151> goes high when both of the 
following test enable bits are high. 

• <PBENABLE> is set high when the test is enabled and all critical signals are within 
limits. 

• <PLCPBENA> goes high when the test enable bit in the PLC is high. 

Test operation is halted by the operator setting <PBBUTSTP> high or having one of the 
elapsed timers for total test operation or pump operation at an angle time-out with the pump at 
the last position of a test. 

<PBBUTSTP.DOUT> will then execute the R&R code PBBUTSTP.RPS which will 
halt the position and pump motors. 

The small logic andblock <#062> goes high and executes PBSTOPIT.RPS R&R code 
when both of the following conditions are true: 
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• <ORSTPPB> goes high when either test elapsed timer is done. 
• <ENABLPB1> is set high to enable automatic test stopping from the elapsed timers. 

4.2.4.2 Elapsed Time Calculation. There are two elapsed timers that are used during 
test operation. The overall timer for test operation keeps track of the total test time. The RAMP 
block <RSECPB> totals the test time while a test is in operation. When ramp rate 1 becomes 
active the output of <RSECPB> increments by one every second. 

A test is in operation when the small logic and block <PBAND> is high. This signal 
controls <RSECPB.RP10>, which activates ramp rate 1. <PBAND.DOUT> is high if the rs flip-
flop block <#018> is high, and the output of <HOLDPB> is low, which is used to hold the 
elapsed timer when the pump is stopped and the position of the pump is changed. 

The rs flip-flop block <#018> is set high at the beginning of the test operation by the 
output of <RMPPULPB>. The block <#018> is reset to a low output when the test elapsed time 
reaches the desired test time. 

The elapsed timer <RSECPB> is reset at the beginning of test operation by 
<RMPPULPB> or by an operator request to stop the pump or selection of new values by 
<RESETPB>. 

The desired test time is set during test selection by setting the test values. The AIN 
blocks <HRPB>, <MTNPB>, and <SECPB> contain the desired hours, minutes, and seconds for 
test operation. The outputs of these blocks are passed to a function block <CALSECPB>, which 
merges the values to one desired test time value in seconds. This value is passed to the elapsed 
timer <RSECPB.HLEM> to set the high-limit value for test operation. The value is passed to the 
function block <SPLITPB>, which is used to stop test operation when the elapsed time from 
<RSECPB> exceeds the desired time from <CALSECPB>. 

The control bit <SPLITPB.DOUT> will go high when the elapsed time exceeds the 
desired time and is passed to the DIN block <DNTMPB>. The output of this block resets the rs 
flip-flop block <#018> mentioned above. The output of <DNTMPB> is also passed to logic, 
which will suspend pump operation. 

There is a second elapsed timer used to keep track of the pump operation time at each 
position. The RAMP block <PBRAMP> totals the time the pump is in operation. When ramp 
rate 1 becomes active, the output of <PBRAMP> increments by one every second. 

The pump is in operation when the rs flip-flop block <PBRSFF> is high. This signal 
controls <RSECPB.RP10>, which activates ramp rate 1. The rs flip-flop block <PBRSFF> is set 
high at the beginning of pump operation by the output of <STRTTIMR>. The block <PBRSFF> 
is reset to a low output when the pump operation elapsed time reaches the desired pump 
operation time. 

The elapsed timer <PBRAMP> is reset at the beginning of pump operation by 
<STRTTIMR> or by an operator request to stop the pump or selection of new values by 
<PBRESET>. 
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The desired pump operation time is set during test selection by setting the test values. 
The AIN blocks <PBMIN> and <PBSEC> contain the desired minutes and seconds for pump 
operation. 

The outputs of these blocks are passed to & function block <PBCALSEC>, which 
merges the values into one desired pump operation time value in seconds. This value is passed to 
the elapsed timer <PBRAMP.HLIM> to set the high limit value for pump operation. The value is 
also passed to the Junction block <PBSPLIT>, which is used to stop pump operation when the 
elapsed time from <PBRAMP> exceeds the desired time from <PBCALSEO. This Junction 
block is also used to calculate the elapsed minutes for pump operation, and this value is passed on 
to <PBMENELA>. 

The control bit <PBSPLIT.DOUT> will go high when the elapsed time exceeds the 
desired time and is passed to the DIN <PBDNTM>. The output of this block resets the rsjlip-
Jlop block <PBRSFF> mentioned above. The output of <PBDNTM> is passed to logic which 
suspends pump operation. 

The control bit <PBSPLIT.D02> goes high every 30 seconds during test operation. 
This signal is passed onto a small logic pulse block <#011>. The output of <#011> is passed to a 
small logic and block <RPTENAND> which also requires <ENABLPB2> to go high which is set 
to enable execution of a limit checking R&R code. The output of <RPTENAM» is passed to 
<#012> which executes R&R code PBRUN59.RPS. This R&R code is used to check signal 
limits and warn the operator when the test is within 30 seconds of ending. <PBPART59>, 
<FXCLIM>, and <FXPLIM> are used as control variables for the R&R code PBRUN59.RPS. 

4.2.4.3 Operator Test Information. When the operator enables test operation from 
the PHASE B TEST display the small logic pulse block <CHKCOLOR> is set high. This point 
executes a report to check limits on signals and enable or disable test operation. 

There are two PDIN blocks that are used as status indication to the operator for 
controlling colors in the PHASE B TEST display. The outputs of <COLORGN> and 
<COLORYW> are set by R&R code that is executed at different test selection phases. (Their 
values are always opposite.) 

• <COLORGN.D01> is set high if the pump position is within limits when test 
operation is enabled. 

• <COLORGN.D02> is set high if the pump desired speed is within limits when test 
operation is enabled. 

• <COLORGN.D03> is set high if the pump acceleration rate is within limits when 
test operation is enabled. 

• <COLORGN.D04> is set high if the pump deceleration rate is within limits when 
test operation is enabled. 
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• <C0L0RGN.D05> is set high if the pump maximum speed is within limits when 
test operation is enabled. 

• <COLORGN.D06> is set high if the high alarm value for the pump speed warning in 
the TEST strategy is within limits when test operation is enabled. 

• <COLORGN.D07> is set high if the pump speed limit is within limits when test 
operation is enabled. 

• <COLORGN.D09> is set high when the pump is ready to run during a test. 
• <COLORYW.D01> is set high if the pump position is out of limits when test 

operation is enabled. 
• <COLORYW.D02> is set high if the pump desired speed is out of limits when test 

operation is enabled. 
• <COLORYW.D03> is set high if the pump acceleration rate is out of limits when 

test operation is enabled. 
• <COLORYW.D04> is set high if the pump deceleration rate is out of limits when 

test operation is enabled. 
• <COLORYW.D05> is set high if the pump maximum speed is out of limits when 

test operation is enabled. 

• <COLORYW.D06> is set high if the high alarm value for the pump speed warning 
in the TEST strategy is out of limits when test operation is enabled. 

• <COLORYW.D07> is set high if the pump speed limit is out of limits when test 
operation is enabled. 

• <COLORYW.D09> is set high when the pump is running during a test. 

<TSTRUNNG> is used to indicate a test is currently in progress. 

<VALSET> is set high when the test values are set. 

The small logic pulse block <ALRMON> is set high 30 seconds before pump operation 
is to end. The output of <ALRMON> is passed to a one-shot block <30SECSHT>, which will 
stay high for 30 seconds. The output of <30SECSHT> is passed to Deblock <SPD59ALM>, 
which will warn the operator a speed change is due. This shows up as an alarm condition in the 
alarm summary. The inverse of the output of <SPD59ALM> controls a global acknowledgement 
of alarms in the alarm summary. This is done by controlling the system block 
<TURNOFF.ACK>. This global acknowledgement will occur 30 seconds after <ALRMON> is 
set high. 
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4.2.5 Pump Bump Operation. The following sections give the details of the "pump 
bump" operation, which consists of running the pump for short time periods so as not to allow 
waste to harden inside the pump. 

4.2.5.1 Operating Parameters. The test engineers will manually enter the desired 
pump operation time from the display BUMP PUMP. This desired time is set to <BDAY>, 
<BHR>, <BMTN>, and <BSEC> for days, hours, minutes, and seconds of pump operation. The 
outputs of these blocks are fed to a. function block <CALBMPTM>, which calculates the desired 
time in seconds. All pump operation parameters that are typically adjusted by the test selection 
are manually set by the test engineers on the BUMP PUMP display. 

4.2.5.2 Elapsed Time Calculation. The timer for pump bump operation keeps track 
of the pump operation time. The RAMP block <BRAMP> totals the pump operation time. When 
ramp rate 1 becomes active, the output of <BRAMP> increments by one every second. 

The pump is in operation when the output of the rs flip-flop block <#203> is high. This 
signal controls <BRAMP.RP10>, which activates ramp rate 1. The rs flip-flop block <#203> is 
set high at the beginning of the pump bump by the output of <BSTRTTIM>. The block <#203> 
is reset to a low output when the pump bump elapsed time reaches the desired pump bump time. 
The elapsed timer <BRAMP> is reset at the beginning of a pump operation by <BSTRTTIM>. 

The desired test time is set during test selection by setting the test values. The AIN 
blocks <BDAY>, <BHR>, <BMIN>, and <BSEC> contain the desired days, hours, minutes, and 
seconds for pump operation. These values are set from the operator console. The outputs of 
these blocks are passed to a function block <CALBMPTM>, which merges the values into one 
desired pump bump time value in seconds. This value is passed to the elapsed timer 
<BRAMP.HLIM> to set the high-limit value for pump operation. The output of <CALBMPTM> 
is also passed to the PLC by a network connection to <BUMPTIME>. The value is then passed 
to the function block <BFX>, which is used to stop pump operation when the elapsed time from 
<BRAMP> exceeds the desired time from <CALBMPTM>. 

The control bit <BFX.DOUT> will go high when the elapsed time exceeds the desired 
time and is passed to the DIN block <BDONETIM>. The output of this block resets the rs flip-
flop block <#203> mentioned above. The output of <DNTMPB> is also passed to logic which 
will stop pump operation. 

The bump time limit in the PLC is received by the AIN block <PLCBTIME>. 

4.2.5.3 Pump Bump Enable. In order to start pump operation for a pump bump the 
operator must enable a pump bump before starting the pump. This is done by setting the output 
of <BUMPENAB> high from the BUMP PUMP display with the enable button. This will execute 
the R&R code BUMPENAB.RPS which will set <BENABLE> high. 
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<BENABLE> is passed to the PLC via STATI0N5. This block will only stay high for 
12 seconds. 

To activate a pump bump, the R&R code BUMPIT.RPS will be executed when the 
small logic and block <BAND> goes high. This block will go high when the following conditions 
are true: 

• The operator sets <BUMPIT.DOUT> high from the PUMP BUMP display. 
• The bump enable signal is received from the PLC with the DIN block PLCBEN. 

4.2.6 Network Communications. The following is a list of tags and variables in the 
TEST strategy that are enabled for network communications to the MOTOR strategy. The 
network node block <STATION5> serves all real-time data communications between Genesis 
strategies. 

Tag Variable Tag Variable 

ABRTCOIL DOUT 
"? 

ST8A5ABT ENTB 

BUMPTLIM EVAL - : ST8BENAB ENTB 

HPDPLIM EVAL I *V ST8PBENA ENTB 

HPMCALM EVAL .. :" ST8WD ENTB 

HPMCLIM EVAL 
M M . , , 

TIR12A01 OUT 

HPSPDLIM EVAL TIR12A02 OUT 

MIP00001 DOUT :• VR232020 EVAL 

PBTLIM EVAL :• . VR232040 EVAL 

PCR12A01 HALV VR232040 HALV 

PLCBEN DOUT 85 VR232050 HALV 

PLCBTLIM OUT i* VR232050 EVAL 

PLCPBENA DOUT VR232080 EVAL 

PLCPBTLM OUT % VR232100 EVAL 

PLCPDPAB OUT « VR232110 EVAL 
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PLCPMCAB OUT 
: • • < 

: ••• ZIMPE112 OUT 

PLCPSLTM OUT •:-..: ZIMPE143 DOUT 

PULCOIL DOUT l ZIMPE144 DOUT 

The variable <STATION5.NODEFATL> is a status bit of network communications to 
STATION5. If there is a problem with network communications to the TEST strategy, this 
status bit will go high and the abort logic to shut down the motors will be activated. 

The following tags are used as feedback signals from the TEST strategy. These blocks 
are used for clarity and to allow access from R&R code statements to TEST strategy variables. 

Local Tag Local Variable Remote Tag Remote Variable 

ABORT EVAL ABRTCOIL DOUT 

MIP00001 EVAL MTP00001 DOUT 

PLCDPRAL EVAL PCR12A01 HALV 

PLCBEN EVAL PLCBEN DOUT 

PLCPBENA EVAL PLCBENA DOUT 

PLCBTIME EVAL PLCPBTLM OUT 

PLCPBTIM EVAL PLCPBTLM OUT 

PLCDPRAB EVAL PLCPDPAB OUT 

PLCCURAB EVAL PLCPMCAB OUT 

HPSPDLIM EVAL PLCPSLIM OUT 

RESETIT EVAL PULCOIL DOUT 

TIR12A01 EVAL TIR12A01 OUT 

TIR12A02 EVAL TIR12A02 OUT 

PLCCURAL EVAL VR232040 HALV 

VR050HAV EVAL VR232050 HALV 
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POSITION EVAL ZIMPE122 OUT 

ZIMPE143 EVAL ZIMPE143 DOUT 

ZIMPE144 EVAL ZIMPE144 DOUT 

EXNODFAI EVAL NONDEFAIL 

The following tags are used as control signals to the TEST strategy. These blocks allow 
control signals to be passed to the PLC via the TEST strategy. Some of these blocks are used to 
pass feedback signals from the frequency drives for display at the STATION5 console and PLC 
abort logic. 

Local TAG Local Variable Remote TAG Remote Variable 

BUMPTIME OUT BUMPTLIM EVAL 

DISPRABT OUT HPDPLIM EVAL 

CURALRM OUT HPMCALM EVAL 

CURABRT OUT HPMCLIM EVAL 

PMPSPDAB OUT HPSPDLIM EVAL 

ST5PBTIM OUT PBTLIM EVAL 

DISPRALM OUT PCR12A01 HALV 

AF5ABRT DOUT ST8A5ABT ENTB 

BENABLE DOUT ST8BENAB ENTB 

ST5PBENA DOUT ST8PBENA ENTB 

WATCHDOG DOUT ST8WD ENTB 

VR232020 OUT VR232020 EVAL 

VR232040 OUT VR232040 EVAL 

PMPSPDAL OUT VR232050 HALV 
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VR232050 OUT VR232050 EVAL 

VR232080 OUT VR232080 EVAL 

VR232100 OUT VR232100 EVAL 

VR232110 OUT VR232110 EVAL 

To report a failure in network communications to STATION5, the DIN block 
<NODEFATL> is used to indicate an alarm to the operator when EXNODFAI goes high at any 
time 10 seconds after startup of the MOTOR strategy. <NODEFAIL> receives its signal from the 
small logic and block <ANAND> which goes high when both of the following conditions are 
true. 

• <EXNODFAI> goes high which receives the nodefail bit from the network node 
block <STATION5>. The nodefail bit will go high when a failure in 
communications to <STATION5> is active. 

• The TON block <ANTON> goes high 10 seconds after Runtime startup. 

4.2.7 Alarming. All algorithm blocks with an alarm priority greater than 0 are 
enabled as alarming signals. If an alarm level is exceeded the tag and description will show up in 
the alarm summary to tell the operator which signal is in alarm. Refer to the data dictionary of the 
MOTOR strategy for all alarm signals with alarm priorities greater than 0. 

•4.2.8 System Parameters. There are several Report blocks used to execute R&R 
code. Following is a list of Report blocks in the strategy with the R&R code that each block 
serves. Refer to Appendix D for a description of each R&R code. 

TAG SOURCE1 SOURCE2 SOURCE3 SOURCE4 

AREPORT SETUM PBUDEMO BUDEMO 

BREPORT BUMPENAB BUMPIT BSTOPIT 

CREPORT MPUDEMO MDUDEMO 

DREPORT DSTART DEMOINIT PBPOSPMP PBSTTEST 
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PBREPORT PBSETVAL DEMOINIT PBPOSPMP PBSTTEST 

PBRPORT2 PBDEMRP PBEMPP PBSTOPIT PBBUTSTP 

REPORT DISMOVE DISMOVE 

REPORT11 AF5ABRT RESETIT AF5ABRT 

REPORTA ABORT ABORT 

SET59 PBRUN59 PBSET59 PBRUN59 PBCHKCLR 

STARTUP INITSYS 

STOPREPT PSTOP PSTOP PSTART 

The system block <TURNOFF> is used to automatically acknowledge alarms but can be 
used to control other functions for the entire strategy. The dflip-flop block in the lower right 
corner of the database contains the version of the strategy as its tag name. <V2.12> would be the 
tag name for version 2.12 of the strategy. 

The DIN block <ON> is used as a control bit that will always be set high. <ON.DOUT> 
is used in functions that require a guaranteed high bit and <ON.QNOT> is used as a guaranteed 
low digital signal. 

4.2.9 Demo Mode. When the MOTOR strategy is put in demo mode the feedback 
variables are simulated within the strategy. This mode is intended only to demonstrate the control 
functions of the pump control and should not be used for actual operation. 

The demo mode is enabled by setting the output of the DIN block <DEMO> high. This 
executes R&R code which sets feedback signals and control variables to simulated values. 

<PBUDEMO> can be set high to set up a simulation of Phase B test operation. This 
block executes R&R code PBUDEMO.RPS. 

<PB59UFAK> is set high for demo operation of a Phase B test. This block is set high 
by R&R code PBUDEMO.RPS and is referenced by R&R code PBRUN59.RPS. 

<BUDEMO> can be set high to set up a simulation of pump bump operation. This 
block executes R&R code BUDEMO.RPS. 
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The small logic pulse block <MDUDEMO> will execute the R&R code 
MDUDEMO.RPS which is used to set the feedback position <POSITION.OUT> to the current 
position setpoint. 

The small logic pulse <MPUDEMO> will execute R&R code MPUDEMO.RPS which 
is used to set the alarm status blocks for simulation mode. 

The small logic pulse <PBDEMRP> will execute R&R code PBDEMRP.RPS which 
will simulate ramping the pump. 

<PBDEMPP> will execute the R&R code PBDEMPP.RPS which will simulate 
positioning the pump. 

4.2.10 Vestigial Functions. The output of the elapsed timer for pump bump 
operation <BRAMP> is fed into an analog switch block <FSWITCH>. This analog switch block 
is controlled by the block <BSWITCH> which will always be low and is not linked to any other 
function. The output of <FORCO> is the second input to the analog switch block which is not 
used by other functions. (<FSWITCH>, <BSWITCH>, and <FORCO> can be eliminated. The 
output of <BRAMP> should be connected to <BFX.INP2>.) 

The AINblock <HDH> is set to 15 in the R&R code PBSETVAL.RPS. This block is 
not used in any other function and seems unnecessary. 

The small logic pulse block <STRTPHB> would execute R&R code PBSET59.RPS if 
it was referenced by another function, but it is not. The output of <STRTPHB> is passed to a 
TON block <#007>, which will never be executed. <PBRMPPUL> is called out in the R&R 
codes PBRUN59.RPS and PBSET59.RPS to start a report timer. There is no reference to any 
other function that utilizes this timer. The other three blocks that are controlled by 
<PBRMPPUL> are not called out in any function. These blocks are <#009>, <PBRMP>, and 
<PBDONTIM>. 

The small logic pulse block <FINDMANS> was previously used to execute a portion of 
a user task function to check for any blocks in manual. This user task is no longer used and 
<FINDMANS> along with <EXEUSER> can be eliminated. 

The AIN block <TEST> serves no function. (This block was added by Derek Johnson 
of CalMax for some testing purpose.) 
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4.3 MODICON PLC FUNCTIONS 

The Modicon PLC is responsible for inputting data from the field instrumentation, 
providing an abort signal when the values of critical measurements exceed their abort limits, 
providing control signals to field instruments, providing timers and enable logic for pump 
operation, and sending data and status information to Genesis. Details of these functions will be 
presented in the following sections. 

Access to and programming of the PLC is provided by the program Modsoft. Modsoft 
is run on Station 1 in the DACS trailer and communicates with the PLC via a serial COM port. 

Using Modsoft, the PLC I/O configuration can be defined, the PLC registers can be 
allocated and named, and the ladder logic can be produced. All of this can be done offline and 
later downloaded to the PLC, or can be done online in the PLC as it operates. The latter is not a 
wise policy for making permanent changes, but can be useful for debugging ladder logic. 

Modsoft allows the ladder logic programmer to impose a structure on the ladder logic 
for ease of understanding. It allows the programmer to break the ladder logic into modules 
known as objects and to connect the objects using flow control logic. Each object can contain 
any number of ladder logic networks. This structure is converted by Modsoft to an equivalent flat 
nonstructured form when the logic is downloaded to the PLC. 

The current PLC program has eight objects (numbered P000 through P007), which 
execute sequentially (no control structures mediating them). Their functions are listed below: 

• P000 (14 Networks) - PLC status logic, test timer and enable logic, instrument 
control logic. 

• P001 (1 Network) -1 PLC rack and module status logic. 
• P002 (10 Networks) - Sludge monitoring ASCII/Basic module control logic. 
• P003 (47 Networks) - Abort logic. 
• P004 (13 Networks) - Mass spectrometer ASCII/Basic module control logic. 
• P005 (14 Networks) - GC2, GC3, FTIR ASCII/Basic module control logic. 
• P006 (5 Networks) - High frequency strain alarm filtering. 
• P007 (54 Networks) - Thermocouple module setup and control logic. 

Modsoft has a documentation feature which allows information about the PLC 
configuration and ladder logic to be either saved to a file or printed. 

4.3.1 Data Collection From the Field. The PLC is responsible for collecting data 
from the field instruments. These data enter the PLC through any of a number of Modicon I/O 
modules. There are several different types of modules which accept different types of input. The 
modules used in the system and their descriptions are listed below. Both input and output 
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modules are listed in this table. The output modules are used for various control functions 
discussed in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3. 

Module Description Signals Accepted 
B875 8-channel analog input Configuratable for various voltage or current input ranges 
B827 32-channel digital input 24-V digital input 
B885 ASCII/BASIC module RS-232 serial ASCII data 
B829 16-channel digital input 5-V TTL digital input 
B883 Thermocouple module Thermocopule types B, E, J, K, N, R, S, & T 
B865 TTL Register input 5-V digital output 
B824 16-chan. digital output 24-V digital output 
B828 16-chan. digital output 5-V TTL digital output 

Each of these modules has a physical location and a set of registers through which it 
communicates to the PLC. This location and the exact registers used for communication are 
specified in the configuration module of the Modsoft program. For all but the B885 ASCII/Basic 
module and the B883 thermocouple module, this is all that needs to be done in order for the PLC 
to have access to the data from these modules. Both the ASCII/Basic module and the 
thermocouple require additional ladder logic to set up and operate the module. The operation of 
these modules will be discussed in the next two sections. 

Most of the measurements from the field enter the system through the B875 analog 
input module. This module can be set to accept inputs with differing characteristics. Commonly 
used in this system are 1-5 V, 0-5 V and 4-20 mA signals. These inputs are digitized with 12 bits 
of resolution. This 12-bit value is stored in the lower order 12 bits of the Modicon register 
corresponding to that channel. The most significant bit of the same register is the out-of-range 
bit. The B875 module will set this bit if it detects an incoming signal which is out of the range 
specified when the module is set up. For example, if the module has been set to receive 1 to 5-V 
inputs and then receives an input of 0 Vs, it will set the out-of-range bit. This out-of-range bit is 
used for instrument failure detection, a topic which is discussed in Section 4.3.5. 

4.3.1.1 ASCII/Basic Module Operation. The Modicon B885 ASCII/Basic Module 
allows ASCII data from a computer or from analytical equipment to be read into the Modicon 
PLC. The ASCII data are presented via one of two RS-232 ports on the front of the module. 
The module contains a stripped-down Basic interpreter. Basic programs can be written that read 
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the ASCII data from the ports and pass it to the PLC via the command interface registers. 
The Module has two operational modes: RUN and PROGRAM. These are selected via 

a switch on the front panel. In PROGRAM mode, the module communication parameters can be 
set and the BASIC interpreter accessed for programming. In the RUN mode, the module is under 
the control of the PLC ladder logic via the command/status registers or under control of its own 
internal scheduler. These are used to determine which Basic program stored in the module's 
memory to execute, and when. 

Details of the module configuration, programming, and operation are given in the 
Modicon B885 ASCII/Basic Module User Guide. 

The DACS uses three ASCII/Basic Modules: one for the Ames Laboratory sludge 
monitoring equipment (DM - for Dave Martin of Ames), one for reading data from the mass 
spectrometer (MS), and one for gas chromatograph and infrared spectrometer (GC3) gas 
concentration data. Each of these requires a Basic program to read the ASCII stream, strip off 
unwanted characters, format the data for the PLC registers, and send this data to the PLC. They 
all also require ladder logic to control and monitor the operation of the Basic programs, receive 
the data from the interface registers, and place it in the appropriate final destination registers. 

The Basic programs and ladder logic are therefore all quite similar in concept but differ 
due to the differing data formats and conventions used by the three devices. The Ames sludge 
monitoring ladder logic is Segment 2, Object P002, Networks 1-10. The mass spectrometer 
ladder logic is Segment 2, Object P004, Networks 1-13 and the gas chromatograph ladder logic is 
Segment 2, Object P005, Networks 1-11. 

4.3.1.2 ASCII/Basic Module Communications with the Gas Chromatograph. The 
gas monitoring computer sends its data to the ASCII/Basic module as a stream of ASCII 
characters beginning with a STX (start of transmission) character and followed by 17 four-digit 
ASCII encoded numbers separated by carriage returns (<-•) (see Table 3, below). These 
communication parameters are: 1200 Baud, 8 bits, I stop bit, no parity. 

The Basic program (filename C3.BAS) in the ASCII/Basic module is responsible for 
reading these incoming characters, interpreting them, placing them in registers and sending themto 
the PLC through the module's command/data register interface. 
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Table 3 GC3 Data Format 
Label Description Value Transrr 
STX Start of Transmission 2 
GC3-TIME GC3Time nnnn*-' 
GC3-RT GC3 H2 Retention Time nnnn<-' 
GC3-H2 GC3 H2 Concentration nnnn<-' 
GC3-FILE GC3FileID nnnn"-1 

FT-TIME FTIR Time nnnn*-1 

FT-N20A FTIRNH3 Area nnnn<-' 
FT-N20C FTIR N20 Area nnnn<-' 
FT-NH3A FTIRNH3 Concentration nnnn*-1 

FT-NH3C FTIRN20 Concentration nnnn*-1 

FT-F1LE FTIR File ID nnnn*-1 

GC2-TIME GC2 Time nnnn«-' 
GC2-AREA GC2 H2 Area nnnn4-1 

GC2-RT GC2 Retention Time nnnn4-1 

GC2-MSB GC2 H2 Concentration most significant byte nnnn<-' 
GC2-LSB GC2 H2 Concentration least significant byte nnnn*-' 
GC2-FILE GC2FileID nnnn*-1 

nnruT-1 = four ASCII numeric characters followed by a carriage return. 

The Basic program (filename GC3.BAS) in the ASCII/Basic module is responsible for 
reading these incoming characters, interpreting them, placing them in registers, and sending them 
to the PLC through the module's command/data register interface. 

The PLC ladder logic is responsible for running the Basic program, issuing commands to 
read the status of the module, and to read data from the module and placing the data into the 
proper registers so it can be sent to Genesis. 

Communication between the PLC and the Basic module is through the 6-input and 6-
output interface registers assigned to the module during configuration. In addition, there is an 
array of 100 registers internal to the Basic module which can be accessed by the PLC (up to 5 at a 
time) through these interface registers. There are also eight status bits which can be set or reset 
directly by the Basic program and read by the PLC along with the hardware status bits. 
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In general, the normal sequence of operation of the system is as follows (for more 
specifics, see the ladder logic comments, the Basic program listing and the ASCII/Basic module 
manual): 

PLC Operation 

1. The ladder logic checks the ASCII/BASIC module status register. If there is an 
error condition, it resets the module. If the Basic program is not running, it issues 
the command to run the BASIC program. 

2. The ladder logic continues to monitor the status register for error conditions and 
checks the data ready user flag (GC3_SND8). This is the signal from the Basic 
program that a set of data has been read and is ready to be transferred to the PLC. 

3. When the data ready flag has been received, the ladder logic goes through a 
sequence of commands which transfer the data from the ASCII/Basic module's 
internal register array. The data are transferred one to four registers at a time and 
stored in registers in the PLC for transference to Genesis. The 17 data items to be 
transferred are stored in the ASCII/Basic module's internal registers 0-16. The PLC 
ladder logic issues 7 commands in sequence to transfer these 17 data items. 

4. The ladder logic sets the ASCII/Basic module's internal register 30 to 1 (data 
transfer complete flag). This is the signal to the Basic program that the data 
transference is complete. 

5. Goto step 1. 

Basic Program Operation 

1. The program is initialized by the PLC ladder logic. It immediately sets the data 
ready flag to zero (although it should already be zero) and the data transfer complete 
register (register 30) to zero. 

2. The program reads characters from serial port 1 until a STX character is received. 
The start of transmission character signals the beginning of the gas data stream. 

3. After the STX is received, the program reads 17 numeric values and stores them in 
internal registers 0 through 16. 
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4. The program sets the data ready flag [SND(8)], indicating to the PLC that there is a 
set of data in the registers to be transferred. 

5. The program waits until the data transfer complete flag is set (Register 30). This 
will indicate that the PLC has transferred the data. 

6. The program clears the data ready flag, then exits. When the PLC detects that the 
program has exited, it will rerun the program. 

4.3,1.3 ASCII/Basic Module Communications with the Mass Spectrometer. Table 
4 shows the format of the ASCII data sent by the mass spectrometer. The data to be captured by 
the system are the six partial pressures, the sample number, and the status. The sample below is 
the format for vent header partial pressures. The "zero check" format is the same except that 
Sample = 0. 

Table 4. Mass Spectrometer Data Format (Sample) 

1.411282E-

DAC 00001 11:07:07 ,02--17-•1993 
02-17-1993 10:19: 19 
Sample = 5 Status OK 
03 b=-.4509146 c= 1.577681E-03 
Ave = 755 Emiss = 0.50 SEM 

1500 
Scan Time (sec ) = 274 
PARTIAL PRESSURES 
C0MP0NEMT % 
N2 79.6652 
02 19.4774 
Ar 0.8461 
C02 0.000 
H2 0.000 
N20 0.000 

Mass Spectral Data 
Mass Signal (amps) 

2 1.23E-12 
3 6.64E-13 

The operation of the ladder logic and the Basic program (filename MASS.BAS) is the 
same for the mass spectrometer as for the GC3 data. The differences stem from the difference in 
the data format. The program must wade through all of the extraneous characters and extract the 
information needed from the ASCII stream. Thus, in place of step 2 in the Basic program 
operation for the GC3, the Mass spectrometer program searches for the key string "Sample =" 
and then reads the sample number. The sample number is 5 when the mass spec is sending real 
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data, 4 when the mass spec is sending calibration values, and 0 when the mass spec is sending 
"zero check" values. Only the real data and the "zero check" data are captured and sent to 
Genesis. 

After finding "Sample = 5" or "Sample = 0", the program looks for "Status = OK". If 
this is not found, the data are invalid and an error bit is sent to Genesis. The program then reads 
the six partial pressure values. Since these represent percentages, the program converts the 
ASCII numbers to a single 16-bit register value scaled such that 0 represents 0% and 65535 
represents 100%. 

This is true for all of the partial pressures except the hydrogen partial pressure. Since 
this value is typically a very small reading, it is scaled from 0 to 10% to allow greater resolution. 

All of the other program and ladder logic steps are the same as for the GC3 operation. 

4.3.1.4 ASCII/Basic Module Communications with the Sludge Monitor. Table 5 
gives the data format for the AMES sludge monitoring equipment. It differs from the other 
modules in that the ASCII data can be any one of the listed strings rather than the fixed ASCII 
streams that are received by the other modules. This means that the Basic program (filename 
MTXEFF.BAS) must decode the identifiers (for example, DX-107) and inform the PLC ladder 
logic which data item has been received. For each pass through the program, the program will 
place the identifier in register 0, the value in register 1 and the height value in register 2. 

Table 5 - Sludge Monitoring Data Format 

The data will be one of the following, with "_" equal to carriage return/linefeed and xx.y equal 
to a decimal number 00.0 - 99.9: 

$_DX-207_xx.y_%rnixed_xx.y_ftheight_#_ 

$_DE-207_xx.y_Celcius_xx.y_ftheight_#_ 

$_DX-107_xx.y_%mixed_xx.y_ft height_#_ 

$_DE-107_xx.y_Celcius_xx.y_ft height_#_ 

$_DTE-208_xx.y_side one radius, ft_xx.y_ft height_#_ 

$_DTE-209_xx.y_side two radius, ft_xx.y_ft height_#_ 

$_DTE-108_xx.y_side one radius, ft_xx.y_ft height_#_ 

$_DTE-109_xx.y_side two radius, ft_xx.y_ft height_#_ 
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The PLC ladder logic must examine the identifier in order to determine which register 
should receive the data values that are sent to Genesis. 

All of the other program and ladder logic steps are the same as for the GC3 operations. 

4.3.1.5 Thermocouple Module Operation. The B883 thermocouple modules receive 
thermocouple inputs from the MIT17C tank temperatures and the tank bottom and side 
thermocouples. Two groups of modules are used: three modules to input the MIT17C tank 
temperatures (22 measurements) and three to input the tank bottom and side temperatures (26 
measurements). These modules require ladder logic to set up and operate the modules. 

The ladder logic can be broken into three major sections: (1) creation of the setup table 
and command table, (2) configuring the module, and (3) operating the module. The configuration 
of the three modules of each group is the same so only two setup tables are needed. The 
following is an overview of the ladder logic needed to operate one of the modules: 

Figure 17 shows a portion of the ladder logic used to create the thermocouple module 
setup table. Since no predefined constants are available in ladder logic, the contents of the 
configuration table must be created from scratch when the PLC is first brought online. The SUB 
blocks are used to load the values in the top node of the SUB blocks into the registers indicated in 
the bottom node of the SUB blocks. These registers form the setup table. They are grouped in 

• #oooo -

. #oooo . 

SUB 

40034 
TCBLANK2 

- #0000 -

#0000 . 

SUB 

40037 
TCBLAXXi 

Fig. 17. Ladder logic for thermocouple setup table creation. 

threes, since these represent command parameters which will later be sent to the thermocouple 
modules. In the figure the #0301-#0000-#0000 sequence is the thermocouple module STOP 
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#0000 

SUB 
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command, and the #0290-#0000-#0000 sequence is the thermocouple module ENTER 
CONFIGURATION MODE command. A complete list of the available commands can be found 
in the thermocouple module manual. 

The setup table, when complete, contains a set of commands which will be issued 
sequentially to each module in the group during configuration mode. These commands will 
configure the module, giving it the thermocouple type to expect upon input and the data format in 
which to report the channel values. Each channel must be configured separately so, although in 
our case all of the channels are configured the same, we must still set the configuration parameters 
for each channel. 

Figure 18 shows a portion of the ladder logic for command table creation. The 
command table is a list of commands which will be issued to the module one after another when 
the system is in operational mode. In our case, the command table consists of 10 read channel 
value commands, one for each of the ten channels available on a single module. In this case, 
yiDDblocks are used to set the channel parameters. Our version of the PLC does not allow 
constants larger than 999 in a block, so, for example, the "read channel one value" command, 
1001, is created by adding 2 to 999. 

- m 00461 rcics. 

- 1 * 1 -
00442 
TOOK. 

00451 

- N -
00460 

TCSFTOPDCW 

#0999 

#0008 

ADD 
40156 
TC&C7 

#0999 

#0009 

ADD 
40157 
TC&C8 

#0999 

#0010 

ADD 
40158 
TCXC9 

00462 
TC40£ 

00471 
TOOK 

- ^ v h 
00489 

TCSCTUPDN2 

00480 
T060E 

#0999 

#0011 

ADD 

40159 
TCRCIO 

Fig. 18. Ladder logic for themocouple command table creation. 

After these two tables have been created, the modules must then be configured 
according to the commands now in the setup table. Figure 19 shows the logic which issues these 
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configuration commands. Register 40173 is the setup table pointer. This logic will load the three 
register command sequences into the command registers, 40091-40093, incrementing the setup 
table pointer each time. This is done until the end of the setup table is reached and coil 435 is set, 
indicating that configuration is done. The next set of commands is issued when coil 434 goes high 
indicating that the previous command has been accepted by the module. The setup sequence can 
also be initiated when a module first comes online (coil 461 goes high) or after an error has 
occured (coil 437 goes high). 
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Fig. 19. Ladder logic for configuring thermocouple modules. 

After the configuration is complete, the thermocouple modules enter operation mode. 
In this mode, the commands in the command table are executed. When the end of the table is 
reached, the system resets the command table pointer to the beginning of the table and goes 
through the table again. The command table consists of commands to read each of the 10 
thermocouple data values one after the other. 

In Fig. 20, register 40150 is the beginning of the command table. Register 40171 is the 
index into the command table, and register 40172 is the register which receives the value pointed 
to by the combination of 40150 plus the offset in 40171. This value is loaded into the 
thermocouple module command interface register, 40091, thereby issuing the command. 
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Fig. 20. Thermocouple operation: extraction of commands from command table. 

Figure 21 shows the ladder logic for reading the data values from the module after the 
read channel value command has been issued and succesfully echoed. Register 40160 is the index 
to a table called the data value table. This table is where the thermocouple temperature values are 
stored after they are read. Register 30277 is the interface register which contains the data value 
from the module. This is placed in the position in the table given by register 40160. This register 
is automatically incremented. The ADD block increments the command table index so that the 
next command can be issued. If the end of the table has been reached, the SUB blocks are 
activated. These blocks reset the value table index and the command table index to the beginnings 
of their respective tables so the process can repeat. 
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Fig. 21. The thermocouple modules reading thermocouple data values. 
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The upper pathway is activated when there is an error (coil 437, runtime error, is high). 
This places a zero into the data value table and resets the data value pointer and the command 
table pointer. 

4.3.2 Abort Functions. One of the primary monitoring functions of the Modicon 984 
PLC in the DACS system is to check for over- or under-range conditions on various safety 
parameters. These parameters are sensed by the 984 series I/O at drops or I/O stations distributed 
around SY-101 at surface level, and then transferred to the 984 PLC crate inside the DACS 
trailer. Once received by the PLC, these critical values are stored in 30xxx registers. These are 
two-byte registers that function as repositories for incoming analog data. Current values of the 
important parameters are now loaded in the PLC, and are ready for comparison with limit values. 
This comparison takes place in the ladder logic in the PLC and is of the form below in Fig. 22. 
Register A is the current value register. 

O .30208 

40200 
SUB 

A>B 

-A=B 

-,40225 -A<3 

-fSJ-
202 

\ reset 
contact 

latched 
abort . 

contact 

202 

Fig. 22. Abort limit testing. 

Register B is the 40xxx register 
containing the limit to be compared with the 
current value. Register C is the 40xxx 
register containing the difference between 
the values in A and B. The subtract block 
actually has three outputs available for user 
logic. The top output is activated if A is 
greater than B. This is the case in which the 
limit abort logic is mainly interested. With 
this line high and the reset contact sense in 
the nonreset condition, the latched abort contact 202 is closed. When it closes, the contact sense 
in the bottom leg holds or latches the contact closed. Nothing can interrupt power to contact 202 
except if the reset contact should close. The reset contact in the above diagram is a "not" of the 
true reset contact. This means that if the reset contact is open, the ladder element conducts 
power (is closed). 

Values for the abort and alarm limits stored in the 4xxxx registers are written from the 
TEST strategy in Station5 to the PLC. 

In the PLC, there exists ladder logic similar to the above for every limit abort parameter; 
however, the latched abort contact is distinct for each parameter. The reset contact is common to 
all the logic. Fig. 23 shows how the many abort contacts are OR'ed together to set a single abort 
contact. Here the reset contact is identical to that in the previous diagram and all other limit abort 
logic. The composite abort contact is held closed by the latching leg containing the sense of 
contact 021. It can only be reset by making the reset contact close. This is done from Genesis. 
Notice below that the abort contact 202 from the logic above is represented as only one of many 
such contacts combined to set the composite abort contact. 
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Fig. 23. Composite abort contact. 

When the latched composite abort contact closes, there is a contact shown in the bottom 
right-hand corner of the logic above that is opened upon an abort. This power contact is directly 
connected to a digital output Modicon module that normally holds the power breaker to the pump 
and directional motors closed. When this contact is opened, the power to the motors is 
interrupted. 

When any of the latched abort contacts closes, a display in STATION5 called CSMAIN 
shows the class of the abort along with the alarm limit value, the abort limit value, and a button to 
another screen with more detail on the abort. 

The class of the abort will be one of the following: 

High H Concentration 

High Pump Flow 

High Duration Limit 

High Pump Discharge Pressure 

High Pump Motor Oil Temperature 

High Pump Column Strain 

High Waste Tank Level 

High Pump Speed 

High Waste Temperature 

High Pump Motor Current 

High Pump Motor Oil Moisture 

High Pump Column Vibration 
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Low Pump Column Gas Pressure MIT Column Strain 

VDTT Column Strain Low Ventilation Flow 

High Tank Dome Pressure 

There is also an indicator of the status of the PLC abort coil and a reset button for it. 
The text on this screen signifying the class of the abort becomes red if a tag in its class has caused 
an abort. If the operator presses the button next to a class, another more detailed screen is called 
up. On this next level of display tag names, tag descriptions, alarm and abort limit values, tag 
current values, and units are listed. In addition, there is an indicator that other alarms or abort 
conditions exist as well as an indicator for the PLC abort contact. 

As a safety factor, the composite abort contact is read by the Genesis strategy in 
Station5 and its state transferred via a node block to Station8. The tag name of the particular 
block holding this state is <LIMABORT>. When the MOTOR strategy in Station8 detects a 
problem, a report executes that issues stop commands to both the pump motor drive and the 
directional motor drive. 

4.3.3 Control Points and Alarm Outputs. The PLC provides a few control and alarm 
signals other than the pump motor shutoff signal. They are: a signal which triggers the Nicolet 
data collection system, a signal which shuts off the Ames sludge monitoring equipment, and a 
signal which causes an audible alarm to sound when communications from Genesis stops. 

The Nicolet trigger signal is set whenever any of the following occur: (1) there is a 
high-frequency strain alarm condition, (2) there is a low frequency strain alarm condition, or (3) 
the pump motor is running. The Nicolet system captures high-speed strain data. This allows the 
system to be triggered during a tank rollover. 

The Ames shutoff signal is simply an output which reflects the state of the pump motor 
abort coil. This allows the Ames equipment to be shut off for potential tank rollover or unsafe 
tank condition. 

Figure 24 shows the Genesis to PLC watchdog timer ladder logic. Genesis sends an 
alternating digital signal which comes into on PLC coil 213. This signal alternately resets one of 
the two timers while allowing the other to run. If communication from Genesis ceases, one of the 
two timers will be stuck in the run state and will eventually time out, setting coil 20. This coil is 
wired to an audible alarm circuit, which produces an alarm when the coil is set. 
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Fig. 24. Gensis to PLC watchdog timer. 

4.3.4 Test Timers and Enable Logic. The PLC contains ladder logic which 
implements a test enable mechanism and timers for timing pump tests. Figure 25 shows this logic 
for the pump bump operation. 
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Fig. 25. Test enable and timer logic for pump bump. 

The pathway in the upper part of the figure is the test enable latching mechanism. The 
test enable signal originates from the pump bump screen on STATION8. The operator presses 
the test enable button on this screen. The enable signal is passed from the MOTOR strategy 
through the TEST strategy to the PLC where it becomes coil 249. This unlatched bump enable is 
latched as coil 216 in the top pathway. The 243, 21, and 234 relays are reset mecanisms for the 
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latch. Coils 243 and 234 come from the output of the timers in this network; coil 21 is the abort 
coil. This ensures that the pump enable will be reset if an abort occurs. 

There are two timer blocks in this network. The upper one is the test enable time-out 
timer and the bottom one is the pump bump test timer. These timers will only operate if the pump 
bump has been enabled (coil 216 is set). As long as the pump is not running, the upper timer will 
run. After 60 seconds, it will time out and reset the pump bump enable. This means that the 
operator has 60 seconds to start the pump after enabling it for a test. This is to ensure that the 
pump does not remain enabled indefinitely if the pump is not run after a test has been enabled. 

When the pump begins to run, the bottom test timer runs. This timer counts up to the 
maximum test time which is in register 40224. Once this time has been reached, the timer will 
time out and coil 243 will go high. This coil is OR'd into the pump abort circuitry and will shut 
off the pump. It also resets the pump bump enable. In normal operation, the operator will have 
shut down the pump via the MOTOR strategy before this timer times out. 

The ADD block in the center of the network operates when a one to zero transition is 
detected on the pump-running signal (10111). This adds 60 seconds to the pump bump enable 
timer register (40228). This ensures that the upper timer times out, thereby resetting the latched 
test enable at the end of a run. 

There is a similar network for enabling and timing Phase B pump tests. The main 
difference is that the maximum time for these tests is given in minutes instead of seconds, so the 
test timer logic has been modified to count minutes by adding on up-counter (UCTR) block which 
increments once every 60 seconds. 

4.3.5 Special Data and Status Information. Most data from the PLC can be made 
available to Genesis without any PLC ladder logic. The module configuration setup specifies 
which registers will receive the data from the input modules. The mapping between these 
registers and Genesis blocks is accomplished in the Genesis device driver configuration block. 

Other than the ASCII/Basic module data and the thermocouple data discussed in 
Sections 4.3.1.1 and 4.3.1.2, there is one other case in which additional PLC processing is needed 
to prepare data for Genesis. This is required to slow down the possibly momentary high-
frequency strain alarms so that Genesis can have enough time to detect them before they 
disappear. 

Figure 26 shows the PLC ladder logic used to extend the duration of the high-frequency 
strain alarms. An alarm can appear as a high on any of the input register 10193, 10195, 10197, 
etc. When a positive-going pulse is detected on any of these channels, and if an extended alarm is 
not already present for that channel, coil 167 is set. This coil indicates that a new alarm has 
arrived. 

In addition, one of the coils 209-215 is set and latched. The coil set is the one 
corresponding to the alarm received. These are the coils which are sent to Genesis to become the 
high-frequency strain alarms. The incoming signal on the lOxxx register could have been just a 
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Fig. 26. High-frequency strain alarm monitoring logic. 
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momentary signal that disappeared before the alarm was transferred to Genesis. The latching 
mechanism ensures that the alarm will remain long enough to be sent to Genesis. 

To reset the latches, a timer block is provided. This timer will begin to run if an alarm is 
received and will time out after 2 seconds causing any latched alarms to be reset. If a second 
alarm is received before the timer has timed out, the timer count will be reset and the timer will 
continue to run. This ensures that all latched alarms will remain latched for at least 2 seconds. 

The PLC also provides status information to Genesis. It provides a signal which 
monitors the PLC and the hot standby PLC. This signal is 1 if both PLC are okay, and 0 if either 
of them is offline. This information comes from extracting information from the PLC status table 
which begins at register 40301. Refer to the Modsoft PLC manual "Modicon 984 Programmable 
Controller Systems Manual" for the details of the status table. 

The PLC also provides information to Genesis about the health status of I/O modules in 
the system. The following four conditions must be met for a module to indicate good health: 

• The slot has been configured in the Traffic Cop. 

• The slot contains a module with the correct personality. 

• Valid communications exist between the module and the J890. 

• Valid communications exist between the J890 and the 984 PLC. 

Module health is stored in registers in the Modicon PLC. Different PLCs use different 
registers. To standardize access to this information, a STAT block is added to the ladder logic. 
During runtime, the status information is moved to registers defined by the STAT block. 

None of the drops are full of modules. Thus, not all of the status registers are of use. A 
STAT block register contains the I/O health of one crate (alternately referred to as a rack) of 
modules on a drop. All told, 13 racks are currently in use. 

To minimize the communication load, the status registers that correspond to existing 
racks are copied into a set of transmit registers. It is the transmit registers that Genesis views. 

The movement of the STAT registers to the transmit registers is accomplished by using 
BLKMs (block moves). The order of the STAT registers is by drop (1 through 32) and by rack 
(1 through 5) within each drop. Only in cases where two crates have been used within a given 
drop are the registers contiguous and thus can be handled by a single block move, as shown in 
Fig. 27. 

To streamline communication, the Genesis TEST strategy gathers the transmit registers 
in as packed data. The 13 registers fit within 13 packed digital inputs (PDIN) fanned out from 
DEV4, GC11 (group 11). The names of the PZW blocks reflect the drop and crate numbers of 
the involved modules. The drop number is prefaced by a D, the crate number is prefaced by an R 
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Fig. 27. Block moves for transmitting I/O health status. 

(for Rack). Thus, the PDIN block for drop 2 crate 1 modules is named D2R1. 
Each PDIN block contains 16 bits. Each block represents modules 1-11 in a given crate 

(plus 5 unused bits). Because Modicon defines its bits opposite of Genesis, this corresponds to 
bits 16 through 6 in Genesis. (The data also require byte swapping, which is provided in DEV4.) 
Note that alarms for PDIN blocks are reported by bit number. 

Display of the I/O health is available on the graphic IOSTATUS. Each point in the 
matrix is tied to the PDIN block bit corresponding to the module's health. Thus, the matrix point 
for drop 2 crate 1 slot (or module) 4 is tied to D2R1.D013. 

Good health is indicated by a green OK; bad health is indicated by a red BAD. On 
startup of Genesis, the graphic will show all the modules in bad health until one scan of transmit 
registers has been made. The scan rate of the transmit registers is 30 seconds. 

A complete table of these PLC I/O status registers is given in the "I/O Health Status 
Implementation Table" in Appendix B. 

4.4 Network Layout 

The Gen-Net network is composed of eight Gen-Net network stations with 
ArcNet in a star configuration, as illustrated in Fig. 28. 
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Fig. 28. Gen-Net network configuration 

The Genesis system allows peer-to-peer communications between Genesis applications. 
STATION5 serves data to all other stations on the Gen-Net. STATION6, STATION7, 
STATION1, STATION3, and STATIONl 1 all link directly to STATION5 and share the database 
TEST strategy running on STATION5. These stations accomplish this by running Remote 
Supervisory Software with the TEST strategy on each station. 

STATION5 and STATION8 use Gen-Net software to enable networking to a Runtime 
master station. STATION8 polls STATION5 for data values of parameters in the TEST strategy 
and commands parameters to change values as well. 

STATION7 normally serves as a Remote Supervisory Station but is also used as a 
backup for STATION5 or STATION8. In this instance STATION7 serves as a Runtime master 
station. 

STATION9 acts as a file server on the network to store data files. STATION9 is also 
connected to the HLAN and is connected to a Westinghouse file server using Novell software. 

Figure 29 shows the current network data flow. 
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Fig. 29. Network data flow. 
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Each station is addressed on the Gen-Net by the nework card address on the Arc-Net. 
A station name is linked to a physical address in the Gen-Net software. Refer to Appendix H for 
details on the network layout. 
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Appendix A: Data Dictionary 

The following are the instructions for creating a comprehensive Data Dictionary for a 
given Genesis strategy, using version 1.42 of the set of Microsoft Excel macros that were written 
for that purpose. 

This describes the procedure for creating a single Excel database that combines the 
diverse information that is obtainable from the reports that the Genesis software in capable of 
producing. While these reports do provide the user with much information, it is output in a form 
which is difficult to use effectively because the individual reports are not ordered in a way that 
makes it easy to find information and because the information exists in multiple files. The aim of 
this procedure is to create a multilayered database ("outlined" in Excel language), using the 
capabilities of Excel (version 4.0) that is based on, and ordered by, tag name. The parameters and 
properties of each function block are on the same line with the tag name. These lines form "level 
1" in the database. The lines following each tag name contain all of the connections to other 
blocks, to other nodes, to operator display screens, and to Report & Recipe (R&R) programs. 
These lines collectively comprise "level 2" of the database. Level 2 lines can be hidden from view 
until their information is needed, thus greatly simplifying the location of data. 

The process will be elucidated using the MOTOR strategy as an example. The general 
format that follows is to briefly describe a setup, then provide a numbered step that is an 
extremely brief reminder of what is happening at that point. This is usually followed by salient 
details to more completely describe the step. 

The choice of Excel was based on the author's familiarity with that product and the 
knowledge that it could handle the complexity of the operations to be performed. A similar 
procedure could doubtless be established to create the data dictionary in, say, dBASE-IV format. 
Recognize, however, that much effort has gone into the creation of Excel macros to automate the 
process described here as much as possible. 

Creating All Necessary Genesis Reports 

Before the Data Dictionary can begin to be constructed, all possible reports must have 
been generated from within Genesis.* In the Strategy Builder, create the "Database Report" 
(.DBR file) and "Connection Signal List Report" (.CIR file) for the strategy using the Edit 
submenu. (Select the floppy disk icon; first one in the second row.) 

'Your directory structure should be such that there is a 1-to-l correspondence between strategies and associated 
files. That is, all files associated with a strategy should be in the same directory with the strategy, and different strategies 
should be in different directories (unless two strategies have the same set of displays and R&R files). 
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1. (In DOS:) Start up Genesis. 

2. (In Genesis:) Load the desired strategy into the Strategy Builder. 

3. (In Genesis:) Right-mouse-click "Edit," and in the sub-menu, select the floppy disk 
icon to create the report files. 

Now make sure that "Dynamic Connection Reports" (.GPR files) have been created for 
each of the display screens (.GRP files) linked to this strategy. 

4. (In Genesis:) Start up the Display Builder (mouse-click on the drafting tools icon). 

Note that you can get a list of all the displays by right-clicking on the floppy disk icon in 
the main Display Builder menu, then selecting the question mark icon. Also, it is important that 
you have the strategy loaded into the strategy builder before bringing up the displays; otherwise 
the Dynamic Connection Reports will have blanks where tag names should be! 

5. (In Genesis:) For each of the displays, load it into the Display Builder, then right-
mouse-click on the Edit icon and select the floppy disk icon (second row, fourth 
from left) to create the report. 

Finally, create the dBASE-IV database (.DBF file) for the strategy using the DBTODBF 
utility. (This program is normally located in a \DBUTIL subdirectory.) This file will be imported 
into Excel to form "level 1" of the basic work sheet to which will be added all the other types of 
data. Successful completion of this step will result in a message something like "MOTOR, dbf 
Created with 223 records." 

6. (In DOS.) > CD \GENESIS\MOTOR 
> \GENESIS\DBUTIL\DBTODBF MOTOR 
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Creating the Initial Database of Tag Names 

Note: All of the following steps are done from within Excel.* 
Start up the Excel application. If it comes up with " Sheet 1" as the (blank) active work 

sheet, you may close it (that is, the work sheet) immediately. Now choose Open from the File 
menu. Make sure that the File Type in the dialog box is set to "MS Excel Files (*.XL*)." (It 
should already be set to this if you have just started up Excel.) Choose GENJDD.XLM as the file 
to open. This file contains all the macros that create the Excel Data Dictionary database and add 
other types of data to it, based on the report files created above. If you have done this before, 
you may find GENJDD.XLM in the list of four files at the bottom of the drop-down menu; 
selecting it from there is the easiest way to open the macro file. If this is the first time, you may 
have to change the directory to find this file; I keep it in \GENESIS\DOCS." 

7. Start up Excel and open file GEN_DD.XLM. 

Type a Control-a*** to run the first macro ("GenDBF") and answer the questions posed 
by the dialog boxes. These inform the programs of the name of the version of the strategy and 
also allow you to supply the actual characteristics for Device and Node blocks. (This is necessary 
because Genesis does a poor and inconsistent job of reporting the parameters for these block 
types, and the macros need to correct for this to make the Data Dictionary consistent.) When the 
necessary information is supplied, the database is adjusted, the titles are put in, and the print 
headers are set up, and the file is renamed (to MOTOR_DD.XLS****) and saved. 

8. Type Control-a (runs the GenDBF macro). 

At the onset of execution of this and each succeeding macro, you have the option of 
minimizing (that is, iconizing) the Excel application or viewing the processing. The former option 
gets Excel out of the way so you can do something while the macro is running; the latter is useful 
if you are curious (or paranoid!) about what the macro does. It is difficult to predict (and 

'Version 4.0 of Excel for windows is assumed to be in use. The instructions assume a start-from-scratch execution of 
Excel. If the command line with which Excel is run includes the 7E" switch, the blank work sheet will not appear. The 
best way, however, is to supply the filename (GENJDD.XLM) on the Excel execution line. 

"Version 4.0 of Excel for windows is assumed to be in use. The instructions assume a start-from-scratch execution 
of Excel. If the command line with which Excel is run includes the "IE" switch, the blank work sheet will not appear. 
The best way, however, is to supply the filename (GEN_DD.XLM) on the Excel execution line. 

"~A11 the Control characters used by these macros are lower case. Note that Excel treats Control-a and Control-A 
(that is, Control-Shift-a) as separate and distinct keystrokes. 

T h i s file is created by appending "JDD" to the first five characters of the strategy name and giving it an extension 
of ".XLS." If it was necessary to truncate characters from the strategy name to do this, the macro alerts you to that fact. 
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nonintuitive) in which state the macro will run faster. (This first macro only takes a few seconds 
and the next only a few minutes; it becomes an issue with the third macro.) Timings for one 
hardware configuration and one strategy are given later in these instructions. If you elect to 
minimize, keep an eye on the icon; if you see it flashing, double-click on it to maximize it again, as 
this is an indication that there is something amiss. 

At the conclusion of this macro (and each succeeding macro), you are given the 
opportunity to continue smoothly to the other macros. Electing this option is equivalent to 
stopping at this point, then running the next macro in line manually. Note, however, that there is 
no option to go back and revise data added with a macro earlier in the chain. The proper order of 
execution of the macros is indicated by the alphabetical order of the control character used to run 
the macro: Control-a first, then Control-b, and so on. 

Adding the Connection Report Data to the Database 

The process continues with the incorporation of the Connection Report data into the 
database just created. The data are supplied by the .CIR file generated by Genesis above. This 
file is imported into Excel and "normalized" to repair its errors and reduce its irregularities. It is 
saved as a separate worksheet (MOTOR_CD.XLS*) that can be used to more easily find 
connection information. Another macro will pick out the connection data from 
MOTOR_CD.XLS for inclusion in the Data Dictionary. 

There are problems here that are inherent to the formats Genesis uses in its reports. In 
the solutions to these problems that the Excel macros represent, there is a possibility of 
thoroughly destroying the database if things get out of synchranization. The macro checks for 
expected formats; if a format error occurs, please report it so that the macros can be modified to 
cure the problem. 

If Excel is not running, activate it and open the macro file (GEN_DD.XLM) as above. 
Run the macro ("GenCD") that thoroughly rearranges and reformats the Connection 

Report database by typing Control-b. Note that this assumes that the .CIR file is associated with 
the same version of the strategy from which the .DBF file came. Part of this process performs 
"translations" of tag names like "DEV 1" and "NODE 1" using the names that are actually in the 
strategy for these blocks that you supplied when running the previous macro. 

9. Type Control-b (reformats MOTOR.CIR and saves it as MOTOR_CD.XLS) 

"This name if formed in the same manner as that for the Data Dictionary (*_DD.XLS). 
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Next, merge the data from the Connection List Report into the Data Dictionary with the 
CRdata_to_DD macro, which is executed via Control-c. You may also simply continue on at the 
end of the previous macro, as explained above. 

10. Type Control-c (merges MOTOR_CD.XLS into MOTOR DD.XLS) 

Several checks occur at the beginning of the above macro, and you are again given a 
choice as to whether to want to minimize the application. This one takes longer to execute, so 
you may want to experiment with the View vs Minimize options. (On a 486 PC with a VESA 
bus, it took about 20% longer when minimized.) If you choose to iconize, you will see the name 
under the icon change back and forth as the data are shuffled from the connection database into 
the Data Dictionary. 

Adding Dynamic Connection Report (Screen Display) Data to the Data Dictionary 

Next, the data for connections from the strategy to the dynamic displays are added to 
the Data Dictionary using the macro "DispData_to_DD*", run via Control-D. This macro makes 
a check of the files in the directory that houses the strategy to insure that all of the display files 
(*.GRP) have a corresponding report file (*.GPR). A warning is issued if the check fails; you 
may ignore the warning, but realize that this may mean that the Data Dictionary is incomplete. 
Another warning may occur if a tag name is listed in the Dynamic Connection Report but cannot 
be found in the Data Dictionary. You may ignore this warning also, but this can have more 
serious consequences, including crashing the running strategy when that item in the display is 
selected. 

11. Type Control-d to add connection data from all displays to the Data Dictionary 

For the MOTOR strategy, the time it took to add a given report file to the Data 
Dictionary varied from about 20 to 110 seconds, averaging just under a minute. This amounts to 
about 1.5 seconds per data line added. This was measured without iconizing the application. 

The Data Dictionary is saved after the addition of data from each .GPR file. If an error 
occurs during the processing, you may elect to halt the macro there. If you do so, the first thing 
you should do is to close the Data Dictionary work sheet without saving it, to discard the partially 
added data from the current .GPR file. After the problem is cured, you can come back to this 
macro. When you rerun it, it will tell you that some .GPR files have already been added. Here 

'This macro must take into account "features" (bugs?) in reporting parameters for Device I/O and node blocks as 
well as differences in .GPR files produced by Genesis 3.52 and 3.54. If later versions of Genesis are in use, and errors 
in this macro are encountered, please report them promptly. 
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you can elect to continue, and the macro will search for other .GPR files that have not yet been 
added and, when it finds them, add their data to the Data Dictionary. Note, however, that you 
cannot go back and revise or replace the data from a .GPR file that has already been added. 

Adding R&R References to the Data Dictionary 

The next macro in the chain is "RRdata_to_DD," run with Control-e. This operates in a 
manner similar to the previous macro except that it extracts data from .RPS files rather than from 
.GPR files. Tag names in both executable and comment lines are recognized and the line on 
which they are referenced is noted in the Data Dictionary. If the tag name appears on a comment 
line (or in an in-line comment), that fact is noted along with the line number. 

12. Type Control-e to add R&R references from all listings to the Data Dictionary 

As with the previous macro, the Data Dictionary is saved after the addition of data from 
each .RPS file. If an error is encountered, take the same actions as described above. This macro 
has the same ability to figure out which files' data have been added and continue to add references 
from the remaining .RPS files. 

Pay particular attention to warning messages that indicate that a tag name referenced in 
an R&R file cannot be found in the Data Dictionary. At best, this can mean that you have an 
obsolete file in your directory that is no longer called out in a Report Block. At worst, you have 
deleted a block in your strategy without making the corresponding change to the R&R file. This 
situation has the capability of crashing your running strategy! 

The Data Dictionary is now "complete" as far as connections between and within the 
parts of a Genesis system are concerned. One more macro (described below) adds task 
assignments from a (manually established) database. If other data are to be included, the 
recommended way to do this is to insert a row just after the "Task(s):" row, put "Notes:" in the 
first column, and put whatever comments you want in the second column. 

The following table shows, for the example MOTOR strategy (and also for the TEST 
strategy, version 2.24), the changes in size that the Data Dictionary undergoes as each macro is 
executed. There are 223 tag names in the strategy and 309 connections. There are 9 associated 
displays and 30 R&R files. The final Data Dictionary has an average of 11.7 data lines added 
below each tag name line and is about 150 pages long when printed. The table also shows the 
execution time for each of the macros (exclusive of time required for operator responses to dialog 
boxes). The column under the strategy name contains times noted with the "View" option 
selected and the following column's times are with the application minimized. 
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Data Dictionary Size Progression and Execution Times 
(MOTOR and TEST Strategies) 

Macro 
Size 

(Kbytes) 
Size 

(lines) 
MOTOR 
(Min:Sec) 

Minimized 
(Min:Sec) 

TEST 
(Min:Sec) 

Minimized 
(Min:Sec) 

Control-A 45.8 226. 0:09 0:04 0:11 0:06 

Control-B 2:30 3:01 2:36 3:52 

Control-C 195.5 1160. 16:27 19:33 103:25 

Control-D 249.6 1399. 5:58 2:05 26:48 

Control-E 547.2 2836. 37:34 15:48 7:59 

Adding Task Assignments to the Data Dictionary 

The last macro in the chain is "_Tasks_to_DD", run with Control-f. This relies on the 
existence of a (manually created) work sheet called TASKS.XLS in the same directory as the 
strategy that lists the tag names along with the tasks and subtasks that the function block takes 
part in. 

13. Type Control-f to add Task Assignments to the Data Dictionary. 

The format ofTASKS.XLS is fairly loose, but there are a few formatting details that the 
macro expects to find: 

• Column 1 of some row near the top of the database (call it R^CI) must contain 
"STRATEGY." In the next row must contain the name of the (Rx.iCl) strategy and 
the version number* should be in column 2 (Rxt,C2). (RJC2 should contain 
"VERSION," but this is not checked.) 

• Column 1 of the start of the data proper (call it RYCI) must contain "TAG NAME". 
(RYC2 should contain "TASK(S)," but this is not checked.) The data should 
immediately follow, with the tag name in column 1 and the task(s) to which it is 
devoted listed in column 2. 

'The version number may appear as a number or as test. To make it appear as text, prefix an apostrophe ("") to it. 
If it left as a number, it needs to be left justified in the cell and formatted as "0.00". 
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There are a few other formatting features that are suggested, but not required for the 
macro to run successfully: 

• A heading at the top of the work sheet would be nice; something like "List of tasks 
associated with each function block" would do. 

• Multiple tasks should be separated with commas. 
• Subtasks should be enclosed in square brackets following the main task to which 

they apply. 
• Multiple subtasks should be separated by commas within the square brackets 

(instead of repeating the main task with a different subtask). 
• The data itself (that is, Ry+lCl through column 2 of the last row) should be defined* 

as "Database" so that a macro could insure that the database is sorted by tag name. 
(The row containing the column headers should not be included in the Database 
range.) 

Checking Executable Equivalence of R&R Files 

An additional macro (executed with Control-r) is included in the package that is not 
directly related to the Data Dictionary. This macro insures that two sets of R&R (.RPS) files are 
functionally identical by comparing only the executable parts of the files. It assumes that identical 
sets of .RPD files are contained in two directories (for which it prompts you), and then compares 
each in turn. The process ignores multiple spaces and tabs and all comments (including in-line 
comments). The comparison succeeds only if the executable statements are identical and in the 
same order. 

"In Excel, select the cells, then use the "Set Database" option on the "Data" menu. 
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Appendix B: PLC I/O Status Registers 

The Modicon I/O health status alarms Genesis when a module is no longer in good 
health. The following four conditions must be met for a module to indicate good health: 

In Section 4.3.5, the facility for Genesis determining the health of the I/O modules in the 
system was discussed. This included the conditions for good health, the STAT blocks used in the 
ladder logic to define the module health registers that are transmitted to Genesis, and the PDIN 
blocks in the Genesis strategy that receive them. 

The following is a complete list of the PLC registers and their corresponding Genesis 
strategy variable names. 

Table B-I. I/O Health Status Implementation Table 

Drop Rack Slot 
STAT block 
Register 

Transmit 
Reeister 

DEV4,GC11 
PDIN OutDUt 

2 1 
4 
5 
6 

40317 40108 D2R1 
D013 
D012 
DOll 

2 2 
3 

4 

40318 40109 D2R2 
DOM 
D013 

4 1 
4 
5 
6 
7 

40327 40110 D4R1 
D013 
D012 
DOll 
DOlO 

8 1 
4 
5 
6 
7 

40347 40112 D8R1 
D013 
D012 
DOll 
DOlO 

8 2 
3 
4 

40348 40113 D8R2 
DOM 
D013 
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5 D012 
9 1 

4 
5 
6 
7 

40352 40114 D9R1 
D013 
D012 
DOl l 
DOlO 

10 1 40357 40115 D10R1 
14 1 

4 
5 
6 
7 

40377 40116 D14R1 
D013 
D012 
DOl l 
DOlO 

14 2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

40378 40117 D14R2 
D014 
D013 
D012 
DOll 
DOlO 

15 1 
4 
5 
6 
7 

40382 40118 D15R1 
D013 
D012 
DOl l 
DOlO 

16 1 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

40387 40119 D16R1 
D013 
D012 
DOl l 
DOlO 
D09 

17 1 
7 
8 

40392 40120 D17R1 
DOlO 
D09 
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Appendix C: PLC Register List 

The Modsoft program allows a symbol table to be created. This symbol table allows the 
programmer to assign symbolic names and comments to the registers used by the PLC. The 
symbol table is accessed under the Utility Menu of Modsoft. A hard copy print-out can be 
obtained by using the File I/O and Export menu choices once the symbol table has been called up. 

The symbol table is essential for the ladder logic programmer. It is the definitive record 
of which PLC registers have been used and which are available for use. Any entry in the symbol 
table which has a symbolic name has been used by the PLC. If there is no entry in the symbol 
table for a register, or if there is a register entry without a symbolic name, that register is available 
for use. 

It is essential that the symbol table be kept up to date. Any change which adds or 
deletes PLC registers (including adding I/O modules) must be reflected in the symbol table also. 
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Appendix D: Report and Recipe File Listings 

Report and Recipe (R&R) code is controlled by the state of bits in the strategy. These 
bits are connected to REPORT blocks which reference the code as a source file. Please refer to 
Section 4.2.8 of System Parameters to see which REPORT blocks refer to each piece of R&R 
code for the MOTOR strategy. 

R&R code is composed of a command and function set provided by the R&R software 
option. These commands and functions must follow a syntax format explained in the R&R Option 
document provided by Iconics. 

Following is a description of each R&R code's function for the MOTOR strategy and 
when it is executed. Refer to the code itself for details on how the functions are carried out. 

R&R file: 
REPORT block: 
Controlled by: 

Purpose: 

Related task: 

ABORT.RPS 
REPORTA(Filel,File2) 
APULSE.DOUT 

ABORT.DOUT 

Set high when RR code AF5ABRT.RPS is 
executed. 
Goes high with the PLC abort coil which is 
monitored by the ABRTCOIL.DOUT in the 
TEST strategy. 

This code will stop the position motor and the pump motor. It is only called 
on an abort condition. 
Abort 

R&R file: AF5ABRT.RPS 
REPORT block: REPORT 11 (File 1, File 3) 
Controlled by: AF5COMFA.DOUT 

Purpose: 

Related task: 

ABORT.DOUT 

Goes high when a failure in communications to 
either AF5000+ is recognized. (This will only 
occur with a AF5000 driver that supports failure 
bit status.) 
Goes high with the PLC abort coil which is 
monitored by the ABRTCOIL.DOUT in the 
TEST strategy. 

This code will start execution of ABORT.RPS which will stop the position 
motor and pump motor. 
Abort 
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R&Rfile: 
REPORT block: 
Controlled by: 
Purpose: 
Related task: 

BSTOP.RPS 
(none) 
(none) 
This code serves no purpose and should be removed. 
(Vestigial function) 

R&Rfile: 
REPORT block: 
Controlled by: 

Purpose: 

Related task: 

BSTOPIT.RPS 
BREPORT (File 3) 
BDONETIM.DOUT Goes high when the elapsed pump bump time 

exceeds the desired pump bump time. 
This code will stop the pump motor. This is executed when the pump bump 
elapsed time exceeds the desired time. 
Demo 

R&R file: 
REPORT block: 
Controlled by: 
Purpose: 
Related task: 

BUDEMO.RPS 
AREPORT (File 3) 
BUDEMO.DOUT Set high to set up a simulation of a pump bump. 
This code is used to set up a simulation of a pump bump. 
Demo 

R&R file: 
REPORT block: 
Controlled by: 
Purpose: 

Related task: 

BUMPENAB.RPS 
BREPORT (File 1) 
BUMPENAB.DOUT Set high by the operator to enable a pump bump. 
This code is used enable a pump bump if all status checks related to pump 
operation are okay. 
Pump Bump Enable, Demo 

R&R file: 
REPORT block: 
Controlled by: 

Purpose: 
Related task: 

BUMPIT.RPS 
BREPORT (File 2) 
BAND.DOUT Goes high when the operator activates a pump 

bump from the console and the PLC bump 
enable status bit is high. 

This code is used start a pump bump if all safety permissives are passed. 
Pump Bump, Pump Control Start, Demo 
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R&R file: 
REPORT block: 
Controlled by: 
Purpose: 
Related task: 

DEMOINIT.RPS 
PBREPORT (File 2) 
DEMO.DOUT Set high to enable demo mode operation. 
This code is used to set up the MOTOR strategy for demo mode operation. 
Demo, Vestigial Function 

R&R file: 
REPORT block: 
Controlled by: 

Purpose: 
Related task: 

DISMOVE.RPS 
REPORT (Files I and 2) 
STPDISOR.DOUT Goes high when the position motor is stopped in 

an abort condition, an operator request to stop, 
the position is within the desired range, or the 
position overshoots the desired range or 
maximum limits. 

INITDISM.DOUT Goes high when the MOTOR strategy first 
enters Runtime. 

This code is used to disable control of the position motor. 
Position Control Disable Movement 

R&R file: 
REPORT block: 
Controlled by: 

Purpose: 

Related task: 

DSTART.RPS 
DREPORT(File 1) 
STARTSHT.DOUT Goes high when the position motor is 

commanded to start. 
This code is used to fake the desired speed feedback from the position motor 
and start the RR code that fakes pump positioning. 
Demo 

R&R file: 
REPORT block: 
Controlled by: 

Purpose: 
Related task: 

INITSYS.RPS 
STARTUP(File 1) 
ON.DOUT Goes high when the MOTOR strategy first goes 

into Runtime. 
This code is used to initialize the pump speed alarm value in STATION5 to 10. 
Network Communications 
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R&Rfile: 
REPORT block: 
Controlled by: 
Purpose-
Related task: 

MDUDEMO.RPS 
CREPORT (File 2) 
MDUDEMO.DOUT Will only go high by forcing it in Runtime. 
This code is used to simulate the pump position feedback by setting it equal to 
the desired position. 
Demo 

R&R file: 
REPORT block: 
Controlled by: 
Purpose: 

Related task: 

MPUDEMO.RPS 
CREPORT (File 1) 
MPUDEMO.DOUT Will only go high by forcing it in Runtime. 
This code is used to set alarm and abort limits on speed of the pump for demo 
mode operation. 
Demo 

R&R file: 
REPORT block: 
Controlled by: 
Purpose: 

Related task: 

PBBUTSTP.RPS 
PBRPORT2 (File 2) 
PBBUTSTP.DOUT Set high by the operator to stop a Phase B test. 
This code is used to stop a Phase B test and halt operation of both the position 
and pump motors. This code is executed by operator request to stop a Phase 
B test. 
Test Operation, Position Control Stop, Pump Control Stop, Demo 

R&Rfile: 
REPORT block-
Controlled by: 

Purpose: 

Related task: 

PBCHKCLR.RPS 
SET59(File2) 
CHKCOLOR.DOUT which is set high by the operator when a test is 

enabled. 
This code is used to check operating parameters of the pump motor and 
position motor and set status indication for the operator after test operation is 
enabled by the operator. 
Test Operation, Demo 
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R&R file: 
REPORT block: 
Controlled by: 

Purpose: 
Related task: 

PBDEMPP.RPS 
PBRPORT2 (File 2) 
PBDEMPP.DOUT Set high in RR code DSTART.RPS if the 

strategy is in demo mode operation. 
This code is used to simulate position motor control. 
Demo 

R&R file: 
REPORT block: 
Controlled by: 

Purpose: 
Related task: 

PBDEMRP.RPS 
PBRPORT2 (File 1) 

PBDEMRP.DOUT Set high in RR code used to start or stop the 
pump if the strategy is in demo mode operation. 

This code is used to simulate pump motor control. 
Demo 

R&R file: 
REPORT block: 
Controlled by: 

Purpose: 
Related task: 

PBPOSPMP.RPS 
PBREPORT (File 3) 
PBPOSPMP.DOUT Set high by the operator to start movement of 

the pump. 
This code is used to enable movement of the pump. 
Position Control Disable Movement, Position Control Start, Demo 

R&R file: PBRUN59.RPS 
REPORT block: SET59 (File 1) 
Controlled by: #012.DOUT 

Purpose: 

Related task: 

Goes high every 30 seconds during test 
operation when limit checking is enabled. 

#007.DOUT (Not referenced by any other function.) 
This code is executed every 30 seconds during test operation and is used to set 
limits and operator indication. 
Test Operation, Demo, Vestigial Function 
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R&R file: 
REPORT block: 
Controlled by: 
Purpose: 

Related task: 

PBSET59.RPS 
SET59 (File 2) 
STRTPHB.DOUT (Not referenced by any other function.) 
This code was used to initialize variables for PBRUN59.RPS. This code is not 
executed at any time. 
(Vestigial Function) 

R&R file: PBSETVAL.RPS 
REPORT block: PBREPORT (File 1) 
Controlled by: SETTEST.DOUT Set high by the operator selecting to set values in 

the phase B test display. 
Purpose: This code is used to update set points, alarm limits, and abort limits based on 

test selection. 
Related task: Test Operation, Demo, Vestigial Function 

R&R file: 
REPORT block: 
Controlled by: 

Purpose: 
Related task: 

PBSTOPIT.RPS 
PBRPORT2 (File 3) 
#062.DOUT Goes high when the test elapsed timer or pump 

operation timer reaches the desired time and 
automatic stopping of the pump is enabled. 

This code is used to stop pump operation and update test status. 
Test Operation, Pump Control Stop 

R&R file: 
REPORT block: 
Controlled by: 

Purpose: 
Related task: 

PBSTTEST.RPS 
PBREPORT (File 4) 
#148.DOUT Goes high when the operator selects to start a 

Phase B test and the test is enabled from the 
safety checks and from the PLC 

This code is used to start a Phase B test and start pump operation. 
Test Operation, Pump Control Start 
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R&R file: 
REPORT block: 
Controlled by: 
Purpose: 
Related task: 

PBUDEMO.RPS 
AREPORT (File 2) 
PBTJDEMO.DOUT Must be set high manually in Runtime. 
This code is used to set up a Phase B test simulation. 
Demo 

R&R file: 
REPORT block: 
Controlled by: 
Purpose: 

Related task: 

PSTART.RPS 
STOPREPT (File 3) 
PSTRTAND.DOUT Goes high any time the pump is started. 
This code is used to simulate pump control by setting the desired speed 
feedback and executing PBDEMRP.RPS which simulates ramping the speed of 
the pump. 
Demo 

R&R file: PSTOP.RPS 
REPORT block: STOPREPT (Files 1 and 2) 
Controlled by: STOPPUL.DOUT Will go high any time the pump is commanded to 

stop. 
STOPOR.DOUT Goes high when the pump is commanded to 

stop. 
Purpose: This code is used reset bump times and simulate the pump control at any time 

the pump is commanded to stop. 
Related task: Pump Bump, Demo 

R&R file: 
REPORT block: 
Controlled by: 
Purpose: 

Related task: 

RESETIT.RPS 
REPORT 11 (File 2) 
RESETIT.DOUT Will go high when the PLC abort coil is reset. 
This code was intended to reset AF5000+ communication failure indication. 
This function will not be performed as intended. 
Abort 
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R&R file: SETUM.RPS 
REPORT block: AREPORT (File 1 ) 
Controlled by: SETUM.DOUT Set high by the operator when the limits are 

manually set. 
Purpose: This code will set the pump speed alarm and abort limits when selected by the 

operator to manually set the limits. 
Related task: Pump Control Parameter Verification 
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Appendix E: Key Macros and State Fields 

The MOTOR strategy utilizes a key macro definition file to redefine the auto/manual 
function. The text file EXTRA.KMS was created to disable <F9> and add <Alt-F9> as the 
auto/manual macro. The text file is compiled with KEYMAC EXTRA to create EXTRA.KML. 
This compiled file must be contained in the SEQUENCE directory where the MOTOR strategy is 
contained. The following is the listing of EXTRA.KMS: 

[F9]=DISABLE. 
[Alt-F9]=A/M0-

State fields are useful to tie words to analog or discrete values. The text file 
STATES.SFS was modified to create three different state fields for the displays linked to the 
MOTOR strategy: 

• <Enable-Disable Move> is used to indicate and control the enabling of the position 
motor. 

• <Enable-Disable Pump Start/Stop> is used to indicate and control the enabling of 
the pump control. 

• <Set Phase B Test> is used to indicate and select the phase B test to be run. This 
state field associates integer values with test numbers. Any test number above 15 
specifies multiple positions. The state field is tied to <PBTMP> which passes the 
values to the F(x) block <CALPBTN>, which calculates the main test number and 
the position number within the test. 

If a state field is revised (by editing STATES. SFS and compiling it with the command 
STATECMP STATES), the display connection in the display builder must be redone in order for 
the changes to come into effect. 
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Appendix F: Station Display List 

The following list of displays are currently implemented on STATION8 and are 
dynamically linked to the MOTOR strategy. (See Section 4.1.2 for a list and discussion of the 
TEST strategy displays). 

Table F-l. Station Displays 

Display Functions 

BUMPPUMP Display used for pump bump operation. 

CHANNELS Signal monitor display to view current status of critical variables. 

CURDPRLM Pump motor current and discharge pressure alarm and abort calculation 
display. 

DDISPLAY Position motor control display. 

MAEMMENU Menu display to select other displays. 

PBSTESTS Phase B teset operation display. 

PDISPLAY Pump motor control display. 
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Appendix G: Hardware Configurations 

The following is a list of all cards and their settings on all computer stations in the 
DACS trailer and in Building 2750. The addresses below ("Addr." column) are in hexadecimal. 
The printer ports are multiplexed; the port on the multiplexer is noted in the "Destination" 
column; the ARCnet star configuration ports are also noted here. For the Gateway 2000 
computers, "(m)" in the Slot column indicates the motherboard. 

There are other standard IRQs that are being used by the system in addition to those 
noted in the tables: IRQ 0 (system timer), IRQ 1 (keyboard), IRQ 2 (cascade from higher IRQs), 
IRQ 6 (floppy disk), IRQ 8 (clock), IRQ 13 (80486DX), and IRQ 14 (hard disk). 

Computer #1 (Texas Microsystems, in the DACS trailer) 
running ModSoft; directly connected to the PLC 

Slot Card Port(s) IRQ Addr. Destination 
1 Kensington 9-pin cf 10 338 Bus mouse 
2 (empty) 
3 (empty) 
4 (empty) 
5 Texas Micro 15-pin ? 

9-pin $ 
V2VGA Video 
not used 

6 (empty) 
7 CPU (80486) 9-pin <? 

25-pin ? 
not used 
not used 

8 Magic I/O 9-pin d" 
25-pin $ 

4 
7 

3F8 
378 

not used 
LaserJet printer (port 6) 

9 I/O jumper 9-pin <f 
25-pin ? 

3 2F8 PLC A/B switch (rack 13)* 
not used 

10 (empty) 
11 (empty) 
12 (empty) 
13 SCSI controller 37-pin ? 11 330 not used 
14 (empty) 

" Connected through T-connector going to Computer #4 and to rack 8, where the cable is curled up near Computer 
#9. The card in not being used. 
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Computer #2 (Texas Microsystem, in the DACS trailer) 
used for gas monitoring 

Slot Card Port(s) IRQ Addr. Destination 

1 Kensington bus mouse 9-pin d" 10 338 not used 

2 (empty) 

3 3Com Ethernet 15-pin ? 
BNC? 

TLC fanout buffered repeater 
not used 

4 (empty) 

5 Texas Micro 15-pin ? 
9-pin ? 

V2VGA Video 
not used 

6 (empty) 

7 CPU (80486) 9-pin c? 
25-pin ? 

4 
7 

3F8 
378 

mouse 
LaserJet printer (port 2) 

8 I/O jumper 9-pin 3 2F8 not used 

9 (empty) 

10 3Com Ethernet 15-pin ? 
BNC? 5 300 

not used 
Rack 10 GMS computer 

11 (empty) 

12 (empty) 

13 SCSI controller 37-pin ? 11 330 not used 

14 (empty) 
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Computer #3 (Texas Microsystem, in the DACS trailer) 
Utility station; HLAN drop; communicates with ASCII/Basic module 

Slot Card Port(s) IRQ Addr. Destination 

1 Kensington bus mouse 9-pin d" 12 338 bus mouse 

2 Iomega host adaptor 37-pin d" 5 Switch box; branch 2 (Bernoulli) 

3 3Com Ethernet II RF connector 
RF connector 5 300 

terminated (jumpered to slot 11) 
Hanford LAN 

4 (empty) 

5 Texas Micro 15-pin ? 
9-pin ? 

V2VGA Video 
not used 

6 (empty) 

7 CPU (80486) 9-pin cf 
25-pin $ 

not used 
not used 

8 Magic I/O 9-pin <f 
25-pin ? 

4 
7 

3F8 
378 

not used 
LaserJet printer (port 4) 

9 I/O jumper 9-pin d" 
25-pin ? 

3 2F8 ASCII module downloading 
not used 

10 (empty) 

11 3Com Ethernet II 15-pin $ not used (jumpered to slot 3) 

12 (empty) 

13 SCSI controller 37-pin $ 11 330 not used 

14 (empty) 
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Computer #4 (Texas Microsystem, in the DACS trailer) 
High speed strain guage data (Nicolet system) 

Slot Card Port(s) IRQ Addr. Destination 

1 Kensington bus mouse 9-pin <f 12 338 bus mouse 

2 Iomega host adaptor 37-pin cf 5 Switch box; branch 1 (Bernoulli) 

3 GPJJ3-AT IEEE-488 10 280 Nicolet system 

4 (empty) 

5 Texas Micro 15-pin ? 
9-pin ? 

V2VGA Video; Shinko multiplx. 
not used 

6 (empty) 

7 CPU (80486) 9-pin cf 
25-pin $ 

not used 
not used 

8 Magic I/O 9-pin cf 
25-pin $ 

4 
7 

3F8 
378 

not used 
LaserJet printer (port 3) 

9 I/O jumper 9-pin cf 
25-pin $ 

3 2F8 not used 
not used 

10 (empty) 

11 (empty) 

12 (empty) 

13 SCSI controller 37-pin ? 11 330 not used 

14 (empty) 
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Computer #5 (Texas Microsystem, in the DACS trailer) 
"Station 5", running the Genesis TEST strategy 

Slot Card Port(s) IRQ Addr. Destination 
1 (empty) 

2 (empty) 

3 SMC ARCnet BNC 5 2E0 ARCnet hub (port 5) 

4 (empty) 

5 Texas Micro 15-pin ? 
9-pin ? 

V2VGA Video; Shinko multiplx. 
not used 

6 (empty) 

7 CPU (80486) 9-pin c" 
25-pin ? 

not used 
not used 

8 Magic I/O 9-pin <? 
25-pin ? 7 378 

not used 
Genesis C key; Black Box data 
switch; Proprinter #3 (port 1) 

9 I/O jumper 9-pin d" 
25-pin ? 

4 
3 

3F8 
2F8 

Dual ABC box (A) 
mouse 

10 (empty) 

11 (empty) 

12 (empty) 

13 (empty) 

14 (empty) 
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Computer #6 (Texas Microsystem, in the DACS trailer) 
"Station 6", Remote Supervisory Station for the TEST strategy 

Slot Card Port(s) IRQ Addr. Destination 

1 (empty) 

2 (empty) 

3 (empty) 

4 (empty) 

5 Texas Micro 15-pin ? 
9-pin ? 

V2VGA Video; Shinko multiplx. 
not used 

6 (empty) 

7 CPU (80486) 9-pin cf 
25-pin ? 

4 
7 

3F8 
378 

mouse 
Genesis C key; Black Box data 
switch; Proprinter #3 (port 1) 

8 (empty) 

9 SMC ARCnet BNC 5 2E0 ARCnet hub (port 6) 

10 (empty) 

11 (empty) 

12 (empty) 

13 (empty) 

14 (empty) 
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Computer #7 (Texas Microsystem, in the DACS trailer) 
"Station 7", Backup for Stations 5 or 8 

Slot Card Port(s) IRQ Addr. Destination 

1 (empty) 

2 (empty) 

3 (empty) 

4 (empty) 

5 Texas Micro 15-pin ? 
9-pin ? 

V2VGA Video; Shinko multiplx. 
not used 

6 (empty) 

7 CPU (80486) 9-pin d" 
25-pin $ 

not used 
not used 

8 Magic I/O 9-pin cf 
25-pin $ 7 378 

not used 
Genesis RT key; Black Box data 
switch; Proprinter #3 (port 2) 

9 I/O jumper 9-pin <f 
25-pin $ 

4 
3 

3F8 
2F8 

mouse 
Dual ABC box (C) 

10 SMC ARCnet BNC 5 2E0 ARCnet hub (port 7) 

11 (empty) 

12 (empty) 

13 (empty) 

14 (empty) 
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Computer #8 (Texas Microsystem, in the DACS trailer) 
"Station 8", running the Genesis MOTOR strategy 

Slot Card Port(s) IRQ Addr. Destination 

1 (empty) 

2 (empty) 

3 (empty) 

4 Everex I/O 9-pin d 
25-pin ? 7 278 

not used 
Proprinter #8 

5 Texas Micro 15-pin ? 
9-pin $ 

V2VGA Video; Shinko multiplx. 
not used 

6 (empty) 

7 CPU (80486) 9-pin cf 
25-pin ? 

not used 
not used 

8 Magic I/O 9-pin cf 
25-pin ? 7 378 

not used 
Genesis C key; LaserJet printer 
multiplx. (port 8) 

9 I/O jumper 9-pin cf 
25-pin $ 

4 
3 

3F8 
2F8 

Dual ABC box (B) 
mouse 

10 (empty) 

11 SMC ARCnet BNC 5 2E0 ARCnet hub (port 8) 

12 (empty) 

13 (empty) 

14 (empty) 
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Computer #9 (Texas Microsystem, in the DACS trailer) 
"Station 9", stores data files and moves them to a HLAN file server 

Slot Card Port(s) IRQ Addr. Destination 
1 Kensington bus mouse 9-pin d 10 338 bus mouse 

2 (empty) 

3 3Com Ethernet II RF connector 
RF connector 5 300 

terminated (jumpered to slot 11) 
Hanford LAN 

4 (empty) 

5 Texas Micro 15-pin ? 
9-pin ? 

V2VGA Video; Shinko multiplx. 
not used 

6 (empty) 

7 CPU (80486) 9-pin d" 
25-pin $ 

4 
7 

3F8 
378 

not used 
Genesis RT key 

8 I/O jumper 9-pin cf 
25-pin $ 

not used 
not used 

9 Iomega host adaptor 37-pin d" 5 Bernoulli drive 

10 SMC ARCnet BNC 3 2E0 ARCnet hub (port 4) 

11 3Com Ethernet II 15-pin $ not used (jumpered to slot 3) 

12 (empty) 

13 (empty) 

14 (empty) 
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Computer #10 (Gateway 2000, in Building 2750) 
"Remote 1", Remote Supervisory Station, connected via RS-232 ARClink 

Slot Card Port(s) IRQ Addr. Destination 

1 (empty) 

2 (empty) 

3 (empty) 

4 (empty) 

5 SMC ARCnet BNC 5 2E0 ARCnet hub (port 1) 

6 (empty) 

7 Orchid Tech. 
ProDesigner II 

15-pin $ 300 Shinko multiplexer 

8 (empty) 

(m) COM1 9-pin c? 4 3F8 mouse 

(m) COM2 25-pin c? 3 2F8 not used 

(m) LPT1 25-pin $ 7 378 Genesis RSS key 
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Computer #11 (Gateway 2000, in Building 2750) 
"Remote 3", Remote Supervisory Station, connected via RS-232 ARCIink 

Slot Card Port(s) IRQ Addr. Destination 
1 Kensington bus mouse 9-pin <? 10 338 bus mouse 

2 (empty) 

3 (empty) 

4 (empty) 

5 SMC ARCnet BNC 5 2E0 ARCnet hub (port 3) 

6 (empty) 

7 Orchid Tech. 
ProDesigner II 

15-pin ¥ 300 Shinko multiplexer 

8 (empty) 

(m) COM1 9-pin d" 4 3F8 not used 

(m) COM2 25-pin cf 3 2F8 not used 

(m) LPT1 25-pin ? 7 378 Genesis Config. key 
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Computer #12 (Gateway 2000, in the Evaporator Room) 
"Remote 11", Remote Supervisory Station 

Slot Card Port(s) IRQ Addr. Destination 

1 SMC ARCnet BNC 5 2E0 ARCnet hub (port 2) 

2 ATI Mach 32 video 15-pin ? NEC 5FG Multisynch monitor 

3 (empty) 

4 (empty) 

5 (empty) 

6 (empty) 

7 (empty) 

8 (empty) 

(m) COM1 9-pin <? 4 3F8 not used 

(m) COM2 25-pin cf 3 2F8 not used 

(m) LPT1 25-pin $ 7 378 not used 
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Appendix H: Network Configuration Settings 

Stations 5 and 8 are Runtime Master stations. Stations 1, 3, 6, and 11 are Local RSS 
stations. Station 7 usually functions as a Local RSS station but can be switched to a Runtime 
Master. Station 9 is a DOS file server. 

The network is set up so that all network addresses are the same as the station "number" 
(for example, Station 7 is network address 7) and the network name of the station is consistent 
with this (that is, Station 7's name is STATION7). 

The RSS stations all have "RSS Auto Reconfigure" enabled and "RSS Master 
Identification set to "Auto". 

The following network settings are the same for all stations: 

Memory Node Fail Watchdog 
Buff. Addr. Time Message Rate 

Performance 
Monitor Rate 

Rename Dups. 
on File Transfer 

CCOO 49 7 4 Yes 

"Applies to Runtime stations only. 

The following table gives the remaining details of the Gen-Net network settings for each 
station: 

I/O Net Alarm Transmit 
Transmit Port Buffer Buffer 

Station Name IRQ Timeout Addr. Size Full Level 

STATION5 5 2 2E0 4096 80 32,32, 16, 16,32 

STATION6 5 2 2E0 — — — 

STATION7 5 2 2E0 4096 40 8,8,4,4,8 

STATION8 5 2 2E0 512 10 8,8,4,4,8 

STATION9 3 2 2E0 — — — 

STATION1 5 10 2E0 — — — 

STATION3 5 10 2E0 — — — 

STATION11 5 2 300 — — — 
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Appendix I: Computer Configurations and Software Versions 

See Appendix H for a general description of the functions and network setup parameters 
(ArcNet VO Port, Memory Address, and IRQ) of the stations in the network. 

All stations are running DOS version 5.2 and QEMM version 6. 
The current versions of the Genesis strategies are 2.18 for the TEST strategy (running in 

Station 5) and 2.13 for the MOTOR strategy (running in Station 8). 
The versions of Iconics software that are in use are: 

• Genesis (GEN-6C and GEN-RT)—3.54 
• Remote Supervisory System (RSS)—3.52 
• Gen-Net—3.52 
• Report & Recipe option (RRCOMBO)—3.41 

The following table gives the parameters for the setup of the ArcNet cards and the 
Iconics software packages that are on the stations. Gen-Net and RSS serial numbers are provided 
as well, for those stations that have that software. 

Arc-
Arc- Net Arc- Gen-
Net Mem. Net Iconics Software RSS Net 
I/O Buff. Board Serial Serial 

STATION5 

Port Addr. IRQ Number Number 

STATION5 5 2E0 5 GEN-6C, Gen-Net, R&R — 1950 

STATION6 6 2E0 5 RSS, R&R 465 — 

STATION7 7 2E0 5 GEN-6RT, Gen-Net, 
R&R 

— 1951 

STATION8 8 2E0 5 GEN-6C, Gen-Net, R&R — 1956 

STATION9 4 2E0 3 Gen-net — 1957 

STATION1 1 300 5 RSS, R&R 523 — 

STATION3 3 300 5 RSS, R&R — — 

STATION11 2 300 5 RSS, R&R 524 — 
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The directory organization on the computers is the same for the foUowing directories: 

• \(Root directory)—AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS system boot files 
• VDOS—MS-DOS system files 
• \MOUSE—Mouse driver 
• \QEMM—Quarterdeck Expanded Memory Manager 

Where directories differ between stations, the following table shows what those 
directories contain. 

Station Name Directory Contents 

STATION5 \GENESIS Genesis system, Gen-Net, AF5000+/Genesis driver, 
Modicon/Genesis driver, RRCOMBO option, Help 
system files 

\TEST TEST strategy files, related displays, R&R code, key 
macro files, state field files, startup batch files 

STATION6 \GENESIS RSS software, AF5000+/Genesis driver, 
Modicon/Genesis driver, RRCOMBO option, Help 
system files 

\TEST TEST strategy files, related displays, R&R code, key 
macro files, state field files, startup batch files 

STATION7 \RUNTIME Genesis system, Gen-Net, AF5000+/Genesis driver, 
Modicon/Genesis driver, RRCOMBO option, Help 
system files 

\GENESIS RSS software, Gen-Net, AF5000+/Genesis driver, 
Modicon/Genesis driver, RRCOMBO option, Help 
system files 

\TEST TEST strategy files, related displays, R&R code, key 
macro files, state field files, startup batch files 
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Station Name Directory Contents 

STATI0N8 \GENESIS Genesis system, Gen-Net, AF5000+/Genesis driver, 
Modicon/Genesis driver, RRCOMBO option, Help 
system files 

\SEQUENCE MOTOR strategy files, related displays, R&R code, 
key macro files, state field files, startup batch files 

STATI0N9 \GENESIS Gen-Net 

\NETWARE Novell networking software (???) 

STATION1 \GENESIS RSS software, AF5000+/Genesis driver, 
Modicon/Genesis driver, RRCOMBO option, Help 
system files 

\TEST TEST strategy files, related displays, R&R code, key 
macro files, state field files, startup batch files 

STATION3 \GENESIS RSS software, AF5000+/Genesis driver, 
Modicon/Genesis driver, RRCOMBO option, Help 
system files 

\TEST TEST strategy files, related displays, R&R code, key 
macro files, state field files, startup batch files 

STATION11 \GENESIS RSS software, AF5000+/Genesis driver, 
Modicon/Genesis driver, RRCOMBO option, Help 
system files 

\TEST TEST strategy files, related displays, R&R code, key 
macro files, state field file startup batch files 
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Appendix J: Software License Agreements 

The following is a list of the commercial software that is used in the DACS system. 

Company Software Version(s) 

Novell, Inc. Netware Lite 1.00 

Quarterdeck Office Systems QEMM and Manifest 6.00 

Iconics, Inc. Genesis Control Series 3.54 

Iconics, Inc. GenNet 3.64 

Iconics, Inc. Remote Supervisory Station 3.64 

Modicon, Inc. (AEG) Modsoft 1.02, 1.07, 1.12 

Symantec Corp. Norton Utilities 4.50, 6.10, and 6.10 

Symantec Corp. Norton Editor 1.3c 

Microsoft Corp. MS-DOS 5.0 

Microsoft Corp. Windows 3.1 

WordPerfect Corp. WordPerfect for DOS 5.1 

DiagSoft, Inc QA Plus 4.52 

Nicolet Instrument Corp. FAMOS 
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Appendix K: List of Contributors 

The following table shows who was responsible for the original contributions to this 
document, and the sections to which they contributed. Following the table is a list of the names 
associated with the initials that appear in the table. Final assembly and editing were done by 
RAW. 

Section(s) Contributors 

1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 KKE 
IA KKE,RAW 
2.0, 2.1, 2.2 KKE 
2.3 except for 2.3.1 and 2.3.3 KKE 
2.3.1 and 2.3.3 JRM 
3.0 RAW 
3.1 JRM 
3.2 KKE 
3.3 JRM 
3.4 JRM 
4.0 KKE 
4.1 JRM 
4.2 KKE 
4.3 JRM 
4.3.2 HDH,JRM 
4.3.5 JRM, RE 
4.4 KKE 
5.0 RAW 
Appendix A RAW 
Appendix B JRM 
Appendix C JRM, RE 
Appendices D, E, F, G, H, I KKE 
Appendix J TSP, SOS 
Appendix K RAW 
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Full names of contributors whose initials appear in the above table: 

JRM Jeffrey R. Martin, EG&G 

KKE Kenneth K. Eldridge, Eldridge Engineering 

RE Rene Echave 

RAW Robert A. Williams, LANL/NIS-5 

SOS Samuel O. Smith, EG&G 

HDH H. Darrell Holt, LANL/NIS-5 

TSP Thomas S. Pounds, EG&G 
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